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CONSTITUTION.

ARTICLE I, XAME.

Section 1. This Association shall be called ''The Acad-

emy OF Science of St. Louis.''

ARTICLE II. OBJECT.

Section 1. It shall have for its object the promotion of

science.

Sec. 2. As means to this end the Academy shall hold

meetings for the consideration and discussion of scientific

subjects; shall take measures to procure original papers

upon such subjects; and shall, as often as may be prac-

ticable, publish its transactions. It shall also establish

and maintain a cabinet of objects illustrative of the

several departments of science, and a library of works

relating to the same. It shall also place itself in com-
munication with other scientific institutions.

article hi. members.

Section 1. The Academy shall consist of Active Mem-
bers, Corresponding Members, Honorary Members and
Patrons.

Sec. 2. Active Members shall be persons interested

in science, and they alone shall conduct the affairs of the

Academy.
Sec. 3. Persons not living in the City or County of St.

Ijouis who may be disposed to further the object of the

Academ^^ by original researches, contributions of speci-

mens, or otherwise, may be elected Corresponding Mem-
bers.

Sec. 4. Persons not living in the City or County of

St. Louis may be elected Honorary Members by virtue

of their attainments in science.
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Sec. 5. Any person conveying to the Academy the

sum of one thousand dollars ($1,000) or its equivalent,

may be elected a Patron.

Sec, 6. Persons may be admitted to any of the preced-

ing classes of membership or dismissed therefrom in

accordance with the regulations prescribed by the By-
Laws.

ARTICLE IV. OFFICEES.

Section 1. The officers of the Academy shall be chosen

from the active members, and they shall consist of a

President,
First Vice-President,
Second Vice-President,

Recording Secretary,

Corresponding Secretary,

Treasurer,

Librarian,
Three Curators,
Two Directors.

Said officers shall be elected at the time and in the

manner prescribed by the By-Laws, and shall hold their

offices for one year, or until their successors are elected.

Sec. 2. The duties of these officers shall be such as

are customary and as prescribed by the By-Laws.

ARTICLE V. COUNCIL.

Section 1. The officers shall constitute the Council

of the Academy and at its meetings five shall constitute

a quorum.
Sec. 2. The duties of the Council shall be to consider

all plans conducive to the welfare of the Academy; to

audit all bills and order payment of such as they may
approve; to consider all applications for membership;
and to administer the business of the Academy, subject
to the Constitution and By-Laws and to such instructions

as may be given by the Academy.

article VI. MEETINGS.

Section 1, The meetings of the Academy shall be

held at such times and places as the By-Laws may direct.
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AKTICLE VII. AMENDMENTS.

Section 1. Amendments to this Constitution shall be

submitted in writing at a regular meeting. They shall

be open to discussion until at least the second meeting
thereafter. They may then be adopted by a two-thirds

vote of a letter-ballot, conducted in the manner prescribed

by the Council.

article viii. sections.

Section 1. To encourage and promote special inves-

tigations in any branch of science, members of the Acad-

emv mav form Sections, which shall be constituted as

herein provided.
Sec. 2. For the formation of a Section, w^ritten ap-

plication shall be made to the Academy, at a regular

meeting, by not less than six active members.
On the approval of this application by the affirmative

vote of two-thirds of the members present at the next

regular meeting, the Section shall be established and the

names of the petitioners shall be recorded on its minutes

as its founders.

Sec. 3. Sections may increase the number of their

members by election, but only members of the Academj''
shall be elected members of any of the Sections.

Sec. 4. The officers of each Section shall be a Chair-

man and a Secretarv, who shall be elected bv its members
at the first meeting of the Section, and subsequently at

the first meeting in January of each year.
Sec. 5. The collections and books of each Section are

the common property of the Academy. Donations of

books and specimens made to or for any Section shall

be received as donations to the Academy for the use of

the Section.

Sec. 6. A report of the proceedings of each Section

shall be submitted to the Academy at least once every
month. Papers read before any Section with a view to

publication by the Academy shall take the same course

as papers road before the Academy.
Sec. 7. On all points not herein provided for, each

Section shall be governed by the Constitution, By-Laws
and instructions of the Academy.
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BY-LAWS.

I. REGULAR MEETINGS.

The regular meetings of the Academy shall be held on
the first and third Monday evenings of every month,
unless otherwise ordered by the Council.

II. SPECIAL MEETINGS.

Special meetings may be called by the President at

his discretion, and shall be called by him on the written

request of three or more members.

III. NOTICE OF MEETINGS.

The Recording Secretary shall send a notice of each

meeting to every active member at least two days before

such meeting.

IV. QUORUM.

Seven members shall constitute a quorum, but four

members shall constitute a legal meeting for reading of

papers.

V. ORDER OF BUSINESS.

The order of proceeding, at the regular meetings of

the Academy, shall be as follows:

1. Call to order by President.

2. Scientific Program.

a. Papers as announced.

b. Reports of Sections.

c. Other communicatioHs (brief).

d. Donations to the Museum and Library.

e. Announcements by President (of special interest to visitors.)
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3. Business Meeting.

a. Minutes of last meeting.

b. Report of the Council.

c. Reports of Committees.

d. Report of the Corresponding Secretary.

e. Deferred Business.

f. New Business.

g. Elections.

h. Proposals for Membership,

i. Adjournment.

VI. CORRESPONDING SECRETARY.

It shall be the duty of the Corresponding Secretary
to conduct the correspondence and report to the Acad-

emy.

VII. TREASURER.

The Treasurer shall collect all moneys due the Acad-

emy; be custodian of all its funds, and pay such bills

against the Academy as the Council shall approve. The
Treasurer shall deposit the moneys and invest the funds

of the Academy in its name and by and with the advice

of the Council. Besides his annual report to the Acad-

emy, the Treasurer shall make such further reports and
statements concerning the financial affairs of the Acad-

emy as the Council may from time to time require.

Before entering upon his duties, the Treasurer shall give
bond in such sum as may be required by the Council.

VIII. LIBRARIAN.

The Librarian shall take charge of all books belonging
to or deposited with the Academy, and shall be respon-
sible for the same

;
he shall keep a catalogue thereof, in

which the names of contributors shall be inscribed; he

shall superintend the distribution of all the publications
of the Academy.

IX. COUNCIL.

The Council shall act as a publication committee;
shall prepare a program for each meeting, and make
rules and regulations for their own guidance, not incon-

sistent with the Constitution and By-Laws.
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X. ELECTION OF OETICERS.

A nominating committee of three active members who
are not officers of the Academy shall be elected at the

first regular meeting in December. This committee shall

nominate candidates for all the offices for the ensuing
year, and report the nominations at the following meet-

ing, when other nominations may be made by any active

member. The Recording Secretary shall mail to every
active member a list of the nominees for office, at least

ten days preceding the annual meeting. The polls shall

be closed at 6 p. m. on the day of the annual meeting,
after which the nominating committee shall count the

ballots and announce the results to the Academy. A
plurality of the votes cast shall suffice to elect.

XI. VACANCIES.

All vacancies shall be filled by the Council in a regular
or called meeting, notice whereof having been given at

least two days previously.

XII. ELECTION OF MEMBERS.

A candidate for admission to the Academy shall be

proposed by not less than two members at any regular

meeting. The proposal must then be referred to the

Council, and if upon examination they shall find the

candidate to be eligible and worthy of membership, they
shall order the question as to his admission to be

submitted to the Academy for ballot. If there be five

votes in the negative, the candidate shall be rejected,
and shall not be again voted upon for twelve months
after such rejection. But if the number of negative
votes be less than five, the candidate shall be elected,

but shall not be considered a member until he shall have

paid the annual dues for the current year. Aivy failure

to pay the annual dues within thirty days after the can-

didate has been notified of his election, shall work a for-

feiture of all rights under said election, if the Council
shall so determine. No entry shall be made on the record

of the rejection of any candidate.
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XIII. RESIGNATION OF MEMBERS.

Any member whose dues have been fully paid may
withdraw from the Academy by a written resignation.

Non-payment of dues for one year or longer may be

treated as equivalent to resignation; but before any
member is dropped from the rolls for delinquency, he

shall be entitled to not less than four weeks' notice.

XIV. EXPULSION OF MEMBERS.

Upon the written request of five members, that, for

cause stated, any member be expelled, the Council shall

consider the matter, and if they deem it best, shall advise

the member that his resignation will be accepted. He
shall, however, have the right to demand and shall be

given a copy of the charges against him, and shall have
a reasonable time to present a written defense. The
Council may then pass finally upon the matter, and if

resignation has not been tendered, or a satisfactory de-

fense made, may by an affirmative vote of four of their

number expel the member, in which case they shall notify
him and the Academy of their action, and his name shall

be at once dropped from the list of members.

XV. INITIATION FEES AND DUES.

Annual dues shall be paid at the beginning of each

year. Resident active members shall pay annual dues of

six dollars, and non-resident active members shall pay
annual dues of three dollars. There shall be no initiation

fee.

XVI. HONORARY MEMBERS AND PATRONS.

Honorary members and Patrons shall be recommended
bv the Council, and elected bv the unanimous vote of the

members present at any regular meeting.

XVII. PUBLICATIONS.

Patrons, honorary members, and all active members
not in arrears shall be entitled to one copy of all the

publications of the Academy issued subsequent to their
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election. Authors of papers shall be entitled to twenty
extra copies of their individual papers.

XVIII. SALE OF EEAL ESTATE.

The property conveyed to The Academy of Science of

St. Louis on the eighteenth day of March, 1903, by Edgar
E. Hoadley and Lavinia L. Hoadley, as a gift from Mrs.
Eliza McMillan and William N. McMillan, shall not be

mortgaged or voluntarily encumbered by the Academy
of Science

;
and the said property shall not be sold, except

with the consent of two-thirds of the members of the

Academy of Science, obtained by letter-ballot, in such

manner as may be prescribed by the Council
; and, when

sold, the proceeds of the sale or so much thereof as may
be necessary, shall be used to provide a suitable location

and building for the use of The Academy of Science of

St. Louis.

XIX. AUTHORITY.

On all points of order and procedure, not provided for

in the Constitution and By-Laws, Robert's Rules of

Order shall be the authority.

XX. AMENDMENTS.

These By-Laws may be amended by two-thirds vote

of all the members present at any regular meeting, pro-

vided notice of the proposed amendment shall have been

mailed to every member at least one week before the vote

thereon is taken.



ABSTRACT OF HISTORY.

OKGANIZATION.

The Academy of Science of St. Louis was organized on

the 10th of March, 1856, in the hall of the Board of Public

Schools. Dr. George Engelmann was the first President.

CHARTER.

On the 17th of January following, a charter incorporat-

ing the Academy was signed and approved, and this was
accepted by a vote of the Academy on the 9th of February,
1857.

OBJECTS.

The act of incorporation declares the object of the

Academy to be the advancement of science and the estab-

lishment in St. Louis of a museum and library for the

illustration and study of its various branches, and pro-
vides that the members shall acquire no individual prop-

erty in the real estate, cabinets, library, or other of its

effects, their interest being merely usufructuary.
The constitution as adopted at the organization meet-

ing and amended at various times subsequently, provides
for holding meetings for the consideration and discussion

of scientific subjects ; taking measures to procure original

papers upon such subjects; the publication of transac-

tions
;
the establishment and maintenance of a cabinet of

objects illustrative of the several departments of science

and a library of works relating to the same; and the

establishment of relations with other scientific institu-

tions. To encourage and promote special investigation
in any branch of science, the formation of special sections

under the charter is provided for.
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MEMBEKSHIP.

Members are classified as active members, correspond-

ing members, honorary members and patrons. Active

membership is limited to persons interested in science,

though they need not of necessity be engaged in scientific

work, and they alone conduct the affairs of the Academy,
under its constitution. Persons not living in the city or

county of St. Louis who are disposed to further the

objects of the Academy, by original researches, contribu-

tions of specimens, or otherwise, are eligible as corre-

sponding members. Persons not living in the city or

county of St. Louis are eligible as honorary members by
virtue of their attainments in science. Any person con-

veying to the Academy the sum of one thousand dollars

or its equivalent becomes eligible as a patron.

Under the By-Laws, resident active members pay
annual dues of six dollars. Non-resident active members

pay annual dues of three dollars only. Patrons and

honorary and corresponding members are exempt from
the payment of dues. Each patron, honorary member,
and active member not in arrears is entitled to one copy
of each publication of the Academy issued after his

election.

Since the organization of the Academy, 1,324 persons
have been elected to active membership, of whom, on

December 31, 1913, 304 were carried on the list. Six

patrons, Mr. Edwin Harrison, ^Irs. Eliza McMillan, Mr.

William Northrop McMillan, Mr. Henry W. Eliot, Mr.

William Keeney Bixby and Mr. Edward Mallinckrodt,

have been elected. Elections to honorary membership
number 14 (page vi), and 225 persons (Vol. X., p. xii)

have been elected to corresponding membership.

OFFICERS AND MANAGEMENT.

The officers, who are chosen from the active members,
consist of a President, two Vice-Presidents, Kecording
and Corresponding Secretaries, Treasurer, Librarian,

three Curators and two Directors. The general business
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management of the Academy is vested in a Council com-

posed of the officers.

The office of President has been filled by the following
well-known citizens of St. Louis, nearly all of whom have
been eminent in some line of scientific work: George
Engelmann, Benjamin F. Shumard, Adolphus Wislizenus,
Hiram A. Prout, John B. Jolmson, James B. Eads, Wil-

liam T. Harris, Charles V. Riley, Francis E. Nipher,

Henry S. Pritchett, John Green, Melvin L. Gray, Ed-
mund A. Engler, Eobert Moore, Henry W. Eliot, Edwin
Harrison, Adolf Alt, Calvin M. Woodward, and William
Trelease.

MEETINGS.

The regular meetings of the Academy are held at its

building, 3817 Olive Street, at 8:15 o'clock, on the first

and third Monday evenings of each month, a recess being
taken between the meeting on the first Monday in June
and the meeting on the third Monday in October. These

meetings, to which interested persons are always wel-

come, are devoted in part to the reading of technical

papers designed for publication in the Academy's Trans-

actions, and in part to the presentation of more popular
abstracts of recent investigation or progress. From time

to time public lectures, calculated to interest a larger

audience, are provided for in some suitable hall.

The following dates for regular meetings for the year
1914 have been fixed by the Council :

Jan
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LIBRARY.

After its organization, the Academy met in Pope's
Medical College, where a creditable beginning had been

made toward the formation of a museum and library,
until May, 1869, when the building and museum were

destroyed by fire, the library being saved. The library
now contains about 18,500 books and 16,000 pamphlets,
and is open during certain hours of the day for consulta-

tion by members and persons engaged in scientific work.

PUBLICATIONS AND EXCHANGES.

Twenty-two octavo volumes of Transactions have been

published since the organization of the Academy, and

widely distributed. Two quarto publications have also

been issued: one from the Archaeological Section, being
a contribution to the archaeology of Missouri, and the

other a report of the observations made by the Washing-
ton University Eclipse Party of 1889. The Academy
now stands in exchange relations with 420 institutions or

organizations of aims similar to its own.

MUSEUM.

After the loss of its first museum, in 1869, the Acad-

emy lacked adequate room for the arrangement of a

public museum, and, although small museum accessions

were received and cared for, its main effort, of necessity,

was concentrated on the holding of meetings, the forma-

tion of a library, the publication of worthy scientific mat-

ter, and the maintenance of relations with other scientific

bodies.

The Museum is at present located on the first floor

of the Academy Building and has in it a number of

specimens illustrating the various branches of natural

science, among which may be mentioned the Yandell Col-

lection of fossils, a collection of some 600 exotic butter-

flies, a collection of Mound Builder pottery and skulls

from near New Madrid, Mo., and a collection of 25

meteorites. Our material forms but a nucleus of a

museum which the Academy hopes to establish—a

museum which we trust will be of benefit to the public
and to the educational institutions of the citv.
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RECORD.

From Januaey 1 to December 31, 1913.

The following list of papers were presented at the

meetings during this period:

January 15, 1913:

S. Bent Russell.—Demonstration and Design of

Apparatus to Simulate the Working of Nerv-

ous Discharges.
(Published in Journal of Animal Behavior, Vol. 3,

No. 1, 1913.)

J. L. Van Ornum.—Experiments on the Pointing
of Pressure Tubes, to Eliminate Velocity Ef-

fects, in Water Pipes.
F. E. NiPHEE.—The Strength of a Steel Magnet

Dependent upon its Electric Potential.

February 3, 1913:

Moses Craig.—Plant Improvement by Selection.

C. H. Turner.—An Apparent Reversal of the Light

Responses of the Common Roach.
F. E. NiPHER.—The Strength of a Steel Magnet

Dependent upon its Electric Potential.

February 17, 1913 :

F. E. NiPHER.—Effect of Electrification of Air on
its Magnetic Permeability.

LeRoy McMaster.—The Preparation and Proper-
ties of Some Ammonium Salts of Organic
Acids.

(Published in American Chemical Journal, Vol. XLIX,
No. 4, 1913.)

Leo Loeb.—Some Biological Aspects of Tumor In-

vestigation.

March 3, 1913 :

F. E. NiPHER.—The Behavior of the Magnetic
Needle on Windy and Calm Days.

(Published in Transactions, Academy of Science of

St. Louis, Vol. XXII, No. 2, 1913.)
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E. A. Hall.—Fixation of Atmospheric Nitrogen.
S. S. Knight.—Some Microscopic Observations upon

the Segregation of Impurities in Carbon-Iron

Alloys.
R. J. Teeky.—The Development of the Cranium in

Mammals. 11.

March 17, 1913 :

E. G. Payne.—Social Effects of Some Eecent Child
Labor Legislation in Missouri.

C. M. Gill.—A Possible Explanation of the 'In-

ferno' at Fern Lake near Estes Park, Colorado.
F. E. NiPHEE.—The Effect of Wind on the Magnetic

Needle.

April 7, 1913 :

G. 0. James.—How Worlds are Formed.
Julius Huktee.—Cobras.

April 21, 1913 :

B. M. DuGGAE.—The Significance of Color in Plants.

C. A. Todd.—Observations on the Migratory Flight
of a Butterfly.

E. A. Hall.—Preparation of Neutral Tri-Ammonium
Citrate.

May 5, 1913 :

M. E. Wilson.—The Geology of the Meramec High-
lands Eegion.

C. A. Todd.—Further Observations on the Migra-
tory Flight of a Butterfly.

May 19, 1913:

Geo. T. Mooee.—Speculations on the Origin of Life.

June 2, 1913 :

Heemann von Scheenk.—Eecent Epidemic Appear-
ance of Termites in St. Louis Houses.

H. M. Whelpey.—The Shrunken Human Heads of

Bolivia.
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October 20, 1913 :

F. E. NiPHER.—Variations in the Earth's Magnetic
Field.

(Published in Transactions, Academy of Science of

St. Louis, Vol. XXII, No. 4, 1913.)

H. M. Whelpey.—Problems in American Archae-

ology.

November 3, 1913:

J. L. Van Ornum.—Forests and Floods.

November 17, 1913;

F. E. NiPHER.—Uniform Motion of a Load upon an
Inclined Plane.

W. H. Chenery.—The Problem of Organization; a

Criticism of Theodor Ostwald's Der Energet-
iscJie Imperativ.

C. A. Waldo.—A New Application of Electricity to

the Production of Musical Tones.

December 1, 1913:

J. M. Greenman.—The Coastal-Plain Flora of Mexico.

W. H. RoEVER.—The Curve of Light on the Dome
of the New Roman Catholic Cathedral.
(Published in American Mathematical Monthly,

Vol. XX, No. 10, Dec, 1913.)

December 15, 1913 :

J. A. Warner.—The Process of Manufacturing Anti-

Toxins.

Meeting of January 6, 1913.

The Academy of Science of St. Louis met in the Acad-

emy Building, 3817 Olive Street, at 8 p. m., January 6,

1913; President Engler in the chair; attendance 20.

The President delivered his address as President of

the Academy for the year 1912.

The Treasurer's report for the year 1912 was sub-

mitted.^

The report of the Curators for 1912 was read.*

The report of the Librarian for 1912 was presented.^

'
Transactions, Vol. XXI, page lii.

*
Transactions, Vol. XXI, page lii.

'•

Transactions, Vol. XXI, page lii.
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The Nominating Committee reported the results of the

election of officers for 1913, as follows :

President E. A. Engler
First Vice-President F. E. Nipher
Second Vice-President A. E. Ewing
Recording Secretary J. A. Drushel

Corresponding Secretary Geo. O. James
Treasurer H. E. Wiedemann
Librarian Wm. L. R. Gifford

Curators Julius Hurter

Hermann von Schrenk

Philip Rau
Directors Adolf Alt

H. M. Whelpley

The death of Dr. Geo. C. Crandall and of Mr. Irwin
Z. Smith, active members, and of Professor G. C. Broad-

head, corresponding member, was reported.

January 20, 1913.

President Engler in the chair; attendance 24.

The following donations to the Museum were reported :

R. F. O'Neal. .European Starling (Sturnus vulgaris).

..Louisiana Centennial Medal, 1812-1813.

Mr. S. Bent Russell read a paper on ''Demonstration
and Design of Apparatus to Simulate the Working of

Nervous Discharges."

First Mr. Russell explained why it is that an animal provided with

muscles and a nervous system grows wiser with experience. For ex-

ample, if an animal makes a movement that is followed by pain it

will learn to refrain from the movement. In the same way he ex-

plained why the horse learns to jump at the crack of the whip without

waiting for the blow; why the animal learns to avoid certain obstacles

by turning certain ways; why a movement that is followed by a form

of satisfaction becomes habitual; why the movements of certain mus-

cles, after the proper experience, habitually occur together.

The explanation showed that all these actions are due simply to the

nervous discharge following the channel that is most open at the time.

The more frequently the channel has been used and the more recently,

the more open it will be. The point was then made that if the chan-

nel is provided with two sensory endings and conditions are such that

the two endings are excited in succession from time to time, it will

become much more open, and movements will be made accordingly.
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Thus experience determines development and variable responses are

accounted for.

The theory thus given was supplemented by a brief description with

lantern slides and sketches of a practical device which operates on

something the same principle. The apparatus described is a hydraulic

regulating system. The important parts are: 1st, a transmitter or

triple slide valve with a timing attachment; 2nd, a measuring or bal-

ancing device governing a hydraulic cylinder or motor; 3rd, a system
of key rods connected so that each key rod controls one or more trans-

mitters and on the other hand each transmitter is controlled by one or

more key rods.

The speaker demonstrated that the apparatus will respond to signals

as a nervous system does, i. e., the responses are determined by pre-

vious experience. In other words, the speaker showed a practical ar-

rangement of valves, pipes, springs, ratchets, cranks, pistons, etc, that

will respond to signals and make movements like the nerves and mus-
cles in an animal of some intelligence. The mechanism can be trained,

can acquire habits, will move forward or back at a given signal, accord-

ing to experience, will make one, two or three responses to a given

signal, according to experience.

Professor J. L. Van Orniim spoke on "Experiments
on the Pointing of Pressure Tubes, to Eliminate Veloc-

ity Effects, in Water Pipes," with especial reference to

the auxiliary tubes of Pitometers.

For a long time it was assumed and still seems to be supposed by

many, judging from statements in books and periodicals, that the

pointing of a pitot tube to give a zero velocity indication when
placed in a fluid stream should be at an angle of ninety degrees from
the direction of flow; but this is not true. To the members of this

Academy the most familiar proof of the fact is contained in paper No.

3, of Vol. XVI, of its Transactions, in which Professor Nipher states

that a pitot tube in a current of air shows a negative velocity head

(when pointed at an angle of ninety degrees from the direction of the

air current) greater in amount than the maximum positive velocity

head when directly facing the current of air; and that the angle of

pointing to show a zero velocity head in air is sixty degrees.

The thesis experiments of Messrs. Patton and Wallace in the Wash-

ington University hydraulic laboratory nearly three years ago and later

ones by Mr. Hooper, as well as Dr. Schuster's experiments at Dresden

published about two years ago, are definite indications that the same
facts are true in currents of water.

Among the other considerations discussed in the above mentioned
theses is one perhaps more important than that just mentioned. It is

the fact that, unless the pitot tubes have the theoretically required per-

fectly thin edge, the angle is increased from the sixty degree angle to

one of greater size. When a cone, with its base coinciding with the

plane of the mouth of the pitot tube, is used, its angle is greater than
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sixty degrees in proportion to the increase of diameter of the base; and
it does not require a very great expanse of mouth area to give an angle
of ninety degrees, the one first assumed.
This conclusion has a particular point of interest in the fact that it

indicates that the usual piezometer attachment to pipes for measuring
pressure heads is correct, their normal direction having no connection
with the sixty degree angle already discussed for the thin-edged pitot
tubes.

Professor F. E. Niplier stated that lie had obtained
results in recent experiments which seem to indicate
that the strength of a steel magnet depends upon its

electric potential.
Mr. John E. Montague was elected to membership.

Februaey 3, 1913.

President Engler in the chair; attendance 15.

The following donations to the Library were reported :

J. J. Kessler A pamphlet on The Nitrile of Fumaric Acid.

A. S, Langsdorf . .Two volumes of Science.

Mr. Moses Craig read a paper on "Plant Improve-
ment by Selection."

Mr. Craig briefly traced the history of plant breeding, outlining the

Darwinian and De Vriesian views of the origin of new forms, with

Mendel's law of character segregation. The importance of hybridiza-

tion in hastening variation was mentioned with methods of inbreeding
and methodical selection. He then gave many practical directions for

improving our pomaceous, cereal and vegetable crops.

Dr. Chas. H. Turner read a paper on ''An Apparent
Eeversal of the Light Responses of the . Common
Roach."

The paper discussed a series of experiments conducted with the com-

mon roach {Periplaneta orientalis) for the purpose of seeing if the

negatively phototropic animal could be trained to refuse to enter a

specific dark place; and, if that proved possible, to experimentally

analyze the behavior. The electrical punishment method, devised by

Professor Yerkes, in his study of the dancing mouse, was used.

According to the speaker this method has been used only once before

in the study of insect behavior; that was by Mr. Szymanski* in study-

ing the responses of several larval male cockroaches. A resume of

'Journal of Animal Behavior, 2:81-90. 1912.
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Mr. Szymanski's paper was given and the statement made that Mr.

Szymanski did not experimentally determine whether the refusal to

enter the dark chamber was the reversal of a negative phototropism
or an example of learning, by means of associative memory, to avoid

a disagreeable dark place.

A pen containing one dark chamber and one lighted chamber, or a

pen containing one dark chamber and two lighted chambers, was

placed on a platform composed of copper strips so arranged that an

electric current could be sent through them at will. A marked roach

was placed in a lighted chamber of one of the pens. If it was the

roach's first time in the pen, it would immediately rush into the dark-

ness. The current was then turned on, the shock of which would cause

the roach to rush back into the light. Thereafter it would enter the

dark chamber more cautiously. Each time it received a shock. After

a while it could not be induced to enter the dark chamber. These ex-

periments were conducted with roaches of both sexes and of several

different ages.

The speaker said he believed the majority of the students of compar-
ative psychology would call the above described behavior a reversal of

a negative phototropism; but he insisted that it was just as logical to

conclude that the roach, by means of associative memory, had learned

to avoid a specific dark place because of certain disagreeable associa-

tions.

He further stated that he did not consider a learning curve a safe

criterion for interpreting behavior, and based his statement upon the

fact that Dr. Carr in experimenting with human beings in a maze ob-

tained learning curves which, by the usual mode of interpretation, indi-

cated a type of intelligence lower than that of the rat.

He also objected to adopting Professor Lloyd Morgan's method of

selecting the simpler of two equally plausible solutions of an example
of animal behavior. Dr. Turner insisted that, in such cases, the be-

havior should be experimentally analyzed; or else one should say

frankly that the problem has not been solved.

In this case the behavior was analyzed by the following experiment:
A roach which had thoroughly learned to refuse to enter the dark

chamber of a pen resting upon the copper strips was transferred from

that pen to a similar one resting on a different surface. In each case

the roach would immediately rush into the dark chamber. The roach

was then returned to the lighted portion of the pen resting on the cop-

per strips. It then refused to enter the dark chamber. This was found

to be true of numerous normal roaches of several different ages and of

both sexes. Antennaeless roaches would enter the dark chamber under

both conditions.

CONCLUSIONS.

1. By means of electric shocks roaches can be trained to avoid enter-

ing a specific dark place. This is not a reversal of a phototropism; but

the result of learning to avoid a specific dark place because of certain

disagreeable experiences associated with it.
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2. Generally speaking, male roaches learn more quickly than female

and young roaches are more apt than adults; but there are marked
individual exceptions to this.

3. In the ability to learn and to retain what they have acquired

roaches exhibit marked individuality.

4. Roaches that have acquired the habit of refusing to enter a dark

place do not lose the habit when they moult.

5. Roaches that have learned to respond in the manner described

continue to respond in that way even when several days elapse between

experiments.

6. During sickness and just prior to death the retentiveness of the

roach is much impaired.

Professor F. E. Niplier stated that lie had recently
obtained results which confirm his previous conclusion,
that the strength of a steel magnet depends upon its

electric potential. He has found this to be the case even

when the magnet composed of a layer of fine steel wire

is wholly enclosed in a covering of tin-foil.

Februaky 17, 1913.

President Engler in the chair; attendance 36.

The following donatiojis to the Library were reported :

D. L. Harris. .Five pamphlets on the subject of rabies.

A. S. Pearse..Four pamphlets on crabs.

Professor F. E. Nipher addressed the Academy on
'' Effect of Electrification of Air on its Magnetic Per-

meability."

Professor Nipher stated that he had recently found that when a

steel magnet is insulated and connected to either terminal of an influ-

ence machine, the other terminal being grounded, all points in the field

of the magnet show an increase in magnetic intensity. There is an

apparent increase in the magnetic moment of the magnet. This is

really due to an increase in the permeability of the surrounding air.

The magnet thus acted upon was one of two deflecting magnets,

placed on opposite sides of a magnetic needle suspended from a silk

fiber, within a metal cylinder. The motion of the needle was observed

by means of a telescope and scale, through a small opening in the

metal shield, which was closed by a sheet of glass covered with wire

gauze.

One of the deflecting magnets is put in contact with the influence

machine. All disruptive effects are to be avoided. The needle shows

a gradual deviation from the magnetic meridian, amounting to about

four minutes of arc. This result is obtained even when the magnet is
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wrapped in tin-foil, but not when it is within a large mass of cotton

batting.

When the air around the charged magnet is disturbed by means of

a palm-leaf fan, the deflection of the needle is not less than 15 seconds;

its amplitude of vibration may be gradually Increased, by operating the

fan during alternate semi-vibrations. In this way the angle of vibra-

tion has been increased to about four degrees of arc. In a similar

manner it can be quickly brought to rest.

This result seems to indicate that the electrified molecules of air be-

have somewhat like iron filings in the field of the magnet.

Arrangements are being made to place the deflecting magnets in

adjoining rooms. The electrified magnet being placed between two

large sheets of glass, may make it possible to obtain photographs of the

lines of force.

The deviations of the needle here observed are of the same order ot

magnitude as those due to momentary variations in the magnetic field

of the earth.

Professor LeRoy McMaster read a paper on ''The

Preparation and Properties of Some Ammonium Salts

of Organic Acids."

Professor McMaster described a method of preparing the neutral

ammonium salts of monobasic and dibasic organic acids, and gave an

account of some of the properties of these salts. The method consists,

briefly, in dissolving the organic acids In absolute alcohol or ether and

passing dry ammonia gas into the solution. By this method were easily

prepared the neutral ammonium salts of succinic, tartaric, ortho and

meta-phthalic acids, propionic, iso-butyric and benzoic acids. The neu-

tral salts of malonic, malic and cinnamic acids were prepared with

some difficulty. Analyses of the prepared salts were given and proved
the compounds to be neutral.

Dr. Leo Loeb presented a communication entitled

"Some Biological Aspects of Tumor Investigation."

Weismann stated that Protozoa and germ cells of metazoa are poten-

tially immortal while the somatic cells of metazoa are mortal. As far

as the Protozoa are concerned his statement was controverted by Mau-

pas, R. Hartwig, Calkins and others. The recent experiments of Henri-

quez and especially of Woodruff make it, however, very probable that

his conclusion was essentially correct. As far as the somatic cells of

metazoa are concerned, Weismann's conclusion was not warranted by

facts, the evidence pointing merely to the conclusion that somatic cells

can usually not reproduce the whole organism. The writer first pointed

out in 1901 that facts established through experimental tumor investi-

gation made it very probable that tumor cells are potentially immor-

tal—as much as Protozoa and as germ cells. And a few years later he

concluded further that, inasmuch as tumor cells are merely ordinary
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somatic cells living under special conditions, the proof has been sup-

plied
—as much as that can be done—that ordinary somatic cells are

potentially immortal. He also pointed out that this conclusion could

still further be confirmed by serial transplantations of ordinary tissues

in animals of various ages. He began such experiments a number of

years ago and is continuing this work now under more favorable con-

ditions.

Experimental tumor investigation has furthermore demonstrated that

many somatic cells haA'e a potential power to proliferate, which ap-

peared almost unthinkable until recent years. One single epithelial or

connective tissue cell being potentially able to produce masses of cells

which surpass many times the number of cells composing a whole an-

imal of the same species.

Germ cells show definite rhythms. Certain Protozoa also possess defi-

nite rhythms, as shown by Maupas, R. Hertwig, Calkins and others.

Bashford and Calkins maintained that tumors also possessed definite

rhythmic changes. Investigations carried out by M. S. Fleisher in our

laboratory show such rhythms do not exist in the case of tumors. If

they exist in the case of other somatic tissues, they are not primary

attributes of these tissues, but due to secondary mechanisms.

The death of Mr. Gilbert G. Morrison was announced.

March 3, 1913.

President Engler in the chair; attendance 43.

The following donations to the Library were reported :

LeRoy McMaster. .Two pamphlets on the preparation of ammonium
salts of organic acids.

Professor F. E. Nipher gave some further observa-

tions on the behavior of the magnetic needle on windy and
calm days.

Dr. R. A. Hall spoke on the '^ Fixation of Atmosperic

Nitrogen.
' '

Dr. R. J. Terry gave some of the results of his study
of ' ' The Development of the Cranium in Mammals. II.

' '

Dr. Terry stated that Weiss's study of the occipital region of embryos

of white rats revealed the fact that the dens epistrophei in these ani-

mals is composed of two elements, the one generally recognized as com-

parable with a centrum for the atlas, the other lying cephalad of this

and forming the extremity of the dens. The latter is derived by inde-

pendent chondrification in the tissue about the notochord cephalad of

the atlas and where the former crosses the dorsal surface of the basal

plate of the cranium. Weiss regarded this cephalic element as repre-

senting the centrum of an occipital vertebra or a proatlas.
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The presence of an element in the dens epistrophei of cat embryos

has been observed developing cephalad of the component identified as

the centrum of the atlas and extending upon the basal plate of the cra-

nium. This component is derived from the mesenchyma which, in the

form of a cone traversed by the notochord, extends from the level of

the atlas cephalad upon the basal plate and there lies in a deep median

groove. Chondrification in this part of the dens occurs later than in

that part related to the atlas, but the two processes appear not to be

entirely distinct.

Mr. S. S. Knight presented a paper entitled "Some
Microscopic Observations upon the Segregation of Im-

purities in Carbon-Iron Alloys.
55

This paper was accompanied by some seventy-five slides, showing

original work done in the field of metallography, and detailed largely

the isolation and description of the impurities found in the form of

phosphides, sulphides, silicides and cuprides as they occur in cast ma-

terial, which has had no work done upon it.

Maech 17, 1913.

President Engler in the chair; attendance 31.

Dr. E. G. PajTie addressed the Academy on "Social

Effects of Some Recent Child Labor Legislation in

Missouri."

The law considered was section 1716, Revised Statutes of Missouri,

limiting the labor of children between the ages of fourteen and sixteen

years to eight hours per day. The effect of the law is to exclude

laborers under sixteen from factory employment, because of the inabil-

ity of managers to use with profit laborers working on two schedules.

An examination of available data relating to school attendance showed
that laborers excluded are not in school. Also that the law has not

tended to deter children affected by the law from leaving school when

they become fourteen. The children between fourteen and sixteen are,

therefore, in "blind alley" vocations; i. e., working as newsboys, errand

boys, office boys, street vendors, drivers, delivery boys, etc., and upon
the streets, unemployed. In so far as the work of the children is

necessary for the family support the result has been bad, as there has

resulted keen competition for the positions that are now open to chil-

dren who are compelled to work, but are excluded from factory em-

ployment. A study of data gathered by the Bureau of Labor, the Chi-

cago School of Civics and Philanthropy, and the records of the Juve-

nile Court in St. Louis showed that tendency to crime among children

is most marked among those engaged in the "blind alley" vocations and

among the unemployed. These data led to the conclusion that the law

has resulted in serious evil consequences and that supplementary legis-

lation is necessary to make the law effective.
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Air. Charles M. Gill presented ''A Possible Explana-
tion of the 'Inferno' at Fern Lake near Estes Park,
Colorado."

The "Inferno" lies on the shore of Fern Lake, fourteen miles south-

east of Estes Park, Colorado, and at the head of the canyon of the Big

Thompson River.

The feature in question consists of a mass of rock fragments, four

hundred feet in length and sixty in breadth, arranged so as to form an

elongated oval depression. The rim consists of granite masses from

four to twelve feet in diameter. The size of the boulders grades down
to a diameter of about a foot at the bottom of the pit twenty feet below.

The topography of the entire region is glacial. The basin of Fern

Lake is glacially scooped, and a moraine has raised the basin rim on

the northeast side.

The hypothesis consists of three parts:—
1st. That the source of the material is the cliffs above the formation.

This is borne out by the identity of the granites and the scarred cliff.

2nd. That the fall of material was probably due to earthquake. In

the canyon below and in the foot of the cliffs in this region are other

rock masses of about the same degree of weathering.

3rd. That the peculiar arrangement of the rocks results from the

fall of the mass upon a shallow glacier then filling the lake basin.

When the ice melted near the cliff base, other masses were released.

Upon the complete melting the larger fragments are found at the outer

edge as is usual in glacial kettle holes.

The degree of weathering is comparable with that of glaciated sur-

faces of the same granite in this region.

The absence of even a trace of vulcanism precludes it as a cause.

Professor F. E. Nipher made some remarks on the

effect of wind on the magnetic needle.

Apeil 7, 1913.

President Engler in the chair; attendance 69.

The following donations to the Museum and Library-

were announced:

H. M. Whelpley . .Section of a fossil tree trunk from the Petrified For-

est, Arizona.

Otto Widmann A pamphlet on the birds of Estes Park.

Dr. G. 0. James gave an illustrated lecture on "How
Worlds are Formed."

Dr. James discussed:

1st. Laplace's theory of the formation of the Solar System.

2nd. See's capture theory of the Planetary Systems.
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3rd. The heavenly bodies, especially the earth, as the home of living

beings.

4th. Radiation and constitution of the sun.

5th. Dying of the sun. Origin of nebulae.

6th. Distribution of life through the universe.

Mr. Julius Hiirter read a paper on ''Cobras."

April 21, 1913.

President Engler in the chair; attendance 35.

The following donation to the Library was reported :

LeRoy McMaster. .A pamphlet on the preparation and properties of the

ammonium salts of some organic acids.

Dr. B. M. Duggar addressed the Academy on "The
Significance of Color in Plants."

Dr. C. A. Todd read a paper on "Observations on
the Migratory Flight of a Butterfly.

>)

Anosia plexippus (Monarch) is believed not to hibernate in the colder

parts of the United States, and, consequently, must migrate to escape
frost. It migrates with the birds and much in the same fashion. A.

plexippus is supposed to winter in the Gulf States. Butterflies, accord-

ing to reasonable interpretation of their lives, are largely, if not alto-

gether, automatic. The autumn migration of A. plexippus over great

distances, always maintaining a fixed direction; when temporarily di-

verted or checked, with mechanical promptitude resuming that direc-

tion (most remarkably so in a flight specially described in the paper),
all this would lead logically to assume the operation of a force wholly

external, a force that compels the insect to continue in a fixed direc-

tion of line of flight, just as the magnetic needle, after having been dis-

turbed from a state of rest, must resume its appointed place. The pres-

ent trend of science aiming to obliterate the chasm hitherto supposed

necessarily to exist between the natures of animate and inanimate

things, would justify such comparison. In other words, we seem justi-

fied in assuming that the migratory flight of A. plexippus is purely

automatic, and possibly due to "magnetic" influence.

As this flight closely resembles that of birds, if it be not identical in

the main features, the same theory is applicable to both.

Owing to the lack of universal and systematic observation of the

flight, its full course and extent has not been mapped out. Such ob-

servations will require united action on the part of all scientiflc bodies.

Action in that direction should be initiated at Washington and might
need to be extended over several years according to results.

Professor Robert A. Hall reported that he had suc-

ceeded in preparing Neutral Tri-Ammonium Citrate.
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Neutral Tri-Ammonium Citrate was prepared by passing an excess

of dry ammonia gas into a well cooled solution of the water free citric

acid in an anhydrous solvent.' The yield is quantitative. Tri-am-

monium citrate thus prepared is a stable, white, crystalline substance,

not hygroscopic and not affected by the CO2 of the atmosphere. It dis-

solves readily in water and the freshly prepared solution is neutral to

sensitive litmus, azo-litmin, corallin, methyl red, etc. Rigorous analy-

ses of both the ammonia and the citrate content of the salt show it to

be the tri-ammonium citrate. Further investigation of its physical-

chemical properties are being made.

As the method of preparation is simple and inexpensive and the yield

good it is evident that this means a solution of the difficult problem of

the fertilizer chemist in the preparation of neutral ammonium citrate

solution for the determination of the citrate insoluble phosphoric acid

in fertilizer analysis.

May 5, 1913.

President Engler in the chair; attendance 29.

The following donations to the Museum and Library-
were reported:

Edward Evers..One volume of Naturwissenschaftliche Rundschau and

two volumes of Globus. Fourteen pieces of Zuni pot-

tery.

Professor M. E. Wilson gave an illustrated lecture on
*'The Geology of the Meramec Highlands Eegion."

Dr. Chas. A. Todd, who read a paper at the preceding

meeting on "Observations on the Migratory Flight of

a Butterfly," exhibited fresh specimens of returning
Monarchs {Anosia plexippus) badly battered, and
bleached in color, showing evidence of travel and long

exposure to weather.

May 19, 1913.

President Engler in the chair
;
attendance 51.

Dr. Geo. T. Moore addressed the Academy on "Specu-
lations on the Origin of Life."

' This body was first prepared by this method two years ago at the

time of the investigation of the Conductivity Method of Preparing Neu-

tral Ammonium Citrate Solutions but a press of other research pre-

vented its analysis and complete identification until the present time.
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June 2, 1913.

President Engler in the chair; attendance 37.

The following donation to the Library was announced :

Julius Hurter. .Proceedings of the Seventh International Zoological

Congress.

Dr. Hermann von Schrenk spoke on "Recent Epidemic

Appearance of Termites in St. Louis Houses."

Dr. H. M. Whelpey gave an illustrated account of ' ' The

Shrunken Human Heads of Bolivia."

Messrs. C. S. Mepham and J. Max Wulfing were elected

to membership.
The death of Mr. Julian Bagby and Mr. Geo. W. Let-

terman was reported.

George Washington Letterman.

With the death of Mr. George W. Letterman in Allenton, Mo., on May
28, 1913, there passed one of the few persons who have worked upon

the botany of St. Louis and vicinity during their whole life time. His

herbarium represents the flora of St. Louis county probably better than

any other in existence.

While Mr. Letterman had worked especially in Missouri, he was an

authority on the plants of the region included in eastern and northern

Texas, Louisiana, Arkansas and Oklahoma.

George W. Letterman was born in Pennsylvania seventy-two years

ago. While at State College in Center County, the Civil War broke out

and young Letterman enlisted as a private, serving until the end of

the war, when he was mustered out of the service with the rank of

captain of volunteers.

He crossed the plains to New Mexico in 1866, returned to Pennsyl-

vania, and again going west to Kansas with the idea of farming in that

state, he settled finally in 1869 in Allenton, Mo., a hamlet about thirty

miles west of St. Louis.

Here Mr. Letterman taught school for many years also serving as

superintendent of schools in St. Louis county.

Shortly after settling in Allenton, Mr. Letterman met August Fend-

ler, the botanist, who had a farm in that neighborhood. This meeting

stimulated his interest in plants, especially in trees. For Dr. Engel-

mann Letterman made large collections of plants in the neighborhood

of Allenton, with many notes on the oaks and hickories.

In 1880 he was appointed special agent of the Census Department of

the United States to collect information about the trees and forests of

Missouri, Arkansas, western Louisiana and eastern Texas. Later he

collected specimens from the same region for the Jesup Collection of
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North American woods in tlie American Museum of Natural History
in New York. The name Lettennani commemorates his numerous dis-

coveries in these little known regions.

October 20, 1913.

President Engler in the chair; attendance 46.

The following donations to the Museum and Library
were reported:

A. F. Onderdenk. .Fifteen volumes of the Scientific American Supple-
ment.

Gr. R. Agassiz Letters and Recollections of Alexander Agassiz with

a sketch of his life and work.

Professor F. E. Nipher addressed the Academy on
''Variations in the Earth's Magnetic Field."
Dr. H. M. Whelpley gave an illustrated lecture on

"Problems in America Archaeology. ".

The death of Mr. Adolphus Busch, of Mr. Moses

Craig, of Mr. Clias. H. Huttig, of Mr. Elias Michael, and
of Dr. William Taussig was announced.

November 3, 1913.

President Engler in the chair; attendance 26.

Professor J. L. Van Ornum addressed the Academy
on "Forests and Floods."

Professor Van Ornum outlined the complexity of the relation between

rainfall and runoff. He then indicated that, while exceptions occur

and greater differences exist, the general tendency of forests is to

somewhat equalize and increase the rainfall locally, to reduce evapora-
tion from the soil, to prolong the melting of snow, to retard surface

flow and to prevent the erosion of soil in hilly and mountainous coun-

try. Yet the essential question is whether this tendency is potent

enough to be important. The impossibility was shown of deductively

determining the quantitative value of the forest influence, with any
approach to satisfactory results, by attempting the evaluation of the

different factors contributing to that influence.

Then four investigations were reviewed, in three of which no ap-

preciable effect of extensive change in forest cover could be detected

in the runoff phenomena, and in one of them the effect was apparent.

The conclusion was reached that the forest influence is sometimes

considerable on watersheds of small area, but that it is slight on those

of moderate extent and generally is entirely imperceptible in its effect

on flood flow in the main rivers of large drainage basins.
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Messrs. Jesse M. Greenman and Albert E. Taussig
were elected to membership.

December 1, 1913.

President Engler in the chair; attendance 30.

Dr. J. M. Greenman addressed the Academy on ''The
Coastal-Plain Flora of Mexico."
Professor Wm. H. Roever spoke on ''The Curve of

Light on the Dome of the New Roman Catholic Cathe-

dral."

Dr. R. J. Terry, Mr. Otto Widman and Mr. Lewis M.
Dougan were elected a committee to nominate officers for

1914.

In accordance with Article XX of the By-Laws the

following changes in Articles XV and XVII were voted

upon and unanimously adopted :

By-Law XV, entitled Initiation Fees and Dues, which
read:

"Resident active members shall pay an initiation

fee of five dollars, and annual dues of six dollars,

payable at the beginning of each year. Non-resident
active members shall pay an initiation fee of five

dollars and annual dues of one-half the dues for

resident active members, payable at the beginning
of each vear."

to read as follows :

"Annual dues shall be paid at the beginning of each

year. Resident active members shall pay annual
dues of six dollars, and non-resident active members
shall pay annual dues of three dollars. There shall

be no initiation fee."

By-Law XVII, entitled Publications, which read :

' ' Patrons and all active members not in arrears shall

be entitled to one copy of all the publications of the

Academy issued subsequent to their election. Au-
thors of papers shall be entitled to twenty extra

copies of their individual papers."
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to read as follows :

"Patrons, honorary members, and all active mem-
bers not in arrears shall be entitled to one copy of

all the publications of the Academy issued subse-

quent to their election. Authors of papers shall be

entitled to twenty extra copies of their individual

papers."

Mr. W. F. Monfort was elected to membership.

December 15, 1913.

President Engler in the chair; attendance 34.

The following donations to the Museum were reported :

Julius Hurter. .27 species of Missouri snakes.

8 species of Missouri lizards.

8 species of Missouri turtles.

10 species of Missouri toads and frogs.

15 species of Missouri salamanders.

Dr. J. A. Warner gave an illustrated lecture on ''The

Process of Manufacturing Anti-Toxins."

The following report of the Nominating Committee was
read '.

St. Louis, Mo., Dec. 15, 1913.

To The Members, Academy of Science,

St. Louis, Mo.

Gentlemen: Your committee, elected Monday, December 1st, to nom-

inate officers for the year 1914, beg to submit the following report of

nominations:

For President Edmund A. Engler.

For First Vice-President Francis E. Nipher.

For Second Vice-President George T. Moore.

For Recording Secretary Charles H. Danforth.

For Corresponding Secretary George 0. James.

For Treasurer H. E. Wiedemann.

For Librarian Arthur E. Bostwick.

For Curators Julius Hurter.

Philip Rau.

Hermann von Schrenk.

For Directors Adolf Alt.

H. M. Whelpley.

Respectfully submitted,

(Signed)
0. WiDMANN,
L. M. DOUGAN,
R. J. Terry.
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The death of Dr. John Green and of Mr. Thomas D.
Witt was reported.
The President appointed Messrs. Hermann von

Schrenk, Adolf Alt and Henry Schwarz a committee to

draft resolutions on the death of Dr. John Green, past

president of the Academy.
Mr. Roy M. Eilers was elected to membership.
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REPORTS OF OFFICERS.

Treasurer's Report.

Receipts.

Balance from 1912 $ 348.07

Dues from members 1,570.75

Rent from tenant societies 605.00

Radiators sold 30.00

Academy's Transactions sold 18.70

Interest on balance 30.20

Income from endowment fund 805.56

Total receipts for the year $3,408.28

Expenditures.

Salaries $1,352.00

Water license 14.00

Gas, electric light and power 81.47

Fuel 177.73

Telephone 54.15

Printing 769.66

Current expenses 576.07

Remodeling Museum ,. . . 300.21

Total expenditures for the year '3,325.29

Balance December 31, 1913 82.99

$3,408.28

Respectfully submitted,

(Signed) H. E. Wiedemann,
Treasurer.

Librarian's Report

The Librarian reported that the accessions to the library for the year

1913 by exchange with 114 home and 306 foreign societies amounted to

671 volumes and 181 pamphlets, by donation 22 volumes and 24 pamph-

lets, and by purchase 2 volumes.

The Transactions for the year were sent to 114 home and 306 foreign

societies.

Report of the Entomological Section.

During the year the section held eight meetings, with an average

attend.^Jice of ten. The meetings were interesting and instructive, and
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all of the papers presented were freely discussed. At most of the meet-

ings specimens were exhibited.

The following papers were pi-esented:

February 26.—An Apparent Reversal of the Light Responses of the

Common Roach, by C. H. Turner.

March 16.—The Fertility of the Cecropia Eggs in Relation to the

Mating Period, by Phil Rau.

April 30.—Behavior of Certain Wasps, by Phil Rau.

Love Dances of Certain Insects, by C. H. Turner.

Some Remarks on the Life of Miss Murtfeldt, by Her-

mann Schwarz.

May 29.—Orthogenesis in the Catocala Moths, Hermann and
Ernst Schwarz.

A Method of Mounting Butterflies for School Use, by
Hermann Schwarz.

Mr. Phil Rau reported that the bag-worm, by constrict-

ing the twig caused the death of that portion of the

twig which lies beyond the constriction.

June 25.—Differentiation of the Pour Families of Butterflies, by
Hermann Schwarz.

October 28.—Field Experiments on the Auditory Powers of the Cato-

cala Moths, by C. H. Turner and Ernst Schwarz.

November 25.—Sleeping Habits of Certain Wasps and Butterflies, by
Phil Rau.

Review of Some Recent Articles in Insect Behavior, by
C. H. Turner.

December 30.—Behavior of the Common Roach on the Maze; with a

Brief Resume of the Use of the Maze in Comparative

Psychology, by C. H. Turner.

In response to a letter received from Mr. Banks at the June meeting,
Mr. J. T. Monell and Dr. C. H. Turner were appointed to serve on a

National Committee of Nomenclature.

At the October meeting Mr. Hermann Schwarz reported that, on the

16th of October, 1913, he found on a clothes prop in his yard, a crysalis

of A7iosia plcxippus. He was convinced that a Crysalis formed that

late in the season would remain such throughout the winter; hence he

considers this a hint that this butterfly hibernates in the pupal stage,

instead of migrating southward and returning in the spring as is the

common belief.

(Signed) Phil Rau, Chairman,
C. H. TuRNEE, Secretary.
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A DENTATE FLINT SPADE.

Found in Jefferson County, Missouri (one half natural size).

H. M. Whelpley Collection
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DENTATE FLINT SPADES.

At the meeting of the Academy for June 4, 1906,8 Dr.

H. M. Whelpley exhibited a specimen of an Indian flint

spade with the edge of the cutting end distinctly dentated

by furrows extending back from one-half to one inch on

both sides. (See Plate A.)

It is now generally believed that these furrows are the re-

sult of the mechanical action of the soil on the flint. Iron

spades, hoes and plow shares are sometimes similarly

dentated after long use. The dentated flint spades are al-

ways polished and show other evidences of much use.

Such spades are comparatively rare, but may occur

wherever flint spades are found. Some are made of the

light colored Mill Creek, Union County, Illinois, flint and

others are from the brown "Tennessee flint."

s Transactions Vol. 16. p. CXX.
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THE BIOLOGY OF STAGMOMANTIS CAROLINA.*

Phil Rau and Nellie Rau.

Introduction. Na«v v

In attempting to carry on experimental studies on the
'^^^'^

color and color changes of Stagmomantis Carolina, we

found it necessary to learn more than has hitherto been

recorded concerning many of the simple facts of the in-

sect's life history. The following pages embody the

knowledge gleaned from three summers' observations

on the biology of a good many hundreds of living in-

sects, either free in the garden or in captivity under

individual observ ition.

The insect was first mentioned by Linnaeus in 1763,

and after parading under a goodly number of generic

and specific names, is today known as Stagmomantis

Carolina, belonging to the order Orthoptera and the

family Mantidae.^

Distribution.

The family Mantidae is for the most part tropical.

Only two species of this genus are at present known in

the United States. Our species is found from Florida

to Arizona, north to Maryland, Southern Illinois, Mis-

souri, Kansas and Utah.- Henshaw (1900) reports it

from Rhode Island, and Baker (1905) from California.'

That the species seems to be gradually working its way
northward is evidenced by Rathvon 's Report ( 1862 ) . He

says that egg-cases brought from Maryland to Lancas-

ter City, Pa., brought forth their broods and this intro-

duced population persisted in this climate for two or three

consecutive seasons, withstanding the temperature of

Presented before The Academy of Science of St. Louis, May 20, 1912.
^ Some of the common names are mule-killer, devil's-horse, rear-horse,

camel-cricket, devil's-riding-horse, Carolina mantis, praying mantis. For

scientific names, see bibliography.
^ Fide Scudder.
^ Also reported from Mexico, Central and South America. See bibli-

ography.

(1)
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—10° F. Even here in St. Louis the mantis population
survives year after year, apparently unaffected by the

occasional extremes of 15° to 20° below zero. Its fre-

quent occurrence in this region was known to Riley in

1868, and during the years 1908-1911, old egg-cases were

taken at Meramec Highlands, Mo., Creve Coeur Lake,

Mo., and Forest Park, St. Louis, Mo., while the greatest

source of egg-case supply was the board fences in gar-

dens in the southwestern part of this city. NjTiiphs were

also found at Falling Springs, 111.

Anatomy.

The internal or external anatomy of the insect has

never been worked out to any considerable extent, but

the following general notes may help to make clear the

discussions which follow.

The head is attached to the prothorax by a flexible

membrane, which makes it possible for the head to turn

ahnost completely around (Plate I) and the animal

when quietly at rest, awaiting its prey, stealthily moves

its head in all directions, sometimes holding it in one

difficult position for many minutes. The mouth parts

are of course formed for biting. Besides the two com-

pound eyes, the head contains three simple eyes. Just

how these function or what is their distance of vision is

not known, but that they are highly developed for the

purpose of distinguishing good prey, on the wing or

moving about, is obvious. The insect will eye its victim

serenely, sometimes for many minutes, before making the

final leap, or back away from distasteful food when of-

fered it.

The prothorax is greatly modified and bears the highly

developed pair of forelegs. These appendages are ex-

tremely useful to the animal for catching and holding its

prey; without these in their highly developed spinal con-

dition, the animal would have no means of offence or

defence. Their power is really surprising ;
the sensation

in placing one's finger between them is anything but
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pleasant. The two pairs of hind legs are used for carry-

ing the body, while these are held high in the air, ever

ready to pounce upon some unheeding prey.

The front coxa is so much enlarged as frequently to be

mistaken for the femur (PI. XVIII, Fig. 1) ;
the femur and

tibia are fully supplied with spines, and the five-jointed

tarsus is comparatively small. The double row of spines

on both femur and tibia are immovable; in addition to

these we find in the adults of both sexes three spines,

which are movable, located in the middle of the femur and

between the two rows, as indicated in PI. XVIII, Fig. 1,

point X^ "WHien the tibia is folded against the femur,

the large, curved spine at the end of the former fits

nicely into the groove of the latter just behind these three

movable spines, while these bend nicely inward. This

modification is of great advantage to the insect in holding

prey. How some of the spines first became movable, and

these situated just were they would be of most use, while

the others remained inflexible, can be explained most

readily, it seems to me, by Natural Selection. This insect

has been described and re-described and has had at least

eight different names, but nowhere in the literature is

mention made of these three spines which are movable.

Evidently the descriptions were made from dead mate-

rial; this shows the distinct advantage of working with

living animals.

This high modification of the forelegs is correlated with

a similarly modified prothorax (see PI. XVIII. Fig. 1).

It will be seen that the forelegs are attached to this part.

How this correlation came about remains a problem of

interest. It must be that Natural Selection again, while

modifying the appendages to be of use to the insect for

long reaching and powerful grasping, harmoniously
modified the part that carries them as well. It would

certainly be impossible for such an enormous pair of legs

to be appended to the usual Orthopteran thorax. On the

other hand, what use would economical Nature find in

enlarging a part which carries only simple legs, such as
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the other members of the group have? In other Orthop-
tera such as the mole-cricket, we find the forelegs modi-

fied for digging; in the grasshopper, cricket and katydid,

the hind legs are developed for jumping, and in the

roaches all of the legs are specialized for running. In

all of these insects the thorax which carries all three

pairs of legs is comparatively small, just as is the meso-

and metathorax in the mantis, but here the prothorax
which carries these forelegs is greatly enlarged. PI.

XVIII, Fig. 1 shows clearly the comparative size of the

parts.

To the meso- and metathorax are attached the two

pairs of wings and the two hind pairs of legs. When
nymphs are caught by the hind legs, they frequently
walk away, leaving the limbs in one's hand. These un-

doubtedly regenerate, since individuals are not infre-

quently found with one appendage which is smaller than

the others. In the younger nymphs, which are fast mov-

ing creatures, all six legs are used for locomotion. The
adults are slow moving insects, especially so the females

;

they seldom use the forelegs for walking, but depend
upon the hind legs alone for that purpose and keep the

forelegs free for grasping prey.
The size and color of the wings differ in the sexes, as

the illustrations show. The male can fly for a consider-

able distance, much in the manner of a locust's flight,

but the adult female cannot fly, partly on account of her

aborted wings and partly because of being heavily laden

with eggs, although she spreads her wings to ease the

fall when she drops to a lower surface. The males occa-

sionally come to the lights, but I have yet to observe the

first female there.

The function of the cerci is as yet little understood.

Sharp (1895, p. 247) thinks that they assist the insect in

emerging from the egg-case, and I shall later show how
in the adult they may serve as sense-organs in the fash-

ioning of the egg-case.
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The Steuctuke of the Egg-Case.

Before taking w^ the details of the emergence and the

nymph forms, it will be well to get clear in mmd the archi-

tecture of the nest from which they emerge.

The egg-case is built by the mother mantis in the fall

and the old insect dies with the approach of winter. The

new organism hibernates in the egg-stage, amply pro-

tected in the ootheca. The number of individuals nor-

mally contained in one of these cases varies from 36

to 140.

Photographs of 39 egg-cases (PI. XV) will give an ade-

quate idea of their general appearance and variation,

while PI. XVI shows the different sections and the details

of architecture. We can best appreciate this picture if we

imagine each egg-case to be a dwelling of many rooms

(cells), grouped into two rows of suites of four rooms,

each suite having a gallery which runs past the end of

each room. This gallery has an opening at the top,

through which the four occupants of the one suite emerge.

The eggs are deposited on end in the cells, and are in-

clined toward the opening, so that any of the insects can

emerge without disturbing the other occupants of the

ootheca or of their own particular suite. Of course two

insects cannot emerge from one suite at precisely the

same time, but one may follow promptly after the other

in single file, so very little interference occurs under this

system. This arrangement of the cells is clearly shown

in the cross-section. Fig. 7-8. The provision of separate

galleries and exits for every four insects seems a won-

derful economy of Nature.* Thus when common environ-

ment or common age brings all of the occupants of the

nest to maturity and ready for emergence simultaneously,

the probable high mortality resulting from crowding
around a common exit is avoided. This is why we can

examine an egg-case in the early morning and find not a

trace of life, return in fifteen minutes and find the top

literally teeming with struggling n^TTiphs. Figs. 5 and 6

* For the method of making the egg case, see p. 40.
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present the longitudinal section of the egg-case and show

one room of each of whole number of suites. Fig. 5 still

contains the empty egg-shells left Ijy the emerging in-

sects; in Fig. 6 they are for the most part removed.

Figs. 1 and 2 are horizontal sections near the bottom and

top (floor and ceiling) respectively. Fig. 1 shows dis-

tinctly the arrangement of the cells in cross rows (cf.

Fig. 4) which, with their galleries (Fig. 2) meet at the

center of the structure in an obtuse angle. Here they

are dovetailed together in such a manner as to present

a "braided" appearance along the crest of the case,

each fold of the braid being a flap, or the trap-door of

one of the galleries. Figs. 3 and 4 show horizontal sec-

tions of the egg-case through the middle, with and with-

out the egg-shells in the cells. All of the horizontal

views show the row of marginal cells surrounding the

entire mass, and the heavy partition separating these

from the egg-cells proper. These are present in all

ootheca but are never used for oviposition. The purpose
of these unoccupied marginal cells is not readily under-

stood. We know that the egg-cases are cemented to flat

surfaces; this would give ample protection against cold

from the bottom. On the top we find the empty galleries

which form an air-chamber between the outside covering

of the case and the eggs. May it be that this row of

unused cells is an adaptation for the lateral protection

of the eggs from the cold or perhaps from the attacks

of parastic impostors? Of course this is distinctly a

southern species, and usually does not live above 40°

latitude, and other members of this group are tropical.

It is not fully known just how exits are made in the

egg-cases of other species; it may be however that this

character is a relic from some ancestor which used

lateral galleries for exits.

The Emerging Mantis.

In the spring of 1909, after the egg-cases had with-

stood the natural weather conditions of the winter, 39
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were gathered. These gave forth their young at the

usual time, at intervals betv/een the 1st and 20th of

June.^ In a previous year's lot, when the eggs were

kept indoors, hatching occurred during May, while a few

egg-cases which were brought into the living room on De-

cember 13, and kept at a temperature of 52° to 78° F.,

and occasionally moistened, gave forth active nymphs on

February 10.

The emerging of the mantis was observed in many
cases during three seasons. In every case almost with-

out exception the insects left the ootheca during the early

morning. In many instances 6 A. M. found them already

emerged, and very seldom did they leave after 8 :30 A. M.

Sharp (1895), p. 247, says that the last eggs deposited

are the first to hatch. In this species I find that the eggs

are deposited just as the egg-case is being made, and

consequently the eggs at the broad, rounded end of the

case are the first deposited, although the difference in

time is very slight indeed. If the last eggs laid are the

first to hatch, w^e should see all the emerging insects come

first from the pointed end of the case. As a matter of

fact, some egg-cases bring forth all of their young simul-

taneously and others on two, three or four mornings,

but all of my observations lead to the conclusion that in

this species the emergence of the nymphs occurs without

any regard to the priority of the deposition of the eggs.

One may examine a number of egg-cases at perhaps
6 A. M. and find them apparently ''dead as a door-nail;"

return in a quarter of an hour and find them teeming

with struggling young, all of a honey-yellow color.

Struggling young—yes, each one laboring to work its

way out of the egg-case and then struggling to free itself

from the bag-like membrane which encloses the body and

is in turn attached by a silken thread to the bottom of

the cell from which the n;s'Tnph has just emerged.

=
Riley recorded in 1869 that the eggs hatched in this locality between

June 10th and 20th. It is interesting to note that this date persists so

exactly after forty-three years.
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The accompanying table shows the number of insects

that hatched each day from each of the 39 egg-cases. It

will be seen that in just about one-half of them practi-

cally all of the occupants emerged at one time, with only

a few stragglers, and that in the remainder the emerg-

ence continued through two or three mornings. The

mean as well as the mode of emergence falls practically

upon June 10.

A number of egg-cases were partially or entirely par-

asitized by Podagrion mantis. In some cases these

parasites emerged before and sometimes after the usual

time for the emergence of the host. They do not leave

by the openings provided, but bore their own exits in the

top and sides of the case. These holes are to be clearly

seen in Y, Z, BB and NN in PI. XV. Not a great deal is

known of the life history of this Chalcid. The eggs are

deposited in the egg-case in the fall and the adults

emerge during the following May and June; just how

the parasites spend their life from this time until the

following September or October when the ootheca are

again deposited and hosts supplied would be an inter-

esting discovery. The fact that they are mature at

emergence would lead one to conclude that they should

be ready at once for mating and oviposition.

A few were infested by the larvae of Anthrenus (sp?).

Whether these beetle larvae feed upon the ootheca as well

as on the living eggs is not know^n, but at any event they

injure the egg-case sufficiently to destroy the develop-

ing embryos.
Four egg-cases, while apparently not parasitized, gave

forth only 5, 1, 1 and 5 insects respectively. Five others

of apparently similar condition produced no young
whatever. I suspected that these latter ones contained

infertile eggs, and later in the season discovered that

unfertilized females construct normal egg-cases.

Our table shows the greatest number to hatch from

any one egg-case to be 140 and the minimum in seven
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cases, making an average of 58 for the entire lot. If

however we take into account only the twenty-one per-

fectly good and normal egg-cases we find the minimum
36 and the average 91. These figures are, of course, for

the emerging nymphs and not for the eggs. A. A. Gir-

ault (1907) opened 20 cases in November and counted

the eggs. He found the numbers to range from 49 to

115, with an average of 88. The close agreement of

Girault's average of eggs in November and mine for the

emerging njTnphs in June shows that there must be a

remarkably low elimination during this stage, in un-

parasitized egg-cases.

The eggs and nymphs while in the ootheca are of a

yellowish color, excepting that for about a week before

the time of emerging the eyes of the embryo are highly

pigmented. And at about this time, the distal part of

the femur of the hind pair of legs, and a small portion
of the head between the eyes, are of a brownish red

color. The abdomen is also very slightly so marked.

After the insect emerges these markings are conspic-

uous. Cockerell (1898) who has written upon species of

this genus (either S. Carolina or S. limhata) says that

"the eyes are at first sage green, but soon after the

emergence of the insect they become blackish." In our

species, not alone at emergence are the eys black, but for

some time before as well. To be exact, when the egg-
cases were opened on May 15, the eye spots, were but

slightly pigmented; on May 22, they were very much

so, and became more and more intense from day to day.

Thus pigmentation of the eyes occurs from about 15 to

30 days, before hatching.

Upon breaking the walls of the egg-case shortly be-

fore hatching, one finds the young m^uph attached to

its cell by a short silken thread. This thread seems to

leave the rear end of the body and can be drawn out to a

considerable length with a needle. By observing the egg-
cases early in the morning on the day of emergence, one
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can see the tiny heads pushing their way up out of the

''trap-door.
" By a series of backward and forward move-

ments the insect rises higher and higher out of the cell,

until it lies entirely on the top, where it rests quietly for a

moment as if preparing for the ordeal of shedding the

membranous, sac-like covering which encloses the entire

body.^ As the insect rests one can with the microscope

see the two silken threads which seem to leave the cerci,

and which soon converge into one heavier thread which

apparently leads back to the floor of the cell from which

the little nymph has just emerged.
The insects just after leaving the egg-case are shown,

enlarged, in Figs. 1 to 5, PL XVII. They are still en-

closed in the tightly-fitting, membranous sac which is

held in position by the silken threads (Fig. 2). After a

few moments the thorax begins to enlarge and a lump

appears behind the head, which becomes larger and

larger until the condition shown in Figs. 1 and 3 is

reached. As this lump increases, the head bends further

and further downward against the ventral surface (Figs.

4 and 5), causing the prothorax simultaneously to be-

come elongated and rounded until we see the rupture of

the tegument; the enlarging of the prothorax seems to

push the skin apart causing an opening, and as this or-

gan expands the old skin is pushed further and further

back. This bag-like membrane encloses the entire or-

ganism, and holds the legs and antennae fast, close to

the ventral surface of the body.
This shedding process was long thought by many

naturalists to be the first ecdysis, but as neither the

antennae nor the legs cast their skin, but the membrane
enfolds them as well as the entire body, I do not see how
this can hold

;
neither can this covering be the egg-shell,

for we have seen that the egg-shell is left in the egg-case

at emerging. In again referring to the casting of this

•The hind pair of tarsi protrudes from the sac-lilie covering, and

may have aided the insect in emerging.
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membrane immediately after liatctiing, my observa-

tions are entirely in accord with those of Cockerell who,
in criticising Sharp, points to the fact that the shedding

of this envelope is not a real ecdysis. As I have already

shown, this membrane binds the appendages to the body.

When this is shed, it merely liberates these organs.

Were this a real ecdysis, we should see the skin peel

from the legs and antennae separately, as well as from

the body.

The skin splits and the prothorax becomes quite

large, and in so expanding frees this organ and the head.

In examining the old skin we find that part which imme-

diately covers the head to be more heavily chitinized;

this ''cap" surely protects that organ as the nymph
butts its way out of the egg-case.

The animals seem to have enlarged considerably

within the few moments, and the head and thorax are

entirely free. The skin thus far removed hangs beneath

the ventral surface of the prothorax with that heavily

chitinized head covering distinctly visible. The antennae

are tightly stretched along the ventral surface, terminat-

ing somewhere near the anus, reminding one of two

tightly stretched telegraph wires. The legs are also vis-

ible through the transparent membrane, all nicely folded

close against the abdomen.

It is now necessary for the remainder of the covering

to be removed, and this is done, strangely enough, by
the antennae. I have already shown that the head bends

downw^ard and that the two antenna which issue there-

from are tightly stretched along the ventral surface,

terminating near the cerci. The head by a series of bend-

ings backward and forward alternately tightens and

loosens these cords (antennae). With each backward

and tightening motion the skin slips further and further

back until the legs are free; these then assist in remov-

ing the skin until it slips off over the cerci. The insect

is then entirelv free and runs aw^av with astonishing
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sprightliness, leaving tlie sac still attached by the short

silken thread to the egg-case. The mantis as it leaves

the old skin is almost twice the size of the emerging-

form, even though this entire process occupies but eight

to fifteen minutes from the moment the bead-like head

pushes through the trap-door to the time when the

nymph scampers away from the newly-shed covering.
The insects hang to the ootheca by means of the threads

for only a very few minutes and not, as Sharp says, "for
some days until the first change of skin is affected."

When one views the shrivelled little sac left hanging
from the egg-cell, one marvels that it really was sufficient

to cover the entire insect. The length just at emerging
is about 5 mm., and a very few minutes later, after the

envelope has been removed, it has increased to about

twice this size.

The eggs all develop in their cells with the part which

forms the head nearest the exit, so the emerging insect

will have little difficulty in pushing its way through.
Either the eggs must be deposited right end up along
with the making of the case, or the egg-mass in the early

stages of its development must turn about in the shell

and thus come to a proper position. Gravitation can-

not be the controlling agency in this case, because the

egg-cases are built at all angles with the direction of

the force of gravity. Out of eighty egg-cases observed

during two years, I found only one exception to this po-

sition of the egg. In this instance, while many tiny

heads were appearing all over the crest of the case,

from one cell the caudal end of the body and a pair of

tarsi appeared. The nymph made a brave struggle to

emerge, but after a few minutes it was found dead.

The Moulting Process.

How often the mantis moults is not precisely known.

Howard (1901) says it moults at least three times; most
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other V, liters on this species mention nothing about the

process. Sharp, in speaking generally of members of

the family Mantidae, says that they moult six times. In

all of my work with this insect, I have never been able to

carry one individual through from the first instar to the

last while in confinement. Their rearing is rendered

very difficult by the facts that they are entirely carniv-

orous, attacking only live prey as it moves about, and

it seems they also require a variety of diet which can-

not be supplied at all times, especially when large num-

bers are cared for and each insect on account of its can-

nibalistic habits must be kept in a separate cage. During
one season when an attempt was being made to as-

certain the exact changes in size and color of these ani-

mals, about a hundred of the ordinary household fly-

traps were obtained, a mantis placed in each, and the

bottom compartment of the trap daily filled with stale

beer. This attracted the flies which would eventually

find their way to the apartment above which was occu-

pied by the mantis. This arrangement was of course a

sort of self-feeder and gave us but little trouble, but the

insects never lived long under these conditions. Whether

it was the lack of variety of food, or the diet of intoxi-

cated flies that caused their death is not known. Only

recently it has been discovered that the mantis nymphs
require water, and greedily partake of any offered them

on a small brush or sprinkled on plants in the cage. But

although it was impossible to carry even one insect

through its entire life cycle, enough data were procured
to show conclusively that the animals go through at least

six moults exclusive of the shedding of the membran-
ous sac just at emerging.
The date of hatching of the insects is from June 1 to

20. The following notes on the time of moulting and the

size and color of the insect at that period will help to

clear up this problem of the number of moults and the

rate of development.
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No. 100. June 22, this green insect was talten.' After moulting the

same day the color was still entirely green; length, 15 mm. July 3,

moulted; color, legs green, dorsal thorax and abdomen greenish with

light brown patches; length, 19 mm. July 7, entire dorsal surface

light brown. July 12, entire insect straw-colored excepting all the legs
which were still greenish. July 13, moulted; entire body and forelegs

brownish; two pairs of hind legs still green; forelegs not as decided
brown as the body, but showed a transition stage between green and
brown; length, 22 mm. Aug. 8, moulted; all brown excepting hind

legs; length, 28 mm.; died.

Thus we see that this insect showed the following rate

of development for the part of its lifetime under obser-

vation :

June 22, 2nd moult^ 15 mm.

July 3, 3rd moult 19 mm.

July 13, 4th moult 22 mm.

Aug. 8, 5th moult 28 mm.

Whether a moult occurred before the length of 15 mm.
was attained on June 22, and whether any more would

have occurred after Aug. 8 and 28 mm., had the insect

lived, must be supplemented from notes on other indi-

viduals.

No. 110. June 23, taken; color green; length, 14 mm. July 5,

moulted; green with brownish spots on the dorsal surface of first

three abdominal segments; length, 21 mm. July 14, moulted; straw-

color, with only four hind legs green; length, 25 mm.; died.

So while only two moults could be observed in this

insect, they correspond rather nicely in dates and size

with those of No. 100.

No. 111. June 23, taken; yellowish green; length, 16 mm. July 1,

moulted; yellowish green; length, 18 mm. July 3, no moult observed,

but length was 22 mm. July 10, moulted, entirely light brown except-

ing two pairs of hind legs and coxae of forelegs; length, 25 mm.

No. 108. June 23, taken; entirely green; length, 16 mm. July 1,

moulted; all light brown excepting coxae of front legs and all of the

four hind legs, which were green; length, 18 mm. July 12, moulted;

entirely medium brown excepting legs as described before; length, 25

mm.; died.

' The colors and changes will be again referred to later.

^ For first moult at 10 and 11 mm., observed on other insects, see p.

16.
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No. 130. July 7, taken; entirely green; length, 20 mm. July 12,

moulted; still greenish but not a clear color; length, 27 mm.; died

July 16.

No. 102. June 23, taken; color, green; length, 12 mm. June 23,

moulted; green; length, 14 mm. July 3, moulted; greenish straw color

excepting two hind pairs of legs and coxae of forelegs which were

still completely green; length, 17 mm.; died.

No. 103. June 23, taken; green; length, 15 mm. June 30, moulted;

dark straw color; length, 18 mm.; died July 11.

No. 104. June 23, taken; entirely green; length, 12 mm. June 30,

moulted; abdomen yellowish, dorsal prothorax light brown, remainder

green; length, 16 mm. July 9, moulted; entirely straw-colored ex-

cepting tibia of middle pair of legs, which were still green; length,

20 mm.
No. 109. June 23, taken; green; length, 16 mm. July 3, insect had

probably moulted and skin been lost in the leaves; color now dark

straw-color; length, 18 mm. July 5, completely straw-colored, with

just a faint trace of green on tibia and femur of two hind pairs of

legs. July 12, moulted; light brown with heavy black spots on legs;

length, 22 mm.; died.

No. 101. June 23, taken; green; length, 12 mm. June 26, moulted;

green; length, 15 mm. June 28, part of abdomen yellowish brown.

July 3, dorsal and ventral part of abdomen dark brown, dorsal surface

of thorax gradually changing to brown; head, all the legs and the

ventral surface of thorax still grass green. July 9, moulted; entirely

brown excepting the greater part of each of the four hind legs and
coxae of forelegs; length, 18 mm. July 22, moulted; color same as

before; length, 22 mm.

These notes made during 1911 support with only very

slight variations the phenomena noted ahove, pointing
to the conclusion that four moults occurred between

June 22 and Aug. 8. From the table below it is evident

that another moult (the first) occures previous to that

time, when the insect is 11 to 14 days old.*'

Hatched.

June 11

June 7

June 7

June 11

June 11

June 11

June 11

June 11

Moulted.

June 22

June 21

June 21

June 24

June 24

June 24

June 21

June 24

Length.

10 mm.

11 mm.

10 mm.

11 mm.
10 mm.

Color.

Yellowish

Dark brown
Greenish

( Head, thorax and appendages

I
light green; abdomen blackish

Light green
f Green with black spot on

^
prothorax where legs join

' From notes made in 1910.
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This, with the four moults previously described, gives
us live moults. At this fifth moult the wing pads are

highly developed, and the insect measures from 28 to 32

mm. in length; it is now in the instar immediately pre-

ceding adulthood, when one more moult completes the

process of development, and the insect attains a size

of 48 to 60 mm.i*^

It is hardly possible that a moult could have escaped
observation. Hence we may feel confident in concluding
that there are at least six months and seven instars in

the life cycle of our mantis.

Pagenstrecker (quoted by Packard, Text-Book Ent.,

p. 616), finds that the Mantis religiosa moults seven

times, having eight stages in its development, including
*'that before the amnion is cast." Hence we arrive at

the same conclusion, for in our species we have six

ecdyses and seven instars exclusive of the shedding of

the envelope just after emerging, which, as we have

seen, can hardly be regarded a true moult.

Of course when circumstances are such that individ-

uals cannot live to maturity in confinement, and since

sex cannot be distinguished until late in the insect's life

cycle, it has not been determined finally whether males

and females pass through the same number of moults

in their development. It may be possible however that

the conditions of confinement, food, temperature, etc.,

may influence the size of the insect and the time of

moulting, but it seems hardly probable that it could

cause a variation in the regular, established number of

moults.

It is extremely difficult to handle a delicate and per-

versely active little nymph which insists upon rearing

lip the abdomen in a semicircle while he is being meas-

ured. The measurements from life were all made under

these difficulties, and may err slightly either way.

'"This measurement is for adults that were not confined in the

earlier stages.
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In 1910 the first adult female appeared on Aug. 16.

In 1909 the first gray female came to maturity on Aug.
3 and the first green one Aug. 9. All these were taken

in the open, where development would probably be a

little more rapid than in confinement.

The nymphs of the two sexes are very similar and

cannot be distinguished by appearance until the instar

just preceding adulthood. In the adults, the difference

in the size and shape of the bodies is so great that they

might easily be mistaken for two distinct species. The
male has a long, slender body completely covered by the

wings; the body of the female is much broader and the

wings are aborted so that they cover only a part of the

body.

Method of Shedding the Skijs^.

The method of moulting is the simple one character-

istic of most Orthoptera. The skin splits along the

prothorax and the insect works its way out
; usually the

head and prothorax are pushed through the opening

first, and the abdomen and legs are freed later. Fre-

quently the smaller nymphs hang with the hind pair of

tarsi interlocked around a twig while undergoing this

metamorphosis.
In PI. XVIII, Fig. 2 we see a twelve-day insect (%

natural size and enlarged) undergoing its first real ecdy-
sis. The body is wholly free and the insect is struggling
to extricate its legs from the old skin. Pis. XI, XII, XIII
show the nymphs after the fourth moult, when the wing-

pads are first apparent.
The mantis all hatch at about the same time and,

when the insects are free in nature, the whole population
seems to moult at about the same perid, so the rate of

development of all the individuals is kept about parallel.

In other words, when one finds mantis, say in June or

September, they are almost always all very much alike

in size and form. Hence we do not find, as Eathvon

(1862) records, that the ''mothers often feed upon their
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own young,
' ' for the parents have all died the year before,

nor do the adults ever get a chance to feed upon nymphs,
for the time is short when the instars overlap. Thus we
seldom find the insects in more than tw^o stages at the

same time.

Food Habits.

The mantis is entirely carnivorous. In this respect
it differs radically from the other members of the fam-

ily Orthoptera. It will attack only insects in motion.

The very small nymphs in confinement were fed upon
plant-lice, while the larger ones were fed flies, grass-

hopper nymphs, small crickets, etc., although where

many mantis w^ere caged together their principal diet

seemed to be one another. The nymphs are cannibal-

istic, and in the adults, the females alone seem so. I

have seen them devour one another as w^ell as eat the

males, but never yet have I seen an adult male attack

either a female or another of its own sex. Whether the

male nymphs are cannibalistic could never be ascertained

with absolute certainty because the sexes are indistin-

guishable in the earlier stages.

The mantis have been observed to feed upon the

following organisms :

Nymphs of cockroaches; {Blatta orientalis) the

white ones four days old were highly relished.

Nymphs and adults of the German roach Blattella

Germanica. Colorado potato bugs, discarding hard

parts. Larvae and adults of Grapta interrogationis
Fab. Hairy caterpillars and others. The common
tomato-worm (larva of the Sphinx-moth). Aphids.
Male adults of the Bag-worm (Lepidoptera). Ants.

Adults of the May-fly (Ephemeridae). Honey-bees.
House-flies. The cucumber beetles Diabrotica 12-

punctata and Diahrofica vittata were greedily de-

voured. Blister Beetles, Epicauta pennsylvanica

(De G). Pennsylvania soldier beetle, Chauliognathus

pennsylvaniens De Greer. Also Chauliognathus
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niarginatus Fab. Lace-wing adults, Chrysopa Sp.

Crickets. Cabbage butterflies, Pieris rapae.

Nymphs of grasshoppers and locusts. Frog, about

one-half inch in length, was held in the forceps and

kept in motion before the mantis. The frog was

seized and about one-fourth devoured.

Many kinds of food insects were offered to the mantis

upon forceps. Potato-bugs were refused when the insect

was not terribly hungry; robber-flies (Diptera) and

stink-bugs (Hemiptera) and very large grasshoppers
were always rejected. The insect never hesitated to

jump at the forceps bearing palatable bits, and never

delayed to back away when a distasteful morsel was

offered. From this I would infer that the sense of smell

or of sight, or both, must be highly developed.

A bag-w^orm larva removed from the cocoon was

offered to a number of mantis, but in every case but one

it was refused. In this case the mantis at first ran away

very fast from the forceps carrying the larva, but

stopped and turned its head around, and when I insisted

again it grasped the ''bug," put it to its mouth and im-

mediately dropped it to the floor in apparent disgust.

One mantis was observed making an attempt to grasp
a wasp {Polistes Sp.), but after eyeing it for a few sec-

onds the mantis jumped away. I followed with the

Polistes in the forceps, but it would dodge from one

side to the other when the wasp was thrust directly in

front of its mouth. In a later experiment, a mantis ate

the head and part of the abdomen of a male wasp
(Polistes Sp.).

A mantis attempted to devour a white moth (family

Arctiidae) by biting into it at the thorax near the l>asal

part of the left wing. After the wing had been severed

the insect continued its efforts to penetrate the hard

chitin. Making no headway it left the insect clinging

to the wire screening. After about five minutes it re-

turned and again began to bite awav at it at the same
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spot; after two minutes persistent effort it became dis-

gusted and dropped the moth to the floor. Taking it in

my forceps I again offered it to her rei3eatedly, but she

persistently refused. This mantis must have been pretty

hungry, but still had not the "ability," "wisdom" or

"foresight" to know that by trying at a point further

down, the soft parts of the abdomen would be found.

My second insect made a like refusal, but in a third ex-

periment the mantis began by devouring the caudal end

of the moth, eating headward, and in fifteen minutes it

had consumed the entire insect. Of course it was prob-

ably wholly accidental that the last mantis found the

soft parts first.

A small nymph, aged 17 days, was seen to feed upon
two small Hymenoptera one morning. At 6:30 it

pounced upon one, and holding it fast in the forelegs

began to devour it. After two and a half minutes, what-

ever remained was held in the mouth while the second

was seized; this was held tightly while the first was

being devoured,—and this without any help from the

forelegs in holding the first. This was entirely eaten in

five minutes, immediately after which, the second was

consumed in eight minutes. Perhaps the first was eaten

hastily to prevent the possible escape of the second.

A marked mantis, whose entire prothorax was thickly

covered with green paint, was devoured, paint and all,

by a comrade, and so far as I could see agreed perfectly

well with the insect.

The adults have the most human characteristic of

breaking large prey in two parts, one "hand" holding

one portion to the mouth while the other tightly holds

the second course in readiness.

While the n3rniphs are greedy eaters, I believe that

the adults, at least the older ones, can get along for a

considerable time without food. At one period of three

days early in September when food was very difficult to

obtain, out of 28 caged specimens wiiich had no food, only
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5 died; hence we have no reason to conclude that even

these died from this particular cause. The adult males

require little food, and in confinement seem to live as

long as the females.

The males do not eat while in copulo, since their fore-

legs are used for clinging. The females, however, having
these appendages free, lose no opportunity to grasp a

choice morsel.

Again referring to the cannibalism of the mantis,
PL yil shows a gray and a green female in combat to

the death. The spiny forelegs of each are locked about

the thorax of the other, and the head of the fair one

(green) is about to sever.

Enemies of the Mantis.

Small red ants were once accidentally introduced into

the cages along with the aphis. Instead of the carnivor-

ous nymphs eating these also, the ants although much

smaller, immediately fell upon them, first severing the

legs at the joints and then dismembering the other parts

of the body, while the struggling mantis tried to g^et

away. It was at first thought that the ants behaved thus

in order to protect their dairy, but it was later dis-

covered that they carried away all the parts of the dead

mantis, evident!}' cherished as palatable bits. The

mantis when older, however, reversed the attack and

greedily devoured the ants.

Another grave enemy to the eggs is the Podagrion
mantis already referred to, and in all probability the

larvae of Anthrenus sp. also. A spider was once seen

devouring a mantis njniiph. AVhat part birds play in

keeping their numbers in check is unknown, but both

sexes, dead or alive, were greedily eaten by poultry, and

even the egg-cases, both old and new, were likewise

devoured.

Upon one occasion when I was testing the ability of

the mantis to capture and kill honey-bees, one was tied
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near the bee-hive entrance by a silk thread around the

prothorax. The mantis received two severe stings on

the side of the abdomen where the chitin is very thin.

The animal bent the body around in a circle and bit

frantically around the wounds, perhaps injecting saliva

—I could not discern. An hour later each wound was

covered by a drop of fluid and that side of the abdomen

was much swollen. The insect survived, however, and

soon behaved quite normally, mating three days later.

It was noticed that the mortality was unusually great

at two or three days after emergence. Food was plenti-

ful, and cannibalistic habits were not carried on to a

great extent. It was discovered by the aid of the micro-

scope that the insects at the time of emerging, as well

as the egg-cases, were teeming with mites,
^^ which in all

probability caused their death.

COLOE.

We know that all mantis at hatching are of a light

yellowish color, the eyes alone being pigmented. Within

a few hours this color becomes darker. The color of

the immature insects at any stage after the first moult

is not constant, but varies from a grass green to a dark,

mottled gray, almost black, and including a vast variety

of dull yellows and browns. It frequently occurs that

a single individual will exhibit many or all of these colors

in varying combinations.

In the adult females we find the same conditions in

the coloration of the body. In addition the wings are

green, yellow or one of a variety of shades of gray, or

mottled. Sometimes we find a brown adult female with

green wings and sometimes a green one with brown

wings. The males do not exhibit such a marked variety

of color, but are usually extremely dark and the wings

mottled, although a good many of them have green legs,

and occasionally one occurs with green body, head and

" Identified by Dr. H. E. Ewing as Pediculodes ventricosus Newport.
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appendages, but never yet lias a male been found with

green wings. In some ot the males the wings are hyaline,

but observation has shown that this condition usually

exists for a short time after moulting and before the

pigment is distributed, in many the two pairs of hind

legs seem to acquire the darker color before the front

ones do; many are seen with the hind legs dark gray
while the front pair are still green. These are always in

contact with the material upon which the insect rests,

the dull, dark bark of trees, etc., while the front ones

are held high in the air.

Near to the center of the wing is a highly pigmented
and clearly defined spot which is very conspicuous in

the green winged insects, but not so much so in the dark

ones. The utility of these is not at once apparent,

although one is likely to suspect at first thought that

they are to give an aggressive appearance when the fe-

male raises her wings in the attitude of fight. When the

insect is at rest, one wing partly overlaps the other

sometimes covering this pigmented spot.

Little is precisely known concerning the regulation of

colors in this insect, but it has hitherto been generally

thought that the males were brown and the females green

(Howard). Eiley (1869, p. 170) says: ''The green
form is almost entirely confined to the female sex and

seems to be the most common color of this sex when full

grown." According to Scudder (1896) this dimorphic
female was for a time specifically divided, the gray one

being called dimidiata and the green one Carolina. But

in criticism of this he says that since the two forms occur

in the United States he cannot see how they could be

specifically separated, since there is no similar distinc-

tion in the male, which is never entirely green.

My own observations have fully satisfied me that the

adult females appear not only in the green form (PI. I)

and in the gray (PI. V)^- but also in every gradation

« See also Plates VI and VIII.
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and combination of these colors between these forms

illustrated, and that these variations can be found in

every stage of the insect 's life cycle after the first moult.

As already stated, the color of the male does not vary
so greatly, but still green-bodied insects are found.

The color of the mantis certainly serves to protect it,

even though the green insects are not always on green

leaves, nor the dark ones on dull bark. The photographs
nicely show how, when resting on foliage, their color

seems protective, and their appendages blend well with
the twigs. In spite of the fact that, so far as I can see^
no discrimination is shown in the selection of their back-

ground, the insects blend beautifully with their sur-

roundings; their form as w^ell as their color seems to

make them inconspicuous amid the lights and shadows
of the foliage. Thereby they are protected from the

attack of enemies and aided in successfully stalking their

prey. Of course- that does not necessarily mean that

their coloration came about on that account. Perhaps
this phenomenon can best be explained by Beddard, who

says: "It is often not easy to find a sixpenny piece,

which has been dropped on the carpet, but the reason for

this is, not that the coin is protectively colored, but that

any small object no matter how colored is difficult to

discover amid a variagated environment."

In fact the younger nymphs, with their wings not yet

developed, were harder to find than the adults. Usually
when insects were needed, sweeping the shrubbery with

a net had to be resorted to, although both nymphs and

adults were not infrequently to be found stretched across

some bright flower waiting for insects, and were ex-

tremely conspicuous, but on such plants as the tamerack,

iris, hops and canna, the green ones were always incon-

spicuous. Blending so nicely with their environment

may be instrumental in securing their prey, but to what

extent this protects them from birds, toads and other

enemies is not known, although Di Cesnola 's experiments
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upon tlie European species point to the conclusion tliat

it does afford protection.

One wonders about the value of protective coloration

when one sees a dark gray female, resting on a green

tamarack, very conspicuous indeed, greedily devouring

one which is green. But again in contrast to this, when

the green nymphs are at rest on the clematis or hop
vines and an attempt at their capture is made, they dart

from leaf to leaf, quickly turning to the under side, then

drop to another and vanish in less time than it takes to

tell.

Color ChajStge.

We have seen in the chapter on the moulting process

that the insects at hatching are all alike of a light yellow

color. Just after the first real ecdysis they occur in

many colors, the two extremes being distinct green and

dark brown. We have seen that green insects gradually

change to brown ;^^ this may be due to the color of the

environment. My attention was first attracted to this

by the following observations upon njTnphs and adult

females which were kept for other notes.

In the first instance the cage contained no potted

grass nor green things of any kind, and the insects could

rest upon nothing but the almost black wire screening of

the cage. It seemed to me that the ventral surface of

this adult female—the part in constant contact with the

screening—became darker from day to day. Whether
this happened on account of the environment or in mere

coincidence is not known, but we must not fail to con-

sider that this was a full-grown, winged insect when

placed here.

In the second case the adult insect when placed in the

cage was entirely green, both body and wing. After

being there for thirty-four days until its death, we found

the wings and the abdomen under the wings still green,

" See pages 15, 16.
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shading into brown at the exposed parts, wiiile tiie

ventral and lateral parts, as well as legs, head and

thorax,
—in fact all constantly exposed parts

—were dark

brown.

On another occasion several green females in the next

to the last instar were placed in a breeding cage together

with several pots of growing grass which would serve

as a background and foothold for both the mantis and

their prey. During a heavy shower the cages were taken

into an outbuilding, and fortunately or unfortunately

they were forgotten there for about a week. During
this time the grass died and turned straw. When they

were discovered the mantis had devoured one another,

but the two survivors which were found with difficulty

had become adult, and there they were—body, legs, wings
and all just the right shade of straw color.

This led to other work with the insects. The difficulty

of maintaining in one's ow^n home a large number of

animals which are cannibalistic, voracious and carnivor-

ous, and which require a variety of living food can

perhaps be imagined.

In an experimental way I tried to find just how and

why the colors changed and if environmental conditions

were the sole causal factor. For three years the work

was carried on with not at all encouraging results. The

first year lamp-chimney breeders were used. The mor-

tality was great owing to the difficulty in the regulation

of moisture and temperature. The second year a number

of home-made wire cages were used and a large number

of individuals placed in each. The extreme cannibalistic

tendencies reduced the numbers to almost nothing, but

the work still gave a clue to what were the tendencies of

the adaptation of the animal to its environment. Later

about a hundred fly-traps were procured and set up as

described elsewhere in these pages.

The work will probably be carried on for another

season, but enough data have been gathered that we can
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coniidently state in a preliminary way at least these

conclusions ;

1. The green nymx)hs are capable of changing to dark

gray or brown when the environment is dark.

2. The green insects will in all probability remain

green when the environment is favorable to that color.

3. When once the gray color is acquired it is perma-
nent despite any environmental conditions.

Poulton^^ says that "all green colouration without

exception is due to chlorophyll, while nearly all yellows

are due to xanthophyil.
" Tower in his work on Colors

and Color Patterns in Coleoptera goes more into detail

on the coloration of Orthoptera. He says that in the

Orthoptera the prevailing colors are blacks, browns,

greens, yellows and rarely reds; the browns, blacks and

some of the yellows are cuticular colors; the reds and

most of the yellows are hypodermal. The Orthopteran
forms are largely vegetable feeders and ''the greens and

yellows are centainly in part derived from plant pig-

ments." Thus the two color authorities reach the same

conclusion, that the greens and yellows are derived from

plant pigments. But here a mantis, an Orthopteran
form which never in its life eats anything but animal

food, attains precisely those colors. It is true that this

insect, while entirely carnivorous, might acquire a cer-

tain amount of chlorophyll by feeding upon insects

which in turn are phytophagous (caterpillars, aphis,

etc.) and thus develop the green color, but in that event

why should this effect follow in only a part of the insects

when all of them live upon practically the same food

supply?
To assume that the coloration of the mantis is a

vestige from the time w^hen their ancestors were vege-

table feeders is far from satisfying.

" Quoted by Vernon, Variation in Animals and Plants, p. 291.
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Mating Habits.

The very fact that the female mantis almost always
devours her mate while the pair are in copulo, and the

male unresistingly clings while he is slowly being eaten,
makes the mating habits of this species arouse more than

ordinary interest.

PL II is a very good photograph of a pair in the

characteristic position of mating. The female here

illustrated is green, while the male is an ordinary dark
insect. The illustration nicely shows the general
structural dimorphism of the sexes, as well as the com-

parative size of the antennae.

That the males seek the females I have not a doubt,
for in many cases they were found clinging to the out-

side of the cages containing the latter. The insects

display so much individuality in their mating habits

that it will be well to give the details of the behavior of

a few typical individuals during this period.

Experiment 1. Aug. 14, 8:00 A. M., a male and a

newly-matured female were placed in a large breeding-

cage. A half-hour later the female was walking about

the ceiling of the cage, gracefully mounted by the male

(but not in actual copulo), who tightly clutched her

around the prothorax with his forelegs. The female

was greedily devouring hairy caterpillars. The entire

day was spent in slowly walking thus about the ceiling.

Actual mating occurred at twilight, after a courtship of

about ten hours, during all of which time the male seemed
in quite the proper position. They separated some time

between midnight and 6 the next morning, but at 10:30

the male had again mounted, and at 12 o'clock noon

they resumed copulation and continued throughout the

afternoon, severing some time between 7:30 and 10 that

evening. Again the next morning, Aug. 16, at 6, the male

had mounted for the third time, but actual mating did
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not take place until the afteroooii of the day ioilowing,

and they severed early in the evening. Aug. 18 and 19

they were observed frequently, but no activities occurred

during these two days; it was not until noon, Aug. 20,

that the pair again mated.

Aug. 21, 7 :00 A. M., the pair found separated ;
2 P. M.,

male mounted on female
;
an additional male introduced.

Aug. 22, 7 A. M., all found separated ;
7 :30, one of the

males had mounted. Aug. 23, 6 A. M., all separated.

Aug. 24, one male mounted. Aug. 25, 6 :30 A. M., female

again in copulo with one of the males; 4 P. M., severed,

but retaining position of mounting. Aug. 26, 6 :30 A. M.,

this pair had resumed mating; 3 P. M., severed. Aug.

27, 7 A. M., found first egg-case which had been deposited

during the night.

Thus this female mated six different times and re-

mained so about forty-five hours and deposited one egg-

case during the first 14 days of its adult life.

The pair remained separated all day (Aug. 27) until

9 :30 P. M., when they were again found in copulo, after

a lapse of less than twenty-four hours since the deposi-

tion of the egg-case. No observations could be made the

next day, but on Aug. 29, 6 P. M., this female was again

mounted bv one of the males, which condition continued

until the evening of Aug; 31. Thus for three days she

carried him without actual mating. "Wliy this conduct

unless another egg-case was soon to be deposited? Was
the male inefiicient, and if so, why was he not devoured?

Was the female still exhausted from egg-laying five days
before? At this time this male was removed and an-

other which appeared to be as yet unmated was placed
in the cage. Only five hours later, this pair was found

to be in actual copulo; this indicates that probably the

other male was exhausted. During the following fore-

noon, Sept. 1, they separated. On Sept. 2, 6 A. M., the

lifeless remains of the male were found, with the

abdomen entirelv eaten awav. Whv did the female carry
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the useless mate for three days without molesting him,

and then turn around and attack one which might yet

have been of some use I

The female was left alone until Sept. 4, when a new

male was introduced. The next day he was found dead,

with no signs of having been attacked by the female. On

Sept. 6 still another was introduced, but no observations

could be made until Sept. 10, when no male was found;

evidently he also had been devoured.

The female was left alone and unobserved until Sept.

13, when the second egg-case was found to have been

very recently deposited. The next day she was dead.

We learn from this experiment that the female mates

many times with one or more males, that two egg-cases

may be deposited, and that the duration of adult life

was, in this case, 34 days.

Experiment 2. Aug. 14. The cage contained two

adult females and one in the instar just preceding adult-

hood. A male was found silently resting on the outside

of the cage; he was grasped by the long prothorax and

gently ushered inside. But his welcome was not a gra-

cious one, for the next morning he, as well as the njTiiph,

had been eaten. Another male was placed with the two

remaining females on the afternoon of the 16tli. Early
the next morning he was found in mating with the gray

female; they separated from about noon until 3 o'clock,

when they resumed mating until some time in the night.

The next day, Aug. 18, the male turned his attentions to

the green female, mating with her in the afternoon. The

following day all were going about singly until 5 P. M.,

when the gray female mated for the third time. This

gray one mated again on the afternoon of Aug. 21, and

the green one for the second time on Aug. 22. On the

24th the green female carried the male for some time

but actual copulation did not take place until the 28th.

At this time the gray was the successful rival, and she

concluded this her fifth mating, with devouring her mate.
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None other could be found to succeed Mm. On the morn-

ing of the 30th, two new egg-cases were found. It seems

probable, though uncertain, that each female had de-

posited one, for further observations proved that usually
an interval, with copulation, occurs between the making
of the first and second egg-case.

On Sept. 1 another male was secured and placed with

them. No observations could be made until the evening
of the 3d, by which time he had been eaten. On the next

morning the green female was also dead, but the death

had been a natural one as no marks of violence could be

found on the body. From this time forth no males

whatever could be secured, and the gray female alone

remained. Ten days later a newly-made egg-case was

discovered. This female was not observed in copulo
between the first and second egg-laying, although this

may have occurred during my absence from the experi-

ments during the first of September. This new ootheca

was placed flush with one of the first ones, slightly over-

lapping it, as if intended for its continuation. Did the

insect recognize its first effort and attempt to enlarge

upon it, or was the choice of location purely accidental?

This insect was observed daily until its death Oct. 8,

and fed occasionally, but it required less food from day
to day as old age came on. After the chilly nights she

would be found stretched upon the wires of the cage

quite as if dead, but with the warm rays of sunshine she

would soon revive.

Experiment 3. Aug. 13. A male and a gray female

were caught in the garden and placed in a cage. Soon

the female was observed to be carrying the male, and so

they walked about during the entire day, the female for

diversion devouring many flies; not until sunset did

actual copulation take place. This mating continued for

an unusually long time, until between midnight and

morning of Aug. 15, or more than eighteen hours. They
mated again on the 17th, from early morning until late
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afternoon, and from the middle of the afternoon until

night of the 18th, and after that appeared quite indif-

ferent to each other until the afternoon of the 21st, when

they again remated for a few hours. They went about

singly for the next three days, after which the male

mounted for a few hours in the evening, but did not ac-

complish mating. By morning he had been dislodged,

but in the afternoon he again persistently remounted.

He was carried thus by the female all day, and it may
be all night too. The next morning revealed an inter-

esting double surprise ;
there was an unfinished egg-case

made during the night, and the pair was again in copulo.

Whether she made this ootheca with the male on her

back, or whether he left her while she hurriedly con-

structed it and then insistently returned, is not known.

The nest certainly offered the appearance of hasty or

interrupted work, for it measured only 10 mm. in length
and was not finished with the usual nicety of a gradual

slope from the top to the base, but it had the appearance
of having terminated abruptly. The oncoming of ovi-

position probably prevented copulation, for we know
that the male was mounted and in readiness for the three

days preceding, and that it occurred within a few min-

utes or at least a few^ hours after the egg-case had left

her body.

They continued in copulo throughout the day, but

were separated all of the next. On the morning of the

28th, it was found that an additional ootheca 22 mm. in

length had been joined to the first one, during the night.

We shall not venture to call this more than mere chance

or coincidence, and yet this w^as the second instance of

a mother mantis placing her second nest in close juxta-

position to the first, quite as though it were a continua-

tion of it.

For the next two days each went about its own affairs,

and on the morning of the 30th the male was gone, evi-

dently having been devoured since escape was impos-
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sible. From this time on the female was alone. On the

morning of Sept. 10 she was found dead, but during the

night before she died she had built another egg-case, a

beautiful piece of work 30 mm. long. Shall we say that

this female deposited three ootheca! Hardly, since the

first installment was abnormal and either interrupted or

made under difficulties and the second part soon added
to it, and both parts together compared well in size

with the second.

Experiment 4. Aug. 15. The pair mated almost im-

mediately after being placed together in the cage at 7

A. M. At noon however they separated, probably on ac-

count of a heavy shower in which they were caught.

During the next few days, ordinary uneventful matings
occurred at the following times : from early morning
until noon of Aug. 16, and from 9 :10 P. M. of that same

day until noon of the 18th; from early morning until

noon of the 21st,- and about the same hours on the 23rd.

On the 24th, the male again mounted, but the female

would not consent to actual mating, and the next morn-

ing she was found pleasantly devouring him. A new
mate was at once supplied; at 4 P. M. he also mounted

her, but again copulation did not occur. The next morn-

ing revealed that he likewise had been eaten and an egg-
case had been made during the night. No new mate
could be supplied until the evening of the 27th, and he

very soon mounted. This time she carried him, without

attack or resistance, for about eighteen hours before

actual copulation occurred. In this respect the attitude

of the female seemed very different after oviposition

from just before. This copulation continued until some

time in the forenoon of the 29th, when the male severed

but did not dismount. He retained this position, with-

out resuming mating, for almost three days, when at 4

P. M. on Aug. 31 he dismounted without any display on

the part of either individual. This male was now re-

moved and a new one introduced which mated with this
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willful female in less than two hours. This continued

until the forenoon of the next day, Sept. 1, and at 6 that

evening she ate him. A new one was thrust in with her

immediately, and before 9 :30 she had accepted him as

a mate. By the next morning they had separated.

Copulation was repeated that night, Sept. 2, and again
all day on the 4th. After this each went its own way,
until the morning of the 7th revealed an explanation for

this conduct during the past three days in the form of a

newly-made egg-case. After this, copulation w^as

promptly resumed early the next morning, but by 8:30

A. M. the male, already headless, was being slowly and

calmly devoured by his mate, while he clung, apparently

automatically, without the least effort of resistance. At
2 P. M. the leisure meal was still in progress and by 4

o 'clock the entire body, excepting a wing, had been eaten.

No other mates could be gotten, so henceforth her life

was spent alone in the cage, until her natural death

Oct. 10. During her entire life after her capture, 56

days in all, she took very little food, excepting occasion-

ally a mate, and for the eight days preceding her death

she ate nothing whatever.

Experiment 5. Aug. 15. A male and two females, a

gray and a green, were placed in a cage. Mating soon

took place with the green one. At 6 the next morning
they had severed, but they reunited at noon and con-

tinued so until some time during the night. At 3:30

P. M. of the following day, Aug. 18, this male turned his

attentions to the gray female. Mating continued

throughout the evening, but early the next morning only
her gray wings were to be found on the floor of the cage ;

evidently she had been devoured by her rival, for the

adult males never attack members of either sex. The re-

maining pair were indifferent to each other, so on Aug.
20 a new gray female was introduced. The next morning
however the male was found to have returned to his old

green mate, but at 2 P. M. they separated. No activities

whatever took place until the 23d, when the green female
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was found to be again in mating, but the male was head-

less. The pair was chloroformed thus for a photograph

(PI. Ill), so further notes could not be made upon this

experiment.

Experiment 6. Aug. 18, 7 A. M. A pair in coitu

w^ere found in the garden and gently placed in a cage.

At 10 o'clock they had severed, but resumed mating at

3 :30. At this time a gray female was introduced, and

by 7 P. M. the male had left the green female for her.

The next morning the male had severed but not dis-

mounted; she carried him all day until 5 P. M. when

copulation was again resumed. The next day he was

only being carried again; he persisted in this position
until midday of Aug. 21, when he was devoured. By
the following morning the green female had also been

devoured by her voracious companion. A new male was
at this time placed in the cage with the remaining gray

female, but no mating occurred during this or the three

"days following, and on the 26th he likewise fell her vic-

tim. But the next morning revealed an egg-case made

during the night. The female was now left alone until

a new mate could be gotten Sept. 1
; copulation was be-

gun promptly that evening and continued throughout
all the next day. They separated for a few hours on the

3rd, but reunited that evening. On the 4th he was re-

jected, and on the 5th he was eaten
;
none could be found

to take his place. On Sept. 10 the second egg-case was

found. The insect lived an uneventful existence hence-

forth until its demise on Oct. 6.

Experiment 7. Aug. 18. The pair mated from noon

until 3 :30, and from 5 P. M. of Aug. 19 until noon of the

20th, and still a third time on the 21st, from 3 o'clock

until night. For the four whole days following the pair

was closely observed, but mating did not occur. On

the morning of the 25th an egg-case was found, which

evidently had been finished only a few hours previously.

At 4 P. M. the male was devoured by the female. A new
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one was promptly introduced but no mating occurred;
the next evening he was found dead, but the death ap-

parently had been a natural one. Aug. 27, 7 A. M. an-

other was introduced, but he too was immediately de-

voured; his successor promptly met with the same fate

at 4 P. M.—the third victim of this female's voracity.
ISTo more males could be secured until Sept. 1, when at 4

P. M. one was introduced only to be devoured in less

than two hours. Two more were promptly added; by
9:30 one of these had mounted the female, but actual

copulation had not begun. This condition continued un-

til midnight of the 2nd, but at 6 the next morning the

male was found dead. Twenty-four hours later a large,

newly-made egg-case, the second for this female, was
found and already she was again carrying the male, but

without mating. This performance continued all day
of the 4th and 5th, but the next morning revealed that

this male also had been devoured. No more mates

could be supplied, so the female lived alone until her

death Sept. 10.

In addition to the foregoing complete experiments,
the following fragmentary observations will contribute

to our knowledge of this subject.

A male going through its last moult and becoming
adult on Aug. 22, mated in the evening of the following

day at the age of about thirty hours.

On one occasion an old male and three females were

taken at random and placed in a cage. None of the fe-

males paid any attention whatever to him, so after six

hours he was removed and an active young male which

had voluntarily come to the cage was placed inside. In

a short time one of the females mated with this one,

while the other two assumed a furious attitude, erected

their heads, curled their abdomens, raised their wings
and occasionally leaped angrily at the pair. The couple

was soon isolated to prevent any calamity. It is inter-

esting that these three females all disregarded the first
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male, and that immediately afterward all were extremely

anxious, as their behavior clearly showed, to win favor

of the second.

On Aug. 23, two males taken at random were placed
with a gray female. They both fought for her pos-

session; after half an hour one of them retired and the

victor mated with her. Copulation continued until 5 :30

the next morning. Within a half hour the pair had sev-

ered, and already both males were clinging to the fe-

male, one on each side, tightly clasping her prothorax
with their spiny legs. Thus they persisted and con-

tended until 4 P. M. when she fell from their grasp—
dead—a victim of too ardent wooing.
On another similar occasion when a female was

placed with five males, four of these were simultan-

eously clinging to her at the same time, the whole affair

forming one struggling mass of life. Throughout even

this she succeeded in maintaining her position, clinging

to a twig.

A copulating pair fell from the ceiling of the lab-

oratory upon the back of my neck. I brushed them

hastily to the floor, and this caused their separation.

The female ran swiftly away, pursued by the male, but

even with the advantage of two feet of distance she was

overtaken, mounted and in copulo in less time than it

takes to tell.

On three occasions when two males were placed in

one cage, they mounted one another, and spent from 3

to 6 hours in the normal attitude of mating, although

no attempt w^as made to actually copulate.

In the accompanying photograph (PI. IV) we have

an attempt to show many individuals displaying various

characteristic activities of the animal, in one group. In

the background one can indistinctly see a pair in copulo ;

a gray female in the characteristic attitude of fight, the

wings raised in a quarter circle like those of an angry

goose, rests on the top of the twig, and a green female
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is just beneath. In the lower part of the picture, a male

can be seen about to mount the female. Note the greatly

distended abdomen of the female which very soon will

oviposit.

PL III shows two pairs w^hich were chloroformed

during mating while the male was being devoured from

the head backward, as usual. This shows both the left

and the right view of the connection.

The practice of the female devouring her mate may
be one of the little economical devices of Nature. Since

the male had already mated—done his duty, as it were—
why continue a useless life? Why should he not go to

help nourish the female while she goes through the

function of egg-laying?

A female became adult on Aug. 16, was isolated and

on Sept. 9 deposited an egg-case, but died three days

later. Another which became adult on the same day
and was likewise kept virgin, oviposited on Sept. 4 and

died six days later. Both egg-cases appeared in all re-

spects normal, but of course nothing emerged from them

the next summer. This shows that females are capable

of ovipositing and building the complex nest from their

own bodies without the stimulus of fertilization, when

about twenty days old.

It was thought that the males probably find the fe-

males by means of scent or other sense organs located

in the antennae, as we have found in the cecropia

moth,^^ but experiments on the removal of the antennae

proved conclusively that this is not the case in the

mantis.

Males with one or both antennae amputated, mounted

and mated with the females just as quickly as did those

with these organs intact.

It was also thought that the cerci of the female per-

formed some function in mating, but the removal of

these organs showed that they were of no value, for

"Trans. Acad. Sci. of St. Louis, 20: pp. 275-308.
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matino's occurred just as readily in the cerciless females
as in the normal ones.

To briefly summarize, then, the points to be gleaned
from these observations:

The males as well as the females are ready for mating
very soon after becoming mature, i. e., very soon after

the last moult.

The species is highly polygamous and polyandrous
and spend much time in mating. About six or eight
hours is the usual duration of a single coitus, but it

may be much less, or it may be extended to fifteen or

eishteen hours.

As a rule, two egg-cases are deposited by each female,
but mating is usually repeated in the few days' interval

between the two.

The female generally refuses to mate during about

three days preceding oviposition, and is at this time es-

pecially likely to rid herself of annojdng suitors by eat-

ing them.

The male seeks out the female and will contend for

her possession, the female will also fight for the male

but no coquettish display or other antics of courtship
such as have been recorded for other animals and in-

sects, have been observed in either sex of this species.

The Makixg of the Egg-Case,

The making of the egg-case in the mantis is truly a

wonderful phenomenon,—all the more so when com-

pared with the process in other members of the fam-

iiy.

The eggs of most of the Orthoptera are deposited in

capsules which may contain one or a great number of

eggs.

In the cockroaches (Blattidae; see Sharp, 1895, p. 229

et. seq.) the eggs are laid in a horny capsule formed

within the mother's body. This is carried about, pro-

truding from the hinder part of the body, until it may
be deposited in some suitable situation.
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The eggs of the walking-stick (Phasmidae) are not

systematically deposited but are discharged at random,

remaining wherever they may chance to fall. The eggs
resemble seeds and are dropped singly, each one en-

veloped in a capsnle which is provided with a lid which

is pushed off by the emerging insect.

In the locusts (Acrididae) we see the mode of ovipo-

sition differing widely from that of both the cockroach

and the walking-stick. With her hard gonapophyses
she excavates a hole in the ground wherein she deposits

her eggs, together with a quantity of fluid. This hard-

ens and protects the eggs, and hence in function corre-

sponds to some of the capsules made by other insects

of this group. It may have been from this primitive

way of protecting the eggs that the present complex

way of egg-case-making in our mantis evolved.

Some of the true locusts (Locustidae), katy-dids, etc.,

deposit their ova in twigs or stems of plants, arranging
them in a very neat and compact manner, while others

deposit their eggs in the earth.

The cricket (Gryllidae), which has a subterranean

existence, deposits from two hundred to four hundred

eggs. The mother watches over them very carefully

until they hatch after three or four weeks; she then

supplies the young with food until their first moult,

after which they disperse.

For a good many years it w^as quite unknown just

how our species makes its egg-case. It was thought by
some naturalists that the eggs were deposited and the

whole mass then covered by a substance which hardened

over them, the whole process resembling the oviposition

of the grasshopper. Others thought that the whole mass

w^as formed inside the body of the mother mantis and

then expelled entire, similar to the method of the Blat-

tidae.

Sharp (loc. cit., p. 246) says: "The eggs of Mantidae

are deposited in a very singular manner. The female
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emits some foam like matter in which the eggs are con-

tained. This substance dries and forms the ootheca;
whilst attaining a sufficient consistency, it is maintained

in position by the extremity of the body and the tips of

the elytra, and it is shaped and fashioned by these

parts.
' '

One would take it from the above quotation that this

account of egg-laying is for the entire family. If it be

meant as Sharp states, an exception occurs in

Stagmomantis Carolina. Here the egg-case is fashioned

only by the organs at the extremity of the body, and not

in connection with the tips of the elytra ;
neither do the

elytra or the tip of the body maintain the foamy sub-

stance in position until it hardens. The egg-case is

built of the foamy substance, which holds its shape just

as it is being fashioned, and no more needs the tip of

the body to support it until it hardens than a clay model
needs to be held by the modeler until it becomes firm.

The insect leaves the pile immediately after finishing

the gradual slope downward. The structure maintains

its form alone, but sometimes the material is soft enough
to be crushed between the fingers for perhaps six hours

after its completion. In so far as the use of the elytra

is concerned, either in fashioning or supporting the case

during its construction, any of the illustrations in this

paper will show that the wings cover less than two-thirds

of the length of the body and cannot by any means touch

the egg-case while it is being built.

A female and her egg-case just a few hours after

oviposition are shown in PI. IX. This picture is about

exact size
;
the case was the largest ever met with in my

experience Avith the mantis, while that shown in PI. X
is the smallest. Attention is called to the size and shape
of the abodmen of this female just after oviposition

(PL IX) in contrast with the usual distended condition

prior to oviposition, as seen in the lower female on PI.

IV. One wonders how so large a mass could have been

packed in that body.
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When the architecture of an egg-case is studied, with

its rows of cells, galleries and openings all arranged
with precision, one realizes the complexity of the task

of building such a structure and wonders where the

insect could have acquired this knowledge, since of

course it had no mother or experienced contemporaries
to mimic in nest building, as have the higher animals or

even the social insects.

The work of nest making consumes about two hours,

and almost always is commenced at sunset, or after dark.

Why this strange time of day should almost invariably

be chosen has not been ascertained.

When about to begin ovipositing the mantis takes its

position on the twig or surface, head downward, holding

on by the two hind pair of legs ;
the front pair are held

free as usual. The insect remains perfectly quiet, ex-

cepting for the contractions and expansions of the lasttwo

or three abdominal segments. Soon a small stream or

ribbon of whitish substance issues from the body; this

in appearance greatly resembles tooth-paste as it is

pressed from the tube. A little later, when it is worked

up and ready for the making of the egg-case it is foamy
and mucilagenous, like the beaten white of egg, and has

a delicate greenish tint. When the ribbon protrudes

for about a quarter of an inch, it is pressed against the

twig or surface by the tip of the abdomen, and adheres

thereto. Let it here be stated that throughout the work

the insect rests with the head downward and has never

been seen to turn to observe the work while in progress.

Furthermore, none of the appendages assist in the egg-

case making, but the mass of material is pumped from

the body by the movements of the last two or three ab-

dominal segments only, and the whole is shaped by the

ovipositor, the two small cerci probably aiding in the

construction by acting as sense organs.

The last two segments, by a series of contortions, con-

tractions and expansions, press out the ribbon of ma-
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terial, which soon is converted into the frothy sub-

stance. After it has reached the proper consistency
under the manipulation of the ovipositor, it passes on

into the pile ready to be fashioned into the beginning of

the egg-case. During this process the ovipositor is much
distended and attains great size; the opening also is

very large under this condition.

The egg-case is begun at the broad, rounded end, and

the construction progresses from side to side; each row
of cells across the case is completed and the partition re-

enforced before the next tier is begun. The ovipositor

slowly works into the soft substance until quite a hol-

low space is formed; this forms one row of four cells on

one side; then it passes on to make the corresponding
suite on the other side. The dividing line between the

right and left sides of the egg-case is indicated by the

braided appearance on top. Evidently the eggs^^ are

deposited during this hollowing-out process, and are em-

bedded in the soft substance. They undoubtedly leave

the body with this material, but never in all of my mantis

experience could they be seen even w^ith the closest

scrutiny. While burrowing into the substance at the

sides the ovipositor goes in more deeply, evidently to

shape the lateral galleries. After a suite on each side

has been completed some of the substance from the

periphery is stretched over it to form a re-enforced par-

tition between this and the next row of cells; this is

perfected and smoothed by left and right strokes of the

ovipositor. The insect then repeats the process, hol-

lowing out and partition making until the whole is com-

pleted. One tier of cells is always complete, even to the

little ribbon-like flap on top which is the door, before the

hollowing out of the next tier commences. If the egg-

case be large, the mother mantis will sometimes move a

short distance downward as the structure grows. How
the openings are made at the top during the construction

1* The eggs are from 2 to 214 mm. in length.
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could never be discerned, but the cerci constantly pass
over the last addition much in the manner that the anten-

nae of some insects are used. Whether these organs
assist in making the openings, or whether they act only
as sense organs and keep the whole affair symmetrical
could not be ascertained. In one female the cerci were

removed with fine scissors during the egg-case building.

The structure was completed in a very irregular man-
ner. This fact may, however, have been the result of

the shock of cutting, since the same individual without

the cerci a few days later made another egg-case of

perfectly normal appearance. The eggs are not de-

posited in a haphazard manner, but all of them stand

on end, one in each cell. They must of course be em-

bedded in this manner, and perhaps the cerci come into

use in some way in accomplishing this. The last abdom-

inal segment carrying the cerci is constantly in one

position throughout the work, apparently always keep-

ing hold upon the last addition of the "braided" top.

From the opening just beneath the last dorsal segment
the material for the nest issues, while the work of mold-

ing the cells and shaping the mass is done by the

characteristic ovipositor. This organ goes over and

smoothes each partition two or three times, while the

dorsal tip never looses its hold of the last braided ad-

dition.

An interesting fact is that immediately after ovipos-

iting the insect walks away for a short distance and

goes through the contortion of forming a circle of her

body, and with her head partly inserted into the rear

opening eats away all that remains of the nest material,

and in so far as I have been able to see, quite relishes it.

It may be that it is necessary to remove any of this

substance before it hardens and would be a great hind-

rance to future copulation or oviposition, but this can-

not be the sole reason, for I have seen insects of both

sexes behave in the same manner on other occasions,

and the females usually just after mating.
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The insect after leaving the egg-case usually pays no

more attention to it.

In order to ascertain the nature and condition of this

substance which goes into the egg-case while still in the

body of the female, a number of insects about to oviposit

were preserved in chloral hydrate and dissected—that

is, the chitin covering the entire abdomen was carefully

stripped off. The illustrations (PI. XIV, Figs. 1 and 2)

show the dorsal and ventral surface of the rows of whit-

ish ribbon, which are connected with the eggs that lie

just beneath; it is this ribbon-like material worked into

froth, that go into the construction of the egg-case.
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*1872. Glover, T Illustrations of North American Entomology.
Orthoptera. pi. 2. f. 1-16. Fide Blatch-

ley 1903.

*1872. Saussure, H. de. .. Etudes sur les insectes orthopteres. Mis-
sion scientifique au Mexique et dans
I'Amerique centrale. Recherches zool-

ogiques. VI partie, I section, II livr.

p. 247-248. pi. 5-6. Paris. Fide Scud-
der's Index and Blatchley 1903.

*1873. Glover, T Report of the entomologist. Report of U.
S. Department of Agriculture. 1873. p.

133. f. 5. Fide Scudder's Index.

*1874. Glover, T Report of the entomologist. 1874. p. 40.

Middle States. Fide Scudder's Index.

*1874. Glover, T Report of the entomologist. Annual Report
of the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
1874. p. 133-134.

Description and habits.

1875. Thomas, C Report upon the collection of Orthoptera
made in portions of Nevada, Utah, Cali-

fornia, Colorado, New Mexico, and Ari-

zona, during the years 1871, 1872, 1873,
and 1874. Report of the U. S. Geological
Survey West 100th Meridian. V. p. 849.

Mantis wheeleri = S. Carolina. Fide Scud-
der.

1876. Dodge, C. R Entomological gleanings in southern Florida.
Field and Forest. I. p. 74.

Washington, D. C. Hatched indoors in Jan-
uary.

1876. Stal, C Systema Mantodeorum. Bihang till Kongl.
Svenska Vetenskaps-Akademiens Hand-
lingar. IV. No. 10. p. 61.

Description.

1876. Thomas, C A list of the Orthoptera of Illinois. Bulletin
Illinois Museum of Natural History. I.

p. 60.

Habitat southern part of state.

*Those marked * not seen by the author.
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1877 Riley, C. V The locust plague in the United States, p.

128.

Feeds on locust, Coloptenus spretus.

1877. Riley, C. V Annual report of the noxious, beneficial and
other insects of the state of Missouri.

IX. p. 98.

Feeds on Coloptenus spretus.

1878. Riley, C. V Report of the U. S. Entomological Commis-
sion. I. p. 334.

Observed to prey upon Rocky Mountain Lo-
cust.

1878. Scudder, S. H Orthoptera of Florida. Psyche. II. p. 154.

Habitat Florida.

1880. Rilev, C. V Report of U. S. Entomological Commission.
III. p. 37. f. 37.

Probably feeds on cotton worms.

1883. Borre, A. P. de...Liste des mantides du Musee royal d'his-

toire naturelle de Belgique. Annales
de Societe Entomologique de Belgique.
XXVII. p. 64.

»?. Carolina var. minor; Gordon Co., Georgia.
S. dimidiata Central America, Mexico,
United States. Two nymphs from Per-

nambuco, Brazil. Quotes Saussure
(Miss. Sci. Mex. Orthoptera p. 249) as
Inclined to believe that Carolina, minor
and dimidiata are reducable to one spe-
cies.

1883 Packard, A. S., Report of U. S. Entomological Commission.

Riley, C. V. and III. p. 310-313. pi. 33. f. 1-5.

Thomas, C Anatomy.

*1884 Riley C V The standard natural history, ed. by John
'

S. Kingsley. II. p. 174. f. 249-250.

Phasmomantis Carolina. Fide Blatchley
1903 and Scudder's Index.

1884. Riley C. V Report of the entomologist, p. 415.

Destroys caterpillars and other insects.

1885. Hubbard, H. G Insects affecting the orange. Washington.
p. 189.

Habitat Florida. Brief general account.

1885. Bruner, L First contribution to a knowledge of the

Orthoptera of Kansas. Bulletin "Wash-
burn College Laboratory. I. p. 125.

Phasmomantis. Habitat Labette Co., Bar-
ber Co., Topeka, Kansas.

1885. Riley, C. V Report U. S. Entomological Commission.
IV. p. 99-100. f. 25 a, b.

Brief account. Destroys Aletia agrillacea.

*Those marked * not seen by the author.
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1886. Howard, L. O The excessive voracity of the female Man-
tis. Science. VIII. p. 326.

Female devours male while in copulo.
1886. Ashmead, W. H.. . Description of a new chalcid, parasitic on

Mantis Carolina Say. Canadian Ento-

mologist. XVIII. p. 57.

1886. Riley, C. V Report of the entomologist. Annual report
U. S. Department of Agriculture. 1886.

p. 526.

Eats caterpillars of fall web worm.

1887. Lintner, J. A Country Gentleman. LII. p. 9.

Taken at Washington, D. C.

1887. Riley, C. V.. . . .^. . Our shade trees and their insect defoliators.
Bulletin Division of Entomology U. S.

Department of Agriculture. X. p. 44. f.

20 a, b.

Fond of caterpillars of fall web worm.

1888. Comstock, J. H An introduction to entomology, p. 94-95.

Short general account of structure and hab-
its.

1888. Lintner, J. A Annual report on the injurious and other
insects of the state of New York. IV.

p. 158-162. f. 65-66.

Distribution, food, egg-case, etc.

1888. Riley, C. V The rear horse domesticated. Insect Life.
L p. 156.

Thought to feed on roaches.

*1889. Westwood, J. O...Revisio insectorum familiae - (Mantidarum
speciebus novis aut minus cognitis de-

scriptis et delineatis. London.
Habitat Illinois, Carolina and Mexico. Fide

Scudder's Index.

*1890. Smith, J. B Catalogue of insects found in New Jersey.
p. 407. Fide Scudder's Index.

1890. Packard, A. S On insects injurious to forest and shade
trees. Report U. S. Entomological Com-
mission. VII. p. 251-252, f. 89 a, b.

Eats caterpillars of fall web worms.

1891. McNeil, J A list of the Orthoptera of Illinois. Psyche.
VL p. 78.

Occurs in southern Illinois.

1892. Howard, L. O A genus of Mantis egg-parasites. Insect
Life. IV. p. 243. f. 29, 31.

Parasites of the eggs of 8. Carolina.

*1892. Howard, L. O A genus of Mantis egg-parasites. Proceed-
ings Entomological Society of Wash-
ington. II. p. 251-252. Fide Scudder's
Index.

*Tho8e marked * not seen by the author.
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1892. Howard, L. O A genus of Mantis egg-parasites. Entomo-
logical News. III. p. 47.

Active female seen Nov. 16th.

1892. Riley, C. V The female rear-horse versus the male. In-

sect Life. V. p. 145.

Mating habits.

1893. Garman, H The Orthoptera of Kentucky. Annual re-

port Kentucky Agricultural Experiment
Station. VI. p. 10.

Abundant in western Kentucky.

1893. Bruner, L A list of Nebraska Orthoptera. Publications
of Nebraska Academy of Science. III.

p. 21.

Occurs in eastern third of state.

1894. Ashmead, W. H. . . Notes on cotton insects found in Missis-

sippi. Insect Life. VII. p. 2-5.

Habitat Hinds Co., Miss.

1894. Harsbarger, W. A. Entomological News. V. p. 169.

8. Carolina ate of robber fly (Asilus).

1894. Lampa, S Engendomliga vanor hos Mantidernas honor.

Entomologisk Tidskrift. XV. p. 118.

Stockholm.
Translation of article in Insect Life. V. p.

145.

*1894. Saussure, H. de. . Orthoptera genuina. Gryllidae. Biologia
Central America, Zoologia, Orthoptera.
L p. 140-143.

Table of species of Stagmomantis. 8. tolteca
= S. Carolina. Habitat Louisiana, Car-

olina, Tennessee, Texas, Mexico. Fide
Scudder's Index.

1895. Sharp, D Cambridge Natural History. V. p. 242-259.

f. 135-147.

Excellent account of Mantidae. No men-
tion of 8. Carolina.

1895. Comstock, J. H. A manual for the studv of insects, p. 107.

and A. B f. 116-117.

Brief general account.

1896. Scudder, S. H Index to the Mantidae of North America
north of Mexico. Canadian Entomol-
ogist. XXVIII. p. 210-215.

1896. Blatchley, W. S.. . Miscellaneous notes. Canadian Entomol-
ogist. XXVIII. p. 265-266.

Habitat southern Indiana. Female devoured
male in copulo.

1897. Scudder, S. H Notes on eggs of Stagmomatis Carolina.
Psyche. VIII. p. 11.

Notes on egg-case, eggs and embryo.

1897. Scudder, S. H Guide to the genera and classification of
the North American Orthoptera found
north of Mexico. Cambridge, p. 17.

*Those marked * not seen by the author.
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1897. Morgan, H. A Report of entomologist. Bulletin Louisiana

Experiment Station, Series II, No. 48.

Podagrion mantis bred from egg-cases of

PJiasmomantis Carolina.

1898. Lugger, O The Orthoptera of Minnesota. Third An-
nual Report of the Entomologist of the
State Experiment Station of the Uni-

versity of Minnesota, p. 97.

General account. Not found in Minnesota.

1898. Cockerell, T. D. A.The development of Mantis. American Nat-
uralist. XXXII. p. 513.

Probably 8. Carolina.

1898. Cockerell, T. D. A.Development of Mantis. Journal of the Royal
Microscopical Society. 1898. p. 626.

Abstract of paper in American Naturalist.

1899. Slingerland, M. V. Occurrence of Stagmomantis Carolina in

New York. Entomological News. X. p.
288-289.

*1899. Blatchley, W. S.. .Gleanings from nature, p. 209.

Katydids and their kin.

1899. Laurent, P A species of Orthoptera. Entomological
News. X. p. 79.

Specimen taken in Philadelphia.

1900. Howard, L. O Nocturnal flight of grasshoppers. Bulletin
Division of Entomology U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture. N. S. XXII. p. 108.

Reported from Greenville, Miss., feeding on
honey bees.

1900. Henshaw, S New England Orthoptera. Psyche. IX. p.
119.

Habitat Rhode Island.

1900. Scudder, S. H Catalogue of the described Orthoptera of
the United States and Canada. Pro-
ceedings Davenport Academy of Natural
Sciences. VIII. p. 12.

Bibliography.

1900. Slingerland, M. V.The common European praying Mantis a
new beneficial insect in America. Bulle-
tin Cornell University Agricultural Ex-
periment Station. 185. p. 37, 40 and 43.

S. Carolina mentioned.

*1900. Smith, J. B Insects of New Jersey, p. 151. f. 66. Fide
Scudder's Index.

1901". Scudder, S. H Alphabetical index to North American
Orthoptera described in the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries. Occasional
Papers Boston Society of Natural His-
tory. VI.

Complete bibliography.

*Those marked * not seen by the author.
" Many of the references from 1900 to 1911 were kindly supplied by

Mr. A. N. Caudell.
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1901. Rehn, J. A. G Random notes on North American Orthop-
tera. Transactions American Entomo-
logical Society. XXVII. p. 331.

Two males taken. Apparently first recorded
from Pennsylvania.

1901. Howard, L. O The Insect Book. p. 326. pi. 35, f. 215-216.

Popular account.

*1901. Seiss, C. F Notes on Stagmomantis Carolina. Entomo-
logical Student. II. p. 12-13.

Habits of S. Carolina.

1902. Caudell, A. N A greedy insect. Entomological News. XIII.

p. 60.

Mantid, probably S. Carolina, fed on house
flies.

1902. Caudell, A. N Notes on Orthoptera from Oklahoma and In-

dian Territory, with description of three
new species. Transactions American
Entomological Society. XXVIII. p. 83.

Two males and one female taken in Payne
Co., Okla., Oct. 7, 1901.

1902. Scudder, S. H. and A first list of the Orthoptera of New Mexico.
Cockerell, T. D. A. Proceedings Davenport Academy of Nat-

ural Sciences. IX. p. 20.

Taken at Las Crucas, New Mexico. Egg-
cases parasitized by Podagrion mantis.

1903. Rehn, J. A. G Notes and remarks on North American Blat-

tidae, Mantidae and Phasmidae. With a
catalogue of the Porficulidae, Blattidae,
Mantidae and Phasmidae recorded from
Texas. Entomological News. XIV. p.

328-330.

Habitat Washington Co., Texas, Burnett and
Sierra Co., New Mexico, and Fort Yuma,
California.

1903. Blatchley, W. S...The Orthoptera of Indiana. Annual report
Indiana Department of Geology and Nat-
ural Resources. XXVII. p. 200. f. 32.

Description and life history. Bibliography.

1904. Rehn, J. A. G. and The Orthoptera of Thomas County, Georgia,
Hebard, M and Leon County, Florida. Proceedings

Academy of Natural Sciences of Phila-

delphia. LVI. p. 781.
Immature insects found in Georgia and Flor-

ida in July and August; adult in Sep-
tember and October. Favorite habitat
Blackberry bush.

1904. Rehn, J. A. G Notes and descriptions of Orthoptera from
the western United States. Transactions
Kansas Academy of Science. XIX. p.

221.

Found at Lawrence, Kansas.

^Those marked * not seen by the author.
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1904. Gillette, C. P Report of the entomologist. Bulletin Colo-

rado Agricultural Experiment Station.

XCIV. p. 22.

Taken at Nepesta and Grand Junction.

1904. Tucker, E. S Insects. Kansas Farmer. 1904. p. 527.

Brief popular account. Taken at Riley,
Wichita and Lawrence, Kansas.

1904. Rehn, J. A. G Studies in American Mantids or soothsayei's.

Proceedings U. S. National Museum.
XXVII. p. 563.

Four males, S. tolteca, at Panama and Costa
Rica. One female, 8. dimidiata, Costa
Rica.

1904. Rehn, J. A. G Notes on the Orthoptera from Arizona, New
Mexico and Colorado. Proceedings
Academy of Natural Sciences Philadel-

phia. LVI. p. 562.

Two males taken at Florence, Arizona, July
13, 1903.

1904. Kirby, W. F A synonymic catalog of Orthoptera. I. p.
252.

*1904. Kirby, W. P Notes on Mantidae in the Collection of the
British Museum (Natural History) An-
nals and Magazine of Natural History.
Series VII. Vol. XIII.

1905. Braun, A. F Entomological News. XV. p. 253.

Phasmomantis Carolina abundant near
Cincinnati, Ohio.

1905. Kellogg, V. L American Insects, p. 130.

Mentions 8. Carolina.

1905. Quaintance, A. L. The cotton bollworm. Bulletin Bureau of
and Brues, C. T... Entomology Department of Agriculture.

L. p. 112.

Enemies of the cotton bollworm.

1905. Rehn, J. A. G. and A contribution to the knowledge of the Orth-
Hebard, M optera of south and central Florida. Pro-

ceedings Academy of Natural Sciences
of Philadelphia. LVII. p. 33.

Immature female taken at Key West, Jan.
20, 1904. Males at light at Miami, Fla.,
Feb. 4. 1903.

1905. Rehn, J. A. G Notes on the Orthoptera of Costa Rica. Pro-
ceedings Academy of Natural Sciences
of Philadelphia. LVII. p. 794.

-S. tolteca male. Feb. 1905.

1905. Isely, F. B Notes on Kansas Orthoptera. Transactions
Kansas Academy of Science. XIX. p.
240.

Eggs hatched in laboratory in April. Adults
common from August to October.

*Those marked * not seen by the author.
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1905. Baker, C. P Invertebrata Pacifica. I. p. 72.

Taken at Claremont, California, and S.

tolteca at Nicaragua.

*1905. Caudell, A. N Proceedings Entomological Society of Wash-
ington. VII. p. 86.

1905. Felt, E. P Insects affecting park and woodland trees.

Memoirs New York Museum of Natural
History. VIII. p. 24, 146, 154.

Attacks caterpillars of fall web worm, Hy-
phantria textor. Enemy to elm leaf

beetle, Galerucella luteola.

1906. Rehn, J. A. G Entomological News. XVII. p. 229.

Taken at San Bernardino Ranch, Arizona.

1906. Hart, C. A Descriptive synopsis of insect collections. II.

Orthoptera. p. 73.

Habitat southern Illinois. Brief account.

1906. Hart, C. A Notes on a winter trip in Texas, with an an-
notated list of the Orthoptera. Ento-
mological News. XVII. p. 156.

No Mautidae were observed in any stage
from December 22nd to January 4th at
Brazos County, Galveston or Houston.

*1907. Caudell, A. N Notes on United States Orthoptera, with the
descriptions of one new species. Pro-
ceedings Entomological Society of Wash-
ington. VIII. p. 134.

1907. Girault, A. A Hosts of insect egg-parasites in North and
South America. Psyche. XIV. p. 37.

8. Carolina host of Podagrion mantis.

1907. Girault, A. A Brief notes on the habits of Podagrion man-
tis Ashmead. Entomological News.
XVIII. p. 107.

Ten egg cases of 8. Carolina brought forth
578 8. Carolina, 240 Podagrion and 12
hyper-parasites, making a total fatality
in 8.. Carolina of 252 in 830.

1907. Girault, A. A Standards of the number of eggs laid by in-

sects. Entomological News. XVIH. p.
89.

Number of eggs deposited.

1907. Rehn, J. A. G Records of Orthoptera from the vicinity of
Brownsville, Texas. Entomological News.
XVIII. p. 210.

One male at Brownsville, Texas, June, 1907.

1907. Morley, M. W Grasshopper Land. p. 12, 35-37, 40, 87-88,
108-123.

Popular juvenile account.

*Those marked * not seen by tlie author.
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1907. Rehn, J. A. G. and Orthoptera of northern Florida. Proceed-

Hebard, M ings Academy of Natural Sciences Phil-

adelphia. LIX. p. 282.

Nymphs from Pablo Beach and Gainesville
in August, and adult female from Cedar

Keys, Florida, August 15th.

1907. Tucker, E. S Some results of desultory collecting of in-

sects in Kansas and Colorado. Kansas
University Science Bulletin. IV. p. 72.

Occurs in Kansas in September and October.

1908. Howard, L. O. and The bag worm. Circular Bureau of Entomol-
Chittenden, F. H. . ogy U. S. Department of Agriculture.

XCVII. p. 2. foot-note.
8. Carolina gradually extending its north-

ward range.

1908. Brimley, C. S Notes on the Orthoptera of Raleigh, North
Carolina. Entomological News. XIX. p.
16.

Found from August to October at Raleigh,
N. C.

1909. Tucker, E. S Incidental captures of apterous and orth-

opterous insects at Piano, Texas. Ento-
mological News. XX. p. 296.

Taken in August and September at Piano,
Texas.

1910. Banks, N A list of works on North American entomol-
ogy. Bulletin Bureau of Entomology U.
S. Department of Agriculture. LXXXI.
p. 93.

*1910. Smith, J. B Report on the insects of New Jersey. Re-
port New Jersey State Museum, p. 175.
f. 74.

1910. Rehn, J. A. G. and Preliminary studies of North Carolina Orth-
Hebard, M optera. Proceedings Academy of Nat-

ural Sciences of Philadelphia. LXII. p.
621.

Virginia and South Carolina.

1911. Sherman, F. and Entomological News. XXII. p. 387.

Brimley, C. S Taken at Raleigh, Greensboro and Southern
Fines, North Carolina.

*Those marked * not seen by the author.
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EXPLANATION OF ILLUSTRATIONS.

Plate I.
—A green female, showing the insect in act of moving head

about. (Photograph from life.)

Plate II.—A male and female in copulo; showing the sexual diporph-

ism of the species. (Photograph from life. Natural size.)

Plate III.—The male being devoured by the female while mating.

(Natural size.)

Plate IV.—A group of adults. (Photograph from life.)

Plates V, VI, VIII.—^Females and their natural environments. (Pho-

tograph from life. Natural size.)

Plate VII.—A dark gi-ay and a green female in the attitude of fight.

(Photograph from life.)

Plate IX.—A gray female and her egg-case. (Photograph from life.)

Plate X.—An abnormally small egg-case and its maker. (Photograph
from life. Natural size.)

Plates XI, XII, XIII.—Nymphs in the fifth instar, showing the ad-

vantage of resemblance to environment. (Photograph from life.

Slightly enlarged.)

Plate XIV.—A female with the integument removed, showing the

ribbon-like substance, the material for egg-case making as it appears
after hardening in chloral hydrate.—Fig. 1. Dorsal view.—Fig. 2.

Ventral view. (Much enlarged.)

Plate XV.—Egg cases. (Slightly reduced.)

Plate XVI.—The structure of the egg-case.—Fig. 1. Horizontal section

near botton (Floor).—Fig. 2. Horizontal section near top (Ceiling).—
Figs. 3 and 4. Horizontal sections through the center.—Figs. 5 and 6.

Longitudinal sections.—Figs. 7 and 8. Cross sections. (All enlarged.)

Plate XVII.—Nymphs just after emerging. (Greatly enlarged.)

Plate XVIII.—Fig. 1. Head, prothorax and forelegs of an adult fe-

male.—Fig. 2. A nymph going through its first moult. (Enlarged and

% natural size.)

Issued March 25, 1913.
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LOCAL MAGNETIC STORMS.*

Fkancis E. Niphek.

The work of the Ampere nearly a century ago, taken
i^f^^

in connection with the fact that fragments of a steel iHiw ?ov,^

magnet are also magnets, was sufficient grounds for the
"^

theory that the molecules of magnetic matter may con-

tain closed electric currents. The discovery of the elec-

tron gave additional weight to the older suggestion.

With a view of obtaining direct evidence of this condi-

tion within a steel magnet, the writer began a series of

experiments which have led to interesting results, but

which leave the original question unanswered.

It appeared possible that the magnetic force of a steel

magnet might be varied by draining negative electrons

from it. This was done by connecting it with the positive

terminal of an influence machine.

The magnet to be tested was 30 cm. in length and about

2.5 cm. in diameter. It was composed of a thin film of

steel 0.2 mm. in thickness. It was formed of a single

layer of steel wire wound longitudinally on a piece of

rubber hose, rendered rigid by means of a core of wood.

The winding was in the form given the copper windings
of a drum armature. The wire was held in place by silk

cord, and the steel wire crossing the ends of the hose

was removed. The wire was then magnetized.
This wire magnet was used as a deflecting magnet,

being placed at right angles to a needle suspended on a

silk fiber. The needle was wholly enclosed in a metal

shield. A mirror attached to the suspension was ob-

served through a glass window covered with copper wire

gauze. A telescope and scale was used in observing de-

flections, one mm. having an angular value of 3'.4. The

deflecting effect of the wire magnet was balanced by a

r— *Presented March 3, 1913.
cr>^

(59)
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large bar magnet placed on the opposite side of the

needle. The needle was rendered sensitive to changes
in the turning moment of the wire magnet, by partially

compensating the effect of the earth's field by means of

bar magnets on either side of the needle. The time of

a complete vibration in the earth's field within the build-

ing was the same, when all magnets were removed as

when the opposing deflection magnets were in place,

namely, 8.94 seconds. The compensating magnets in-

creased the vibration period to 20 seconds.

It was found when either terminal of the influence

machine in an adjoining room was connected w^ith the

insulated wire magnet, the other terminal being

grounded, that the deflecting effect of this magnet was

increased. The angle of deviation could not be deter-

mined with any precision, on account of fluctuations in

the needle, but it amounted to about 15 minutes of arc.

In some of the earlier experiments the reverse result

was obtained. It was then concluded that the attraction

between magnets, like that between masses of matter,

depends upon their electrical potential. This question

is, however, still an open one. It was found when the

air around the magnet is rendered as quiet as possible,

and when no disruptive effects are permitted along the

conductor, that the magnet becomes apparently stronger.

It was also found that disturbances of the air around the

magnet appeared to diminish its deflection effect. It was

found when the charged magnet w^as covered with tin-

foil, that the change in the defection due to electrifica-

tion was apparently unchanged. It was found when the

air around the magnet was disturbed by the movement
of an assistant, or by means of a palm-leaf fan, that its

deflecting effect due to electrification was diminished.

When the fan was operated during alternate semi-\^bra-

tions of the needle, the oscillations of the needle could

be gradually increased in amplitude to five or six degrees
of arc.
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All of this evidence indicates conclusively, that the

apparent increase in the strength of the deflecting mag-
net when in contact with the terminal of the machine, is

due to an increase in the permeability of the air around

the magnet.
The ^'charged" molecules of air appear to behave

like iron filings, in that they set in the field of the deflect-

ing magnet with the planes of the electrical whirls at

right angles to the lines of force. It was found that a

solid steel magnet gives similar results.*

The electrified magnet was placed in a glass tube hav-

ing an internal diameter of about 4 cm. The tube ex-

tended to the metal shield enclosing the needle. This

metal shield was grounded. It was then found that the

deflecting effect of the magnet was less, than when the

magnet was not connected with the influence machine.

When the machine is stopped, the deflection at once be-

comes greater than normal, but it quickly diminishes

to normal value. The reason for this was explained,

by filling the tube with tobacco smoke before the-machine

was started. The column of air within the tube was in

continual commotion while the machine was in oper-

ation. The molecules of ionized air could not then set

in orderly array along the lines of force. It is remark-

able that under such conditions, the permeability of the

air-column is less, than when the magnet is not in com-

munication with the machine.

When the insulated magnet was enclosed in a mass

of cotton batting, having a diameter of about 50 cm.,

*A bar magnet thus used as a deflecting magnet, over which a

sheet of glass is placed, extending to the shield around the needle,

gives most interesting results when the plate is sprinkled with iron

filings. The increase in permeability due to tapping the plate is

plainly evident. When the filings are gathered in a heap at the

equator of the magnet, its deflecting effect is greatly diminished. If

at any point in the field of this magnet, the iron filings are disturbed

by means of a brush, the magnetic field will be disturbed throughout.

If the iron filings were free to move, they would respond to the dis-

turbance. The suspended needle does respond.
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electrification of the magnet had no appreciable effect

upon its deflecting effect. The fibers of cotton then

appear to determine the lines along which the ionized

air-filaments shall form.

While observing the needle during a wind storm in

which sudden and violent gusts of wind occurred,

it was observed that the vibrations were affected in

a marked way at the beginning of a wind-gust.

The velocity of the needle would be suddenly and

greatly changed. Several times it was observed that

when it had come to rest at the extreme of a vibration,

it would suddenly start into motion and in the direction

in which it had been moving. Sometimes the velocity

of swing would be greatly diminished, the motion would

be arrested prematurely, and in the return swing, the

velocity would be increased to a marked degree. These

sudden changes in the motion of the needle occurred at

the beginning of a gust of wind of unusual sever-

ity. In one case the unusual velocity of the wind

persisted apparently unchanged for a couple of

minutes, but the change in the motion of the needle

occurred at the beginning of the gust. The amplitude
of successive semi-vibrations would sometimes change
from five minutes to half a degree, or the reverse. The

amplitude was sometimes observed to gradually increase

from zero to a maximum and then diminish again to

zero. The maximum amplitudes were greatest when
the wind was most violent and w^hen it came in sudden

gusts. On days when the wind was mild the maximum am-

plitude would not exceed one degree. On days of violent

winds the amplitude has often risen to eight degrees.

Notwithstanding the fact that the gusts of wind occur at

irregular intervals, the variations in the amplitude of the

needle resemble an irregular series of beats, as will be

seen by reference to Plates XIX and XX.
The observations represented in these two plates were

made on consecutive days, when the wind was unusually
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violent. In Plate XIX the general direction of tlie wind

was at right angles to the needle. On the next day the

wind had shifted about 90°, and its direction was parallel

to that of the needle. The compensating adjustments of

the needle were the same in both cases, and the wind was
no more violent on the second day than on the first.

Plate XX.
The vertical lines represent the amplitude of oscilla-

tion in scale divisons. The lower end represents the

scale reading to the left of the zero, and the upper end

of each line represents the scale reading to the right.

The observations of Plate XIX covered an interval

of 1 h. 37 m. 38 s., during which time 290 to and fro

oscillations occurred. The scale divisions were in milli-

meters, each having an angular value of 3.4 minutes of

arc. The middle line represents the mean of the extreme

readings of the scale. In Plate XX one hundred con-

secutive oscillations are represented.

The needle was made of tool steel having a diameter

of % inch and a length of 3.5 inches. It was mounted
in a wire clutch, and with it was placed a brass rod of

about the same dimensions. This arrangement was

adopted in order to tone down some of the irregularities

shown in the vibrations of a highly magnetized needle

made of a single small wire of steel, such as knitting

wire.

The needle with small moment of inertia follows the

variations in the earth's field more closely, but summa-
tion effects are occasionally obtained with the needle

of larger moment, and the amplitude of vibration is

thereby greatly increased.

These results are in all cases obtained when the earth's

field is partly compensated, so that the changes are a

large fraction of the resultant directive force.

It is of course understood that these observations do

not indicate any change in the intensity of the earth's

magnetic field, due to linear transfer of ionized air as
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in the Rowland effect. They indicate a swaying of the

lines of force, due to variations in permeability. They
indicate that ionized molecules of air in the earth 's mag-
netic field tend to set in definite position with respect

to the lines of force. This would cause local variations

in the position of the magnetic needle, and local and

rapidly varying changes in intensity of the field. The
local electrical condition of the air at the station of

observation and at the moment when the wind-gust
occurs is also involved.

Some visible evidence of auroral streamers have been

obtained around the poles of a steel magnet. Satisfac-

tory photographic evidence has not yet been obtained on

account of the flickering character of the phenomena,
and the inductive effects of the walls of the bell-jar in

which the magnet is hung.
Plans are being made to repeat some of the work

described in this paper, at the summer home of the writer,

at the north end of Lake Huron, where the surroundings
are those of Nature.

These observations were made in Eads Hall, a two-

story building with granite walls, and floors of reinforced

concrete. No vibrations of the building due to wind

could have had any effect upon the observations. The

only disturbances which complicated the results were

those due to electric cars, and railway trains. Their

effect was observed when that of the wind was inappre-

ciable, and no effects comparable with those shown in

Plates XIX and XX have ever been observed.

The tracks of these railways were about 650 feet dis-

tant.

Reversal of the Rowland Effect.

In a former paper in these Transactions, No. 3. Vol.

XXI, this subject was discussed. The results there de-

scribed have been obtained by suspending the wire shown
in Fig. 1, p. 81, on three or four long silk fibers. The

wire was placed in contact with vertical strips of hard
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rubber, against which the wire was lightly pressed by
small flexible bundles of hair. The wire is then slightly

lifted when longitudinally displaced.

The discharge terminals were in the form of rings

which encircled the wire near its ends, the ends being
bent downwards outside of the ring terminals.

The air in the room must be very quiet, in order to

prevent its effect upon the suspending fibers of silk.

Such circulation as exists in a room heated by warm air

interferes with the result. If the wire is placed in a tube

as in Fig. 1 referred to above, the tube may be divided

in half, and a pointer consisting of a fine fiber of glass,

or a silk fiber, may be attached to the wire between the

tubes. This serves as a mark upon which the telescope

may be set, for observing the displacement. The sup-

port for the glass tubes must of course be provided with

leveling screws.

EXPLANATIONS OF THE PLATES. 1

Plate XIX represents the amplitude and extreme scale readings of

a magnetic needle during a wind storm, the effect of the earth's field

being partly compensated by bar magnets. The resultant field was
about 1/5 of H. The general direction of the wind was at right angles

to that of the needle.

Plate XX, conditions as in Plate XIX, excepting that the wind direc-

tion was parallel to that of the needle. The effect on the needle is

ascribed to wind-gusts which locally varied the permeability of the

air, at fairly regular intervals.

Issued April 5, 1913.
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A PRELIMINARY LIST OF THE MOLLUSCA OF
MISSOURI (EXCLUSIVE OF THE

UNIONID^.)*

F. A. Sampson. tt^y^^n^-.

To tMs time no list of the shells of Missouri has been

published. In many of the other States much more

work has been done than in this. Baker's Catalog of

the Mollusca of Illinois showed that ten counties in that

State had been carefully listed, and records had from

fifty-nine other counties. Lists of species had been pub-
lished as early as 1854.

Five writers had published papers on the shells of

Michigan, when in 1905 Bryant Walker gave a list of

272 species in that State. Of quite a number of other

States lists have been published. In Missouri the

author published a report on the shells of Pettis county,

in the Kansas City Review of Science and Industry, and

later in the Bulletin of the Sedalia Natural History So-

ciety, and published notes on some of the other coun-

ties of the State. Pilsbry and Ferriss collected in some

of the southern counties of the State, but as a whole

little has been done. The author interested Mr. 0. A.

Crandall, of Sedalia, a few years before his death, and

he had collected in a number of the counties; his collec-

tion is now a part of the Bryant Walker collection in

Detroit. The collecting of the author has been done in

a hurry at odd hours while doing other work; and while

extending into sixty-four counties, has approached

thoroughness in but one. It is to be hoped that this

paper will be the means of inducing a number of other

persons to collect in their home localities, and communi-

cate the results to the writer, that a more complete list

*Presented by title to The Academy of Science of St. Louis, June 2,

1913.

(67)
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may be made. The present list contains 61 species and

12 varieties of land shells, and 46 species and 4 varieties

of water shells.

Acknowledgments are due to Messrs. Bryant Walker,
A. C. Billiips, V. Sterki, F. C. Baker and B. Shimek for

the identification of shells submitted to them.

Binney in his Manual of American Land Shells divides

the United States into three provinces—the Pacific, Cen-

tral and Eastern. The latter includes all of North

America north of Mexico and east of the Rocky Moun-
tains. It is divided into three regions, the Northern,
Interior and Southern; Missouri is in the Interior Re-

gion. The Ozarkian fauna belongs to it, and is found

in the Ozark Mountain regions of Missouri and south

and west. This fauna contains some species which are

peculiar to it, and others which have been derived from
the Cumberland subregion, although the low lands be-

tween do not contain them; other species have come

from the Texas subregion. That part of the Ozark re-

gion which is in Missouri does not have any species that

is peculiar to that part of it. The State north of the

Ozark region has, of course, many species that are

found widely scattered in the Interior Region.
There have not been many new species and varieties

described from Missouri. The following is the list :

Bul'mus distortus Hald, St. Louis.

BythineUa aldrichi Call, Reynolds county.

Goniobasis potosiensis Lea, Potosi.

Goniohasis osarkensis Call, Shannon county.

Lymnaea columella var. a Say, Cold Water creek.

Physa crandalli Baker, Pettis county.

Planorhis sampsoni Ancey, Pettis county.

The following list of species gives the counties in

which the author has collected each, and shows in paren-
thesis the number of specimens from each locality in the

collection of the author, it being in many cases the total

number found. Reference is also made to reports of
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other localities given by other authors. A total of 117

species and varieties is given, and a record of 900 local-

ities.

Systematic Catalogue of Species.

Pelecypoda.

TELEODESMACEA.

Cyrenacea.

Sph^riid^.

SPHiEEIUM Scopoli.

1. Sph^rium solidulum Prime.

Jackson, Cape Girardeau Co.; Stream, Peirce

City, Lawrence Co.; Lamar, Barton Co. (Re-

sembles.)

2. Sph^rium stamineum Conr.

Marmaton River, Nevada, Vernon Co.

3. Sph^rium stamineum forbesi Baker.

McAllister Springs, Saline Co.
;
Flat Creek and

Springfork, Pettis Co.

4. Sph^eium striatinum Lam.

Flat Creek and Springfork, Pettis Co.; Lamar,
Barton Co.

;
Marmaton River, Nevada, Vernon

Co.
;
McAllister Springs, Saline Co. (near) ;

Sar-

coxie, Jasper Co.
;
Dent Co.

musculium Link.

5. Musculium traistsveesum Say.

Lamar, Barton Co.
;
North River, Palmyra, Ma-

rion Co.
; Jackson, Cape Girardeau Co.

;
Coon

Creek, Jasper Co.
;
Flat Creek and Springfork,

Pettis Co.
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6. MuscuLiuM TRUNCATUM Lindsey.

Pond, Flat Creek, Pettis Co.

7. MuscuLiuM SECURis Prime.

Flat Creek, Pettis Co. (or near).

8. MuscuLiuM ELEVATUM Hald.

Coon Creek, Jasper Co.; Jackson, Cape Girar-

deau Co.
; Pond, Flat Creek, Pettis Co.

pisiDiuM Pfeifer.

9. PisiDiuM coMPREssuM Prime.

Flat Creek, Pettis Co.

10. PiSIDIUM FRAISTDULENTUM Sterki.

Flat Creek, Pettis Co.

11. PiSIDIUM NovEBOREisrsis Prime.

Flat Creek, Pettis Co. (near).

12. PiSIDIUM NEGLECTUM Sterki.

Branch of Muddy Creek, Pettis Co.

GASTROPODA.

Anisopleura.

PEOSOBEANCHIATA.

Rhipidoglossa.

HELICINIDiE.

HELiciNA Lam.

13. Helicina orbiculata Say.

Stone Co. (Pilsbry) ;
Marble Cave, Stone Co.

(Stearnes).

Shimek says this is not found north of the south line

of Kentucky, either recent or fossil.
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14. Helicina orbiculata tropica 'Jan.'

Jasper Co. (2) ; Barry Co. (9) ;
Macdonald Co.

(5) ; Seligman, Barry Co. (Pilsbry) ; Cliadwick,

Christian Co. (Pilsbry & Ferriss).

Postpliocene :
—Providence, Boone Co. (8).

15. Helicina occulta Say.

Postpliocene:—Glasgow, Howard Co. (8); St.

Joseph, Buchanan Co. (6) ;
Kansas City, Jack-

son Co. (Shimek) ; Boonville, Cooper Co.

(Shimek) ;
St. Louis (Shimek).

Living specimens have been found in Iowa and some

other States, but none have yet been recorded from this

State.

T^NIOGLOSSA.

ViVIPARIDiE.

viviPARA Lam.

16. ViviPARA coNTECTOiDEs W. G. Biuucy.

Binney in Part III of Land and Fresh Water Shells

of North America says that this has been found in Mis-

souri.

17. ViviPARA INTERTEXTA Say.

Henry Co. (4).

CAMPELOMA Rafiiiesque.

18. Campeloma subsolidum Anth.

Petite Saline, Cooper Co. (4) ;
Flat Creek,

Pettis Co. (8), (1); Stomach of wild duck,
Pettis Co. (14) ;

Marmaton River, Nevada,
Vernon Co. (3) ;

Cow Skin River, Macdonald
Co. (6); Grand Falls, Jasper Co. (1); Pond,
Current River, Van Buren, Carter Co. (7) ;

Black River, Poplar Bluffs, Butler Co. (5) ;
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Big River, St. Frangois Co. (1) ;
Little River,

Mo. (Call.); Dent Co. (15); Mississippi River,
Pike Co. (5).

The collection has two reversed specimens from Pettis

county.

19. Campeloma INTEGRA Say.

In his description of this species Say states that it in-

habits the waters of the Missouri, but does not give any
locality. However, according to Call it is not found in

Missouri.

Amnicolid^.

BYTHiNELLA Moq-Taud.

20. Bythinella aldeichi Call.

Branch of Black River, Reynolds Co. (8).

These specimens were received from R. Ellsworth

Call, and were a part of the original type lot. The spe-

cies was described in the Bulletin of the Washburn Col-

lege Laboratory of Natural History, December, 1886.

AMNicoLA Gld. & Hald.

21. Amnicola paeva Lea.

Flat Creek, Pettis Co. (175) ; Lamar, Barton

Co. (1) ;
Hinkston Creek, Columbia, Boone

Co. (3).

22. Amnicola cincinnatiensis Lea.

Osage River, Cape Galena, Morgan Co. (1) ;

Flat Creek, Pettis Co. (75); Jasper Co. (17),

(13) ;
Grand Falls, Jasper Co. (1) ;

Marmaton

River, Nevada, Vernon Co. (25) ;
Gravois Mills,

Morgan Co. (8) ; Lamar, Barton Co. (25) ;

Peirce City, Lawrence Co. (angulate var.) (8) ;

Lost Creek, Seneca, Newton Co. (angulate

var.) (1).
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23. Amnicola lapidaria Say.

Postpliocene :
—Near St. Louis (Hambach).

poMATiopsis Tryon.

24. PoMATiopsis LAPiDAEiA Say.

Camden Co. (1).

In the collection of the Smithsonian Institution are

specimens from St. Louis, with a query as to whether

they were postpliocene. In Part II of the Land and
Fresh Water Shells Binney states that the species is

found from Missouri to Michigan.

Pleurocerid^.

PLEUROCERA Rafinesquc.

25. Pleurocera elevatum Say.

Flat Creek, Barry Co. (6) ;
Current River, Van

Buren, Carter Co. (9) ;
Black River, Poplar

Bluffs, Butler Co. (13), South Missouri, (18);

Center Creek, Sarcoxie, Jasper Co. (15).

26. Pleurocera elevatum lewisii Say.

Spring, Howell Co. (10).

27. Pleurocera subulare Lea.

Niangua River, Hahatonka, Camden Co. (2) ;

James River, Galena, Stone Co. (2) ; Callaway
Co. (Greger).

GONioBASis Lea.

28. GoNioBAsis PLEBEius Auth.

Osage River, Cape Galena, Morgan Co. (12) ;

Coffin Spring Branch, Morgan Co. (26) ;
Gra-

vois Creek, Morgan Co. (37) ;
Branch Indian

Creek, Morgan Co. (30) ;
Mineral Branch, Mor-
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gan Co. (16) ; Niangua River, Haliatonka, Cam-
den Co. (15) ;

Possum Creek, Camden Co. (21) ;

Spring-fork, Camden Co. (52) ;
Prairie Hollow

Creek, Coellida, Camden Co. (13) ;
Flat Creek,

Pettis Co. (14); Shoal Creek, Barry Co. (15);

Flat Creek, Barry Co. (6) ; Roaring River,

Barry Co. (striped) (8); Same (light color)

(9) ;
Thatcher Branch, Benton Co. (14) ;

Cur-

rent River, Van Buren, Carter Co. (20) ;
Mc

Spring, Howell Co. (12) ; Teague Creek, Web-
ster Co. (10) ;

James River, Galena, Stone Co.

(5); North Fork Soc River, Greene Co. (17);

South Fork Soc River, Greene Co. (20) ;
Cen-

ter Creek, Sarcoxie, Lawrence Co. (13) ; Spring

River, Verona, Lawrence Co. (20) ; Spring

River, Carthage, Jasper Co. (20) ; Branch,

Carthage, Jasper Co. (8) ;
Lost Creek, Seneca,

Newton Co. (17) ;
Shoal Creek, Newton Co.

(16); Cow Skin River, Macdonald Co. (18);

Butler Creek, Noel, Macdonald Co. (9).

The genus Goniobasis is more widely distributed than

the Pleurocera, and more species of it have been de-

scribed than of the latter. As early as 1873 nearly five

hundred species of Strepomatidae had been described,

they being exceedingly abundant in Tennessee and ad-

joining territory. At that time Tryon stated that the

Mississippi river from its junction with the Ohio to its

mouth seemed to have formed an insurmountable bar-

rier to the dispersion of these shells. However in the

same work he gave the types of one species from Potosi,

Missouri, and of another from Saline county, Arkansas.

This latter probably, under the name sordida was the

one that he stated was found on both sides of the Missis-

sippi. I cannot agree, however, that pleheius is a syn-

onym of sordida, in which the whorls are convex, while

in plebeius they are smooth and flattened, and the angle
around the body whorl is generally present. These are

also characteristics of cubicoides, a species described
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from Indiana
;
one that was more likely to have extended

to the west side of the Mississippi, than was one from

Tennessee, the locality of sordida. But if the two names

pleheius and cubicoides represent the same shell, the

former has precedence in time of ten years, and con-

sequently the latter is a synonym of the former.

There are noticeable differences in the Goniobases

from different counties of Missouri, and if every minute

difference made another species the list of names would

perhaps not be small, but until this genus has been

worked over thoroughly it is better to err in having too

few names instead of too many.
Years ago some of the above shells were submitted

to Mr, Tryon, and his decision was that they were

saffordi, and that cubicoides and plebeius were both

synonyms of saffordi.

29. GoNioBAsis LivESCENS Mcukc.

Branch of Fox Creek, Douglas Co. (13) ;
Branch

of Gravois, Morgan Co. (10) ;
Branch of Gra-

vois below Mineral, Morgan Co. (14) ; Speer's

Spring, Morgan Co. (25); Huff's Branch of

Gravois, Morgan Co. (15); Mill Race, Gravois

Mills, Morgan Co. (11) ;
Clear Creek, Peirce

City, Lawrence Co. (22) ;
Jacks Falls, Cur-

rent River, Carter Co. (Billups).

30. GONIOBASIS OZARKENSIS Call.

Blue Spring, Shannon Co. (4).

These specimens were received from R. Ellsworth

Call, and were a part of the original type lot. The spe-

cies was described in the same publication as Bytliinella

aldrichi.

31. GoNioBASis DEPYGis Say.

Jacks Falls, Current River, Carter Co. (Bil-

lups) ; Mississippi River, St. Louis (Billups) ;

Spring Valley Creek, Shannon Co. (Billups).
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32. GoNioBASis poTosiENsis Lea.

King River, Potosi, Washington Co.
;

Carter

Co. (Billups).

The type specimens of this species were from Potosi.

33. GoNioBAsis soEDiDA Lca.

R. Ellsworth Call in Bulletin of Washburn College

Laboratory gave a list of four species of Goniobasis

found west of the Mississippi, and east of the Rocky
Mountains, three of which were stated to be from

Missouri, the above being one. He did not give the ex-

act locality. See as to this also under plebeius.

34. Goniobasis cubicoides Anth.

This was one of the four species given by Call as found
west of the Mississippi, but his specimens were no doubt

what this report gives as plebeius.

Euthyneura.

PULMONATA.

BASOMMATOPHORA.

Hydrophila.

Physid^.

PHYSA Drap.

35. Physa anatina Lea.

Pond, Springfork, Pettis Co. (33) ; Nevada,
Vernon Co. (5).

The Nevada specimens were thought by Pilsbry to be

a "curious form of alhofilata."

36. Physa gyeina Say.

From Pettis County :
—Branch Flat Creek, May,

1883, (6) ; Pond, Flat Creek, May, 1883, (5) ;

Sampson farm pond, Nov., 1883, (9) ;
Same
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place, Sept., 1885, (9) ; Stream, Gentry's, July,

1885, (12); Stream, n. w. Gentry's, May, 1885,

(18); Walnut Creek, Oct. 1892, (33); Little

Muddy Creek (49) ; Sedalia, Hildebrand pond

(12) ;
Crawford branch. Spring Fork (12) ;

Small stream, Yankee's (24); Branch, Pin

Hook bridge (15) ;
Brown Spring Lake (9) ;

East line of Co. (9) ; Pond, Spring fork Creek

(3) ;
Small pond. Flat Creek (4) ; Muddy Creek,

Pin Hook bridge (15).

From Morgan County, Oct., 1891:—Porter

Spring (15), (18) ; Branch, 4 miles from Ver-

sailles (3) ; Branch, Moreau (13) ;
Mineral

branch (9); Cave Spring (10).

From Barry County, Aug., 1891 :
—Shoal Creek

(1) ;
Mineral Spring (30) ; Roaring River

Spring, July, 1891, (13) ; Same, June, 1891,

(11) ; Spring near Roaring River Spring (12) ;

Flat Creek, Cassville (27).

From Douglas County:—Spring on mountain

(7); Spring, Livingston's (15); Branch Fox
Creek (19); Clifty Creek (13); Branch (11).

From Camden County, Oct., 1891:—Wheeler's

Spring (7) ; Camp Branch (17) ;
Small Branch

(13) ; Springfork Creek (11) ; Wainwright
branch (4) ;

Hahatonka Lake (15).

From Jasper County:—Shoal Creek, below

Grand Falls (2) ; Spring, Sherwood (10) ;

Coon Creek (10) ; Pond, Carthage (11).

Branch of Teague Creek, Webster Co. (20) ;

Lost Creek, Seneca, Newton Co. (9) ;
Butler

Creek, Noel, Macdonald Co. (3) ;
Moreau Creek,

Moniteau Co. (9); Swamp, Scott Co. (14); La-
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mar, Barton Co. (18) ; Pond, Nevada, Vernon

Co. (7); Pond, Springfield, Greene Co. (13);

Pond, Current River, Van Buren, Carter Co.

(14); Greenfield, Dade Co. (6); New Madrid,
New Madrid Co. (1) ;

Black River, Poplar Bluff,

Butler Co. (2); Branch St. Francois Co. (10);

Big River, St. Frangois Co. (5) ; Branch, Jack-

son, Cape Girardeau Co. (12) ; Stream, Aurora,
Lawrence Co. (27); Godby's, Cooper Co. (10):

Stone Co. (Stearns). Pond, Fern Glen, St.

Louis Co. (10) ; Spring branch, Potosi, Wash-

ington Co. (32) ;
Blees Academy lake, Macon,

Macon Co. (18) ;
Small branch, Chillicothe, Liv-

ingston Co. (23) ;
Branch of Salt River, Paris,

Marion Co. (23) ; Spring branch, Ironton, Iron

Co. (20) ; Pond, Allanville, Cape Girardeau Co.

(10) ; Spring branch, Ste. Genevieve, Ste. Gene-

vieve Co. (45) ; Stream, Jackson, Cape Girar-

deau Co. (11) ; Pond, Rivermines, St. Francois
Co. (20) ; Spring branch, Hannibal, Marion Co.

(35); Callaway Co. (Greger) ;
Dent Co. (15);

Hinkston Creek, Boone Co. (12).

Postpliocene :
—Below Platte river (Hambach).

Mr. 0. A. Crandall, of the Missouri Trust Company of

Sedalia, Missouri, on becoming a member of the Amer-

ican Conchological Society, in accordance with the plans

of that society, adopted a specialty
—the very difficult

one of the American Physae. He gave much investiga-

tion and study to the subject, and in July, 1901, he com-

menced the publication in the Nautilus of the results of

his studies, during the publication of which he suddenly
died. He examined and labelled all the Pliysae that

were then in my collection, and the present list is made
in accordance with his determinations. Before that time

I had supposed that some of the lots were Jieterostropha,

but Mr. Crandall did not so identify any lot from Mis-
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souri. His decision was that he had never seen any hete-

rostroplia from west of the Mississippi river.

37. Physa gyrina albofilata Ancey.

CoM^ Skin river, Macdonald Co., Aug., 1891, (8),

(17) ; Nevada, Vernon Co.; Chadwick, Christian

Co. (Pilsbry & Ferriss).

Some years ago I sent some Physa from Eureka

Springs, Arkansas, to the late Mr. Ancey, then of France,
and later of Algeria; these he described as albofilata.

The same beautiful shells have been found in Missouri as

above.

38. Physa oleacea Tryon.

Branch Cedar Creek, Pettis Co., Oct., 1883,

(10) ; Pond, west of Gentry's, Pettis Co., May,
1885, (24) ; Pond, northwest of Gentry's, July,

1885, (14) ; Stream, Boonville, Cooper Co. (10) ;

Pond on Gentry farm, Pettis Co. (15).

39. Physa Integra Hald.

From Pettis County:—Flat Creek, Aug., 1886,

(17); Same, Sept.,' 1886, (3); Muddy Creek,

Aug., 1886, (14); Flat Creek, Aug., 1881, (40);

Pond, Freight depot, Sedalia, Sept., 1884, (11) ;

Same place, July, 1885, (15) ; Dresden, Sept.,

1885, (15); Muddy Creek, Pin Hook, Apr.,

1891, (15).

Hannibal, Marion Co., Sept., 1885, (15); Pal-

myra, Marion Co., Sept., 1887, (16) ;
Kansas

City, Jackson Co. (17) ;
Bear Creek, Marion

Co. (25) ; Lake, Peirce City, Lawrence Co.,

1880, (29) ; Same, April, 1884, (20) ; Spring,

Nevada, Vernon Co., Aug., 1884, (25) ; Pond,
Nevada, Aug., 1884, (14) ; Branch, Columbia,
Boone Co., April, 1903, (26) ; Same, May, 1903,

(16).
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40. Physa integea halei Lea.

Small stream, Peirce City, Lawrence Co., Sept.,

1887, (7).

So identified by Pilsbry.

41. Physa geovenoki Lea.

From Pettis County:—Crandall's fountain, Se-

dalia (20); Slough, Flat Creek, July, 1883,

(16); Pond, E. Brown's, Sept., 1884, (10)

Branch, Springfork (50) ; Pond, Georgetown

June, 1885, (35); McNutt's Branch, Pin Hook

April, 1891, (15); Springfork, Aug., 1881, (35)

Lake, Peirce City, Lawrence Co., June, 1881

(35) ; Lake, Mountain Grove, Wright Co. (4)

Pool, Cow Skin River, Macdonald Co., July,

1891, (3); Nevada, Vernon Co., Aug., 1884

(30); Williamsville, Wayne Co., 1889, (14)

Blue Lick Springs, Saline Co., 1892, (34).

42. Physa ceandelli Baker

Clear and Muddy Creeks, Pettis Co.

This was described by Mr. Crandall as Physa rhom-

hoidea, but as that name was preoccupied, it was

changed as above by Mr. Baker.

43. Physa plicata DeKay.

Near Mouth of Wolf Eiver (Hambach).

44. Physa elongata Say.

Mouth of Platte River (Hambach).

AlSrCYLID^.

ancylus Geoffroy.

45. Ancylus kieklandi Walker.

Muddy Creek, Pettis Co., 1886, (8) ;
Flat Creek,

Pettis Co. (16); Same, Aug., 1886, (25); Osage
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River, Cape Galena, Morgan Co. (12); Peirce

City, Lawrence Co. (10) ;
Center Creek, Sar-

coxie, Jasper Co. (7); Grand Falls, Jasper Co.

(2) ;
Cow Skin River, Macdonald Co. (2).

46. Ancylus rivularis Say.

Jasper Co. (8) ;
Peirce City, Lawrence Co. (3).

PLANORBIiSr^.

PLANORBis Miiller.

47. Planorbis bicarinatus Say.

Flat Creek, Pettis Co. (25) ; Pond, Flat Creek

(12); Crandall's fountain, Sedalia, Pettis Co.

(13) ; Cooper Co. (3) ; Lamar, Barton Co. (1) ;

Lake, Mountain Grove, Wright Co. (2) ; Spring
branch, Hannibal, Marion Co. (23) ; Callaway
Co. (Greger) ;

Biees Academy lake, Macon,
Macon Co. (13).

48. Planorbis trivolvis Say.

Flat Creek, Pettis Co. (15) ; Pond, Pettis Co.

(6); Pond, E. Brown's, Pettis Co. (7); Pin

Hook, Muddy Creek, Pettis Co. (4); Cave

Spring, Morgan Co. (8) ; Roaring River, Barry
Co. (9) ; Lake, Mountain Grove, Wright Co.

(7) ; Pond, Current River, Van Buren, Carter

Co. (7) ; Branch, Spring River, Carthage, Jas-

per Co. (6) ; Stream, Peirce City, Lawrence
Co. (10) ; Lake, Peirce City (15) ; Nevada, Ver-
non Co. (5) ;

Daviess Co. (6) ; Cooper Co. (7) ;

Swamp, Scott Co. (6) ; Springfork Creek, Cam-
den Co. (14); Grand Falls, Jasper Co. (3);

Lake, Clinton, Henry Co. (13) ; Callaway Co.

(Greger); Blees Academy lake, Macon, Macon
Co. (9).

Postpliocene :
—Bluff City Landing (Hambach).
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49. Planorbis sampsoni Ancey.

Pond, Flat Creek, Pettis Co., tji)e. lot (4) ;

Same place, May, 1883, (3) ;
Same place, Aug.,

1886, (25); Sam^e place, July, 1889, (15); Flat

Creek, Pettis Co. (6); Bowslier's Spring, Mer-
cer Co. (3) ; Coellecla, Camden Co. (1).

For some years this species was abundant in a pond
on Flat Creek near Sedalia, from which the type spec-

imens came, but when the locality of the pond was put
in cultivation the pond dried up and that locality was
exhausted. A few specimens have been found in Flat

Creek near by, a single one in Camden county, a larger
size in a spring in Mercer county, some at Athens, in Ill-

inois, and lately at one place in Arkansas.

50. Planoebis exacuous Say.

Pond, Flat Creek, Pettis Co. (68).

This and the next were found in the same small pond
with Planorhis sampsoni.

51. Planokbis parvus Say.

Pond, Pettis Co. (21).

52. Planoebis aemigeeus Sav.

Mouth of Wolf Eiver (Hambach).

Lymx^id^.

Lymist^in^.

psEUDOsuccixEA Baker

51. PSEUDOSUCCINEA COLUMELLA Say.

Flat Creek, Pettis Co., 1881, (7); Lake, Moun-
tain Grove, Wright Co. (1); Pettis Co. (8);

Branch of Spring River, Carthage, Jasper Co.

(1).
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52. PSEUDOSUCCINEA COLUMELLA CHALYBEA Gld.

Crandall's fountain, Sedalia, Pettis Co., 1882,

(29); Flat Creek, Pettis Co., 1884, (13); Blees

Academy lake, Macon, Mo. (3).

53. PsEUDOsucciisrEA COLUMELLA CASTA Lea.

Branch of Flat Creek, Pettis Co. (1).

GALEA Sclirank.

54. Galea eulimoides techella Hald.

Spring on bluffs, Kansas City, Jackson Co.

(25).

55. Galea parva Lea.

Flat Creek, Pettis Co. (4) ;
Pettis Co. (4) ;

Leucke's quarry, Pettis Co. (6); Springfield,
Greene Co. (12) ; Branch, Pettis Co., May 30,

1885, (7).

56. Galea humilis modicella Say.

Stream, Peirce City, Lawrence Co. (4) ;
Coel-

leda, Camden Co. (15); Springfork, Pettis Co.

(26).

57. Galea oeeussa Say,

Livingston's pond, Douglas Co. (11); Spring
Branch, Douglas Co. (24) ; Spring Branch, Ste.

Genevieve Co. (6) ; Lamar, Barton Co. (3) ;

Branch, Madison Co. (1); Pond, Peirce City,
Lawrence Co. (3) ; Roaring River Spring,

Barry Co., 1881, (10).

58. Galea oerussa exigua Lea.

Roaring River Spring, Barry Co. (14).
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59. Galea catascopium Say.

Flat Creek, Pettis Co. (1).

ACTEOPHILA.

AuEICULIDiE.

CAEYCHiuM Miiller.

60. Cakychium exiguum Say.

Seclalia, Pettis Co. (10) ; Providence, Boone
Co. (100).

61. Caeychium exile H. C. Lea.

Providence, Boone Co. (25).

STYLOMMATOPHORA. Monotremata, Vasopulmo-
nata, Orthurethra.

Valloniid^.

vallonia Risso.

62. Vallonia pulchella Miill.

Sedalia, Pettis Co. (50) ; Providence, Boone
Co. (75); Columbia, Boone Co. (50).

In Sedalia at the crossing of the two principal streets,

a vacant lot had stones piled upon it, and for a time this

shell was found there in great numbers. At Providence,
in local drift by the side of the railroad tracks, in about

a quart of material, I found this and a large number of

other small shells, in all more than a thousand shells.

Postpliocene fossils were abundant close by, but I could

not find any of these small ones imbedded in the ground
with the fossils, and think they were of living shells,

though most of them were bleached.
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63. Vallonia gracilicosta Reeve.

Providence, Boone Co. (7).

64. Vallonia paevula Sterki.

Providence, Boone Co. (10).

PUPID^.

STROBILOPS Pils.

65. Steobilops labyrinthica Say.

Sedalia, Pettis Co. (15) ; Providence, Boone
Co. (100); Nevada, Vernon Co. (2); Lamar,
Barton Co. (2); Morgan Co. (1); St. Francois

Co. (2) ;
Camden Co. (3) ; Jaspar Co. (5) ;

Co-

lumbia, Boone Co. (2) ; Callaway Co. (Greger).

Postpliocene :
—St. Louis (Hambacli).

puPOiDES Pfeiffer.

QQ. PUPOIDES MARGINATA Say.

Sedalia, Pettis Co. (200); Jasper Co. (24);

Springfield, Greene Co. (4) ;
Ash Grove, Same

Co. (3) ; Nevada, Vernon Co. (10) ; Seligman,

Barry Co. (25) ; Galena, Stone Co. (33) ;
Wash-

ington Co. (5) ;
Iron Mt., St. Frangois Co.

(4) ; Jackson, Cape Girardeau Co. (1) ;
Cam-

den Co. (20); Greenfield, Dade Co. (12); Mt.

Vernon, Lawrence Co. (3) ;
Chouteau Springs,

Cooper Co. (1) ; Columbia, Boone Co. (35) ;

Paris, Monroe Co. (4) ;
Jetferson City, Cole

Co. (3) ;
Fern Glen, St. Louis Co. (1) ;

Calla-

way Co. (Greger) ; Gallatin, Daviess Co. (5) .

BiFiDARiA Sterki.

67. BiFIDAEIA AEMIFEEA Say.

Sedalia, Pettis Co. (63); Jasper Co. (11);

Springfield, Greene Co. (4) ;
Ash Grove, Same
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Co. (2); Nevada, Vernon Co. (15); Monett,

Lawrence Co. (3) ; Warrensburg, Johnson Co.

(1); Warsaw, Benton Co. (2); Morgan Co.

(1); California, Moniteau Co. (7); Columbia,
Boone Co. (24) ;

Chouteau Springs, Cooper Co.

(6); Jefferson City, Cole Co. (18); Macdonald

Co. (1) ; Greenfield, Dade Co. (4) ;
Camden

Co. (27); Golden City, Barton Co. (2); Cass-

ville, Barry Co. (1); Douglas Co. (21); Iron

Mt., St. Francois Co. (17) ; Potosi, Washing-
tion Co. (1) ; Paris, Monroe Co. (15) ;

Fern

Glen, St. Louis Co. (10) ; Seligman, Barry Co.

(Pilsbry) ; Chadwick, Christian Co. (Pils. &
Ferriss) ; Callaway Co. (Greger) ; Gallatin,

Daviess Co. (5).

Postpliocene :
—St. Joseph, Buchanan Co. (1) ;

Near St. Louis (Hambach).

68. BiFiDARiA coNTEACTA Say.

Sedalia, Pettis Co. (25) ; Lamar, Barton Co.

(15) ;
Golden City, Same Co. (56) ; Nevada,

Vernon Co. (3); Jasper Co. (15); Springfield,

Greene Co. (1) ; Warsaw, Benton Co. (1) ;
Mon-

iteau Co. (5) ; Columbia, Boone Co. (4) ;
Cam-

den Co. (3); Paris, Monroe Co. (1); Chouteau

Springs, Cooper Co. (1) ; Providence, Boone

Co. (225); Iron Mt., St. Francois Co. (5); Se-

ligman, Barry Co. (Pils.).

69. BiFiDARiA PENTODox Say.

Warsaw, Benton Co. (1) ; Sedalia, Pettis Co.

(13) ; Lamar, Barton Co. (5) ;
Camden Co. (1) ;

Jasper Co. (Vanatta & Pils.).

70. BiFIDARIA PENTODON FLORIDANA Dall.

Lamar, Barton Co. (1).
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71. BiFiDAEiA HOLZiNGEEi Sterki.

Jasper Co. (1); Providence, Boone Co. (40).

72. BiFIDAKIA PKOCEEA Gld.

Sedalia, Pettis Co. (25) ; Nevada, Vernon Co.

(var.) (1) ; Providence, Boone Co. (54) ;
Jeffer-

son City, Cole Co. (2).

VERTIGO Mnll.

73. Vertigo gouldii Binney.

Providence, Boone Co. (11).

CoCHLICOPIDiE.

cocHLicoPA Fer.

74. COCHLICOPA LUBRICA Mllll.

Seligman, Barry Co. (Pils.).

HETERUEETHA.

Elasmogkatha.

succineid^.

succinea Drap.

75. SucciNEA ovALis Say.

Providence, Boone Co. (4), (4) ; Callaway Co.

(Greger).

Postpliocene :
—Glasgow, Howard Co. (var.)

(5); Bluff City Landing (Hambacli).

One lot from Providence was from low ground in the

river bottom, and the shells were 18 mm. long.
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76. SucciNEA RETUSA Lea.

Columbia, Boone Co. (3) ; Barry Co. (2) ;
Sa-

line Co. (8).

77. SucciNEA AVAKA Say.

Near Georgetown, Pettis Co. (6), (11); Flat

Creek, Same Co. (11); Cohimbia, Boone Co.

(13); Chouteau Springs, Cooper Co. (9);

Porter Springs, Morgan Co. (5) ;
Camden Co.

(1) ; Springfield, Greene Co. (3) ; Jackson, Cape
Girardeau Co. (4).

Postpliocene :
—Glasgow, Howard Co. (3).

78. SUCCINEA AVARA YERMETA Lea.

Columbia, Boone Co. (8).

79. SucciNEA GROVENORi Lea.

Iron Mountain, St. Francois Co. (1) ; Carthage,

Jasper Co. (1); Columbia, Boone Co. (17);

Pettis Co. (9) ;
Same Co., July 4, 1883, (4) ;

Georgetown, Same Co., May, 1884, (24).

Postpliocene:—St. Joseph, Buchanan Co. (Ex-
treme form) (6) ; very large form (10).

80. SucciisrEA coisrcoRDiALis Gld.

Sedalia, Pettis Co. (23) ; Muddy bridge, George-

town, Same Co. (13); Pettis Co., May, 1883,

(18); Columbia, Boone Co. (11); Golden City,

Barton Co. (1); Jackson, Cape Girardeau Co.

(1); Providence, Boone Co. (3).

81. SucciNEA OBLIQUA Say.

Bluff City Landing (Hambach).
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82. SucciNEA CAMPESTRis Say.

Bluff City Landing (Hambach).

holopoda.

Helicid^.

POLYGYEA Say.

83. POLYGYRA LEPORINA Goulcl.

Monett, Barry Co. (2) ; Cape Girardeau Co.

(2); Neeleyviile, Butler Co. (2).

84. PoLYGYEA FEAUDULENTA Pils.

Fern Glen, St. Louis Co. (15) ; Allanville, Cape
Girardeau Co. (3) ; Kimmswick, Jefferson Co.

(1).

The peristome is not reflected backward and rounded

as in neglecta, but is widely reflected and directed in-

wards forming- a basin-shaped mouth. The upper tooth

on the lip is the broader, and generally slightly bifid,

and is on the edge, contrary to the type description. The

specimens are 13 to 17 mm. diameter, and in one case,

in which a shell had been injured and repaired, only 12

mm. The only difference between these and neglecta

seems to be in the size and the diameter of the umbili-

cus. In these the umbilicus extends to the apex of the

first whorl, but it is not wide enough to see the whorls

to the apex, while in neglecta it is. The Allanville shells

are the larger, up to 17i/^ mm. diameter. All are flatter

than Indiana specimens.

85. PoLYGYEA NEGLECTA Pils.

Carthage, Jasper Co. (7); Cassville, Barry Co.

(12); Seligman, Barry Co. (P & F.) ; Spring-

field, Greene Co. (P. & F.) ; Chadwick, Chris-

tian Co. (P. & F.).
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Many of the specimens at Eureka Springs, Arkansas,
are albinos, but this is not often the case with the Mis-

souri shells. At Cassville they were 10 to IO14 mm. di-

ameter, but from Carthage they were markedly larger,

12 to 13 mm. The inferior lip tooth is somewhat the

larger, is more prominent on the front part of the lip,

and in some cases is bifid.

86. POLYGYEA VULTUOSA Gould.

Sedalia, Pettis Co.; Boonville, Cooper Co. (1).

Years ago I found on Flat Creek near Sedalia, a single

shell that I with another compared very carefully with

this species, and had no doubt of the identification, but

the specimen has been lost. A single shell in the collec-

tion is marked with a question mark as from Boonville.

In a later hunt I hoped to find another but did not do so.

The shell is not quite mature, but is believed to be this

species.

87. POLYGYRA CRAGENI Call.

Dade Co. (1) ; Split Log, Macdonald Co. (1) ;

Mt. Vernon, Lawrence Co. (1).

These would formerly have been included in vultuosa,
but are now separated under the above name.

88. PoLYGYEA INFLECTA Say.

Poplar Bluff, Butler Co. (7) ;
St. Frangois Co.

(3) ;
Marble Hill, Bollinger Co. (3) ;

Madison
Co. (3) ; Seligman, Barry Co. (7) ;

Fern Glen,
St. Louis Co. (3) ;

River Bluffs, Moniteau Co.

(10) ; Providence, Boone Co. (5) ; Boonville,

Cooper Co. (21) ;
Camden Co. (2) ; Morgan Co.

(9) ; Sedalia, Pettis Co. (14) ; Warsaw, Ben-

ton Co. (10); Galena, Stone Co. (6); Carthage,

Jasper Co. (15); Macdonald Co. (7); Chad-

wick, Christian Co. (Pilsbry & Ferriss) ;
Cure-
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all Springs, Howell Co. (Walker Coll.) ;
Jeff-

erson City, Cole Co. (Walker Coll.) ; Ironton,

Iron Co. (1); Cape Girardeau, Cape Girardeau

Co. (!); Ste. Genevieve, Ste. Genevieve Co.

(2); Callaway Co. (Greger).

Postpliocene :
—Providence, Boone Co. (12).

89. POLYGYEA INFLECTA MEDIA Pils.

Pilsbry reports finding at Seligman specimens with

normal teeth and also with teeth very much reduced,
which he called variety media. All the shells I found
there have normal teeth.

90. POLYGYKA PROFUNDA Say.

Postpliocene:—Providence, Boone Co. (10);

Lupus, Moniteau Co. (10) ; Lexington, Lafayette
Co. (Hambach).

I have not found living specimens of this species in

the State.

91. POLYGYRA ALBOLABRIS Say.

Postpliocene :
—One-half mile below Great Ne-

maha (Hambach).

92. PoLYGYRA ALBOLABRIS ALLENI Wcth.

Pettis Co. (11); Jefferson City, Cole Co. (3);

McAllister Springs, Saline Co. (5) ;
Camden

Co. (3) ; Morgan Co. (2) ; Warsaw, Benton Co.

(3) ; Columbia, Boone Co. (13) ;
Kansas City,

Jackson Co. (4), (19); Barry Co. (2); Scott

Co. (1); Madison Co. (1); Shepard Mountain,
Iron Co. (1) ; Cape Girardeau, Cape Girardeau

Co. (6); Galena, Stone Co. (3); River bluffs,

Moniteau Co. (3) ; Birmingham, Clay Co. (6) ;

Chadwick, Christian Co. (Pils. «& Fer.); Selig-
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man and Monett, Barry Co. (P. & F.) ; DeSoto,
Jefferson Co. (Pils.) ; Bethany, Harrison Co.

(Walker Coll.) ;
St. Charles Co. (4).

Postpliocene :
—Lupus, Moniteau Co. (7);

Providence, Boone Co. (10).

The -specimens very generally show the character-

istics of the variety alleni. Those from one locality in

Kansas City are noticeable for their small size. The

following will show the sizes of some found in an old

cemeterv, and of some dead shells found on the bluff

above the Union station:

Diameter.
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94. PoLYGYEA ZALETA Binney.

Fern Glen, St. Louis Co. (9) ; Vineland, Jeff-

erson Co.

Those from Fern Glen could not be distinguished from
Ohio specimens if mixed with them. They are up to 29

mm. diameter. In 1898 Frank C. Baker identified some
shells collected at Arcadia, among them Polygyra zaleta.

Whether these were the present zaleta or the zaleta

ozarhensis is uncertain.

95. Polygyra zaleta ozaekensis Pils.

Columbia, Boone Co. (1); Moniteau Co. (1) ;

Camden Co. (3) ; Roaring River, Barry Co. (1) ;

Cassville, Barry Co. (2); Macdonald Co. (2);

Galena, Stone Co. (4) ;
Current river, county

not given, (Pils. «& Fer.) ;
Cedar Gap, Wright

Co. (Pils. & Fer.); Chadwick. Christian Co.

(Pils. & Fer.) ; Springfield, Greene Co. (Weller) ;

St. Frangois Co. (Walker Coll.).

96. Polygyea multilineata Say.

Boonville, Cooper Co. (1).

In August, 1911, I found a single dead but fresh shell

on the river bluff above the bridge at Boonville, the only
one I have found in the State. It is 20 mm. in diameter.

Postpliocene :
—Glasgow, Howard Co. (4) ;

Near
Mouth of Big Nemaha and Platte rivers (Ham-
bach).

97. Polygyra appressa Say.

New Madrid Co. (7) ;
River bottom, Scott Co.

(1); Benton, Scott Co. (7); Poplar Bluff, But-

ler Co. (2) ;
St. FrauQois Co. (2) ;

Madison Co.

(3) ; Cape Girardeau, Cape Girardeau Co. (11) ;

Allanville, Cape Girardeau Co. (13) ;
Ste. Gen-

evieve, Ste. Genevieve Co. (17) ; Kimmswick,
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Jefferson Co. (1) ;
Fern Glen, St. Louis Co. (5) ;

Morgan Co. (6) ;
Jefferson City, Cole- Co. (14) ;

Eiver blnffs, Moniteau Co. (13); McBaine,
Boone Co. (9) ; Providence, Boone Co. (7) ;

Boonville, Cooper Co. (28) ;
Bear Creek, Ma-

rion Co. (20) ; Pineville, Macclonald Co. (Walker

Coll.) ;
Pettis Co. (Walker Coll.) ; Arcadia, Iron

Co. (Baker); St. Louis (Smithsonian Coll.);

Callaway Co. (Greger).

Postpliocene :
—Providence, Boone Co. (22),

(12) ; Lupus, Moniteau Co. (15).

Those from the southern counties are of heavier and

coarser striae than the others, but the specimens from

the river bottom in Scott county have much less promi-
nent striae than those from Benton in the same county.

In all of the lots are found specimens with a single lip

tooth, and others with two, and sometimes one without

either. Pilsbry has defined appressa (Nautilus, Volume

VII, p. 140) as having no microscopic spiral lines, but

this w^as criticised by Wetherby. However, in none of

the above are found the microscopic lines as given in the

type description.

Those from New Madrid county are the largest, 17 to

21 mm.
;
from Jefferson City they are 15 to 16 mm., with

fine striae. From the river bluifs in Moniteau county one

would expect the same size as at Jefferson City, but they
are distinctly larger, 16 to 18 mm. At Boonville, also on

the Missouri river, they are from 14 mm., and a number
of the shells do not have the umbilicus covered. This is

markedly so also of a shell from St. Frangois county.

From Ste. Genevieve the shells are very much like those

from central Missouri. The Cape Girardeau shells vary
from the small, light colored, very finely striated, to the

larger dark colored coarsely striated form. One shell

shows that by some injury a part of the shell was broken

away, and a new lip more than a half whorl short of the

original one formed. Both teeth remain, the old one
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more than a half whorl beyond the later one. The Allan-

ville shells resemble the larger of those from Cape Girar-

deau, but are distinctly different, and of a deeper reddish

color. Pilsbry says he has seen some Arkansas and Ill-

inois specimens similar but not so dark.

The postpliocene shells from ProvMence vary from 15

to 21^ mm. diameter.

98. POLYGYEA ELEVATA Say.

Bear Creek, Marion Co. (8) ;
Jefferson City,

Cole Co. (3) ; Barry Co. (1) ;
Camden Co. (4) ;

Columbia, Boone Co. (6) ;
Moniteau Co. (1) ;

Galena, Stone Co. (7) ;
Fern Glen, St. Louis Co.

(2); Pettis Co. (Walker Coll.) ; Springfield,

Greene Co. (Walker Coll.) ; Callaway Co. (Greg-

er) ;
St. Charles Co. (3); Missouri City, Clay

Co. (1).

Postpliocene :
—Lupus, Moniteau Co. (11) ;

Prov-

idence, Boone Co. (15).

99. PoLYGYEA pejstnsylvanica Gxeeue.

Jackson, Cape Girardeau Co. (1); Fern Glen,

St. Louis Co, (1).

Postpliocene:
—Providence, Boone Co. (4).

The Fern Glen shell looks very much like a postplio-

cene fossil, but I think it is not such.

100. PoLYGYEA TI-IYROIDES Say.

Scott Co., upland, (1) ; Same, river bottom, (7) ;

Jackson, Cape Girardeau Co. (2) ;
St. Francois

Co. (4) ;
Marble Hill, Bollinger Co. (2) ; Poplar

Bluff, Butler Co. (4) ;
New Madrid Co. (2) ;

Van

Buren, Carter Co. (1); Camden Co. (3); Mor-

gan Co. (1); Moniteau Co. (6); Boonville,

Cooper Co. (11) ;
Pettis Co. (10), (1) ; Carthage,
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Jasper Co. (3), (2) ; Columbia, Boone Co. (10) ;

McAllister Springs, Saline Co. (1') ;
Bear Creek,

Marion Co. (2) ; Galena, Stone Co. (1) ;
Fern

Glen, St. Louis Co. (2) ; Seligman, Barry Co.

(Pils.); Chadwick, Christian Co. (Pils.) ;
Bir-

mingham, Clay Co. (4) ; Rockville, Bates Co.

(Walker Coll.); Cureall Springs, Howell Co.

(Walker Coll.); Vineland, Jefferson Co. (Ba-

ker) ; Tuscumbia, Miller Co. (1) ;
North Jeffer-

son, Calloway Co. (3).

Postpliocene :
—Lupus, Moniteau Co. (1); Prov-

idence, Boone Co. (12) ;
Bluff City Landing

(Hambach).

From the river bluffs at Boonville they are uniformly
small in size; from Boone county they are 20 to 26 mm.
in diameter, and from Scott county up to 27 mm.

101. POLYGYEA CLAUSA Say.

Barry Co. (3) ; Cassville, Barry Co. (5) ; Spring-

field, Greene Co. (2) ;
Peirce City, Lawrence

Co. (10) ; Carthage, Jasper Co. (7) ; Douglas
Co. (2) ;

Dade Co. (1) ;
Pettis Co. (10) ;

Kansas

City, Jackson Co. (4) ;
Blue Lick, Saline Co.

(2) ; Jackson, Cape Girardeau Co. (1) ;
Boon-

ville, Cooper Co. (3) ; Birmingham, Clay Co.

(13) ; Galena, Stone Co. (2) ;
Fern Glen, St.

Louis Co. (3) ; Chadwick, Christian Co. (Pils. &
Fer.); St. Louis (Lind.); Arcadia, Iron Co.

(Baker) ; Callaway Co. (Greger) ;
Dent Co. (7) ;

St. Charles Co. (1).

Postpliocene :
—

Providence, Boone Co. (2) ;
Near

mouth of Big Nemaha and Platte rivers (Ham-
bach).

102. POLYGYRA LABROSA Bland.

Macdonald Co. (6) ;
Dade Co. (6) ; Carthage,

Jasper Co. (1); Camden Co. (2); Benton Co.
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(2) ; Galena, Stone Co. (7) ; Springfield, Greene

Co. (3) ; Seligman, Barry Co. (Pils. & Fer.) ;

Chadwick, Christian Co. (Pils. & Fer.) ;
Marble

Cave, Stone Co. (Pils. & Fer.); Cedar Gap,

Wright Co. (Fer.).

From Macdonald county the shells are 10 mm. diam-

eter; from Dade county only 9 mm. The body whorl is

so constricted behind the peristome that the greatest di-

ameter is not from a point on the lip, but on the whorl

back of it.

103. POLYGYKA HIRSUTA Say.

Kansas City, Jackson Co. (4) ;
River bluffs,

Moniteau Co. (11) ;
McAllister Springs, Saline

Co. (16) ;
Pettis Co. (16) ; Boonville, Cooper Co.

(1) ; Columbia, Boone Co. (6) ; Jackson, Cape
Girardeau Co. (1); Allanville, Same Co. (3);

Scott Co. (?); Marble Hill, Bollinger Co. (1) ;

Warsaw, Benton Co. (1) ;
Fern Glen, St. Louis

Co. (1) ;
Jefferson City, Cole Co. (Walker Coll.) ;

Callaway Co. (Greger); St. Louis Co. (1).

Postpliocene :
—Providence, Boone Co. (3); St.

Joseph, Buchanan Co. (1) ;
Near St. Louis

(Hambach).

Pilsbry says this has not been found south of Sedalia,

Missouri, where I reported it some years ago. Jackson,
and other places from which it is now reported are south

of Sedalia, and the specimens are of this species; they

certainly are neither hlandiana nor uncifera. The shell

from Jackson is more globose, of something more than

five whorls, and the body whorl much more ventricose

than in typical specimens. The stride of increase are

scarcely visible on the body whorl, but on the others show
some bands of light color. The Allanville shells are

larger than the Jackson.
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104. POLYGYRA BLANDIANA Pils.

Springfield, Greene Co. (6) ; Seligman, Barry
Co.

The Springfield specimens were received from J. H.

Ferriss. Pilsbry rejjorts it from both the above local-

ities.

105. POLYGYEA STEXOTEEMA Fer.

Douglas Co.

106. PoLYGYEA MONODON Rauck.

St. Fran(^ois Co. (1) ;
Laclede Co. (2) ; Morgan

Co. (1) ;
Moniteau Co. (9) ; Sedalia, Pettis Co.

(20) ; Boonville, Cooper Co. (11) ;
Saline Co.

(4); Clinton, Henry Co. (12); Warrensburg,
Johnson Co. (8); Mound City, Holt Co. (10);

Callaway Co. (6) ;
Dade Co. (1) ; Lamar, Bar-

ton Co. (2) ; Monett, Barry Co. (10) ;
Lawrence

Co. (13) ; Jasper Co. (7) ;'Camden Co. (3) ;
Al-

bany, Gentry Co. (Walker Coll.) ;
St. Louis Co.

(3) ; Gallatin, Daviess Co. (6).

Postpliocene :
—Providence, Boone Co. (12); St.

Joseph, Buchanan Co. (7) ;
St. Louis (Ham-

bach).

Those from Monett seemed to be imperforate, but on

close examination a very small umbilical opening can be

seen. The same is true of those from Callaway county.
One shell from St. Louis county is very noticeable in hav-

ing a very wide and prominent umbilicus, the peristome

rounding to and connecting with the parietal tooth, and
not entering into the umbilicus.^&

107. PoLYGYEA FRATEENA Say.

Fern Glen, St. Louis Co. (1) ;
Marble Hill, Bol-

linger Co. (1) ;
Scott Co. (2) ;

Camden Co. (1) ;

Boonville, Cooper Co. (15) ;
River bluffs, Moni-
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teau Co. (11) ; Warsaw, Benton Co. (1) ;
Pettis

Co. (1) ; Columbia, Boone Co. (7) ; Birmingliam,

Clay Co. (13) ;
Ste. Genevieve, Ste. Genevieve

Co. (4) ; Taborville, St. Clair Co. (Walker Coll.) ;

Milan, Sullivan Co. (Same) ; Clinton, Henry Co.

(Same); Callaway Co. (Greger).

At Boonville some specimens were intermediate in

size between monodon and fraterna. "In Bollinger county
the one specimen found was 9 mm. diameter, but from
Scott county in the same part of the State they were only

108. POLYGYRA FRATERNA ALICIA Pils,

Mineral Point, Washington Co. (1); Farming-
ton, St. Francois Co. (3) ; Rivermines, Same Co.

(6); Paris, Monroe Co. (6).

109. PoLYGYRA FRATERNA FRIERSONI Pils.

Jefferson City, Cole Co. (Walker Coll.).

110. PoLYGYRA FRATERNA IMPERFORATA Plls.

Ste. Genevieve, Ste. Genevieve Co. (6) ; Cape
Girardeau, Cape Girardeau Co. (1).

111. PoLYGYRA DORFEUILLIANA Lea.

Fern Glen, St. Louis Co. (9) ; Hunter, Carter

Co. (3) ;
Howell Co. (3) ; Douglas Co. (2) ;

Iron-

ton, Iron Co. (1); Arcadia, Iron Co. (Baker);
Stone Co. (Stearns); Neosho, Newton Co.

(Walker Coll.); Pineville, Macdonald Co.

(Walker Coll.) ;
Cureall Springs, Howell Co.

(Walker Coll.) ; Henry Co. (Pils. & Fer.) ;
Cal-

laway Co. (Greger).

112. PoLYGYRA DORFEUILLIANA SAMPSONI Wctll.

Warsaw, Benton Co. (25); Camden Co. (13);

Barry Co. (13) ;
Grand Falls, Jasper Co. (7) ;
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Macdonald Co. (10) ; Springfield, Greene Co.

(Pils. & Fer.); Cliadwick, Christian Co. (P. &

F.) ;
Current river, Co. not given, (P. & F.) ;

Seligman, Barry Co. (Pils.) ; Arcadia, Iron Co.

(Baker).

These different lots vary somewhat in the distinctness

of sculpture on the under side, in the size and position of

the upper lip tooth, and in the flatness of the vault, but

apparently not uniformly so or distinct enough to de-

serve a varietal name.

113. PoLYGYRA jACKSONi Bland.

Camden Co. (10); Dade Co. (10); Barry Co.

(13) ;
Ash Grove, Greene Co. (12) ;

Grand Falls,

Jasper Co. (1) ; Split Log, Macdonald Co. (1) ;

Cassville, Barry Co. (1) ; Springfield, Greene

Co. (P. & F.).

114. PoLYGYRA TRIODONTOIDES Bland.

Monett, Barry Co. (2).

BULIMULID^.

BULiMULus Leach.

115. BuLIMULUS DEALBATUS OZARKENSIS Pils. & Fcr.

Cooper Co. (8) ;
Camden Co. (5) ; Barry Co. (2) ;

Macdonald Co. (5) ; Douglas Co. (2) ;
River-

mines, St. Francois Co. (1); Oakwood, Marion
Co. (2); Callaway Co. (Greger) ; Cass Co. (8).

Stearns reported B. dealbatus from Stone count3\
When I found this shell in Cooper county I thought that

this was the most northern point in the State where it

would be founds and I vras much surprised aftervrards to

find it near Hannibal.
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ClRCINARIID^.

ciRCiNARiA Beck.

116. CiRCiNARiA coNCAVA Say.

Pettis Co. (2) ; Columbia, Boone Co. (6) ; Pop-
lar Bluff, Butler Go. (3) ;

St. Francois Co. (1)

New Madrid, New Madrid Co. (1) ;
Camden Co

(1); Scott Co. (1); Fern Glen, St. Louis Co

(7) ;
Moniteau Co. (2) ;

Macdonald Co. (4) ;
Bear

creek, Marion Co. (1); Galena, Stone Co. (1);

Kansas City, Jackson Co. (1) ; Cliadwick, Chris-

tian Co. (Pils. & Fer.) ; Callaway Co. (Greger).

Postpliocene :
—Lupus, Moniteau Co. (6) ;

Prov-

idence, Boone Co. (8) ;
Near St. Louis (Ham-

bach).

ZONITID^.

ZONITIN^.

OMPHALiNA Rafinesque.

117. Omphalina fuliginosa Griff.

Scott Co. (4); Carthage, Jasper Co. (1); Jack-

son, Cape Girardeau Co. (1); Macdonald Co.

(2) ; Seligman, Barry Co. (2) ; Warsaw, Ben-

ton Co. (2); Marble Hill, Bollinger Co. (1).

Pilsbry and Ferriss say that the early whorls of fuligi-

nosa are invariably white, the cuticle being worn off. This

is the case with all of the above except that from Marble

Hill, but it is not full grown and is of only 31/2 whorls.

They describe a variety fuliginosa ozarkensis, which has

fine spiral striae, but none of the above show such lines.

118. Omphalina friabilis W. G. B.

Cape Girardeau, Cape Girardeau Co.

These shells are of large size, up to 28 mm. diameter,
and with apex entirely unworn.
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viTREA Fitz.

119. VlTREA INDENTATA Say.

New Madrid Co. (2) ; Cape Girardeau Co. (2);

St. Francois Co. (14); Potosi, Washington Co.

(3) ;
Mineral Point, Same Co. (4) ;

Hov/ell Co.

(1); Douglas Co. (4); Galena, Stone Co. (1) ;

Laclede Co. (1) ;
Mt. Vernon, Lawrence Co.

(13); Peirce City, Same Co. (2); Greenfield,

Dade Co. (15); Golden City, Barton Co. (7);

Morgan Co. (2) ; Sedalia, Pettis Co. (20) ;
War-

rensburg, Johnson Co. (2) ; Jasper Co. (16) ;

Camden Co. (23) ; Clinton, Henry Co. (5) ;
River

bluffs, Moniteau Co. (3) ; Split Log, Macdonald

Co. (2) ;
Moniteau Co. (5) ;

Fern Glen, St. Louis

Co. (1); Paris, Monroe Co. (1); Seligman,

Barry Co. (Pilsbry) ; Arcadia, Iron Co.

(Baker); Monett, Barry Co. (Pils. & Fer.) ;

Chadwick, Christian Co. (Pils. & Fer.) ;
Gal-

latin, Daviess Co. (2).

Postpliocene :
—Below mouth of Platte river

(Hambach).

120. ViTREA HAMMOKis Strom.

Sedalia, Pettis Co. (46) ; Clinton, Henry Co.

(4) ; Monett, Barry Co. (2) ; Columbia, Boone

Co. (2) ; Seligman, Barry Co. (Pils.) ;
Chad-

wick, Christian Co. (Pils. & Fer.).

121. ViTREA SIMPSONI Pils.

Pilsbry and Ferriss identify a small race of the above

at Chadwick, Christian county.

EucoNULus Reinh.

122. EucoNULus FULvus Drap.

Sedalia, Pettis Co. (13); Lamar, Barton Co.

(1); Dade Co. (1); Galena, Stone Co. (1);

Golden City, Barton Co. (4).
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ARIOPHANTINiE Pils.

zoNiToiDES Lelimann.

123. ZoNiToiDEs ARBOREus Say.

New Madrid, New Madrid Co. (1) ;
St. Fran-

cois Co. (35) ; Jackson, Cape Girardeau Co.

(25); Scott Co. (11); Poplar Bluff, Butler Co.

(2); Bloomfield, Stoddard Co. (10); Galena,
Stone Co. (4) ; Monett, Barry Co. (26) ; Spring-

field, Greene Co. (7); Douglas Co. (5); Lamar
and Golden City, Barton Co. (34), (74) ; Jasper
Co. (28); Aurora, Mt. Vernon & Peirce City,

Lawrence Co. (15), (19), (1); Nevada, Vernon
Co. (3); Warsaw, Benton Co. (1); Clinton,

Henry Co. (89) ; Warrensburg, Johnson Co.

(2) ;
Saline Co. (5) ; Morgan Co. (3) ; Split Log,

Macdonald Co. (5) ; California, Moniteau Co.

(19); Chouteau Springs, Cooper Co. (26); La-

clede Co. (9); Mound City, Holt Co. (18); Se-

dalia, Pettis Co. (74) ;
Camden Co. (61) ;

Green-

field, Dade Co. (2) ;
Missouri river bluffs, Mon-

iteau Co. (2) ;
Ash Grove, Greene Co. (1) ;

Grand

Falls, Jasper Co. (2) ; Potosi, Washington Co.

(9) ; Ironton, Iron Co. (2) ; Chadwick, Chris-

tian Co. (2) ; Callaway Co. (Greger).

Postpliocene :
—St. Louis (Hambach).

PSEUDOHYALINA Morse.

124. ZoNiTOiDES MiNuscuLus Biun.

Sedalia, Pettis Co. (3) ; Clinton, Henry Co. (2) ;

Warsaw, Benton Co. (3) ; Nevada, Vernon Co.

(4); Jasper Co. (3); Lamar, Barton Co. (2);

Douglas Co. (2) ;
Mt. Vernon, Lawrence Co.

(4) ; Potosi, Washington Co. (1).
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GASTRODONTA Albers.

125. Gastrodonta ligera Say.

Neeleyville, Butler Co. (4) ;
New Madrid, New

Madrid Co. (12) ;
River bluffs, Moniteau Co.

(7) ; Boonville, Cooper Co. (14) ; Sedalia, Pettis

Co. (5) ;
McAllister Springs, Saline Co. (5) ;

Columbia, Boone Co. (9) ;
Bear Creek, Marion

Co. (5) ;
Fern Glen, St. Louis Co. (3).

Postpliocene :
—Providence, Boone Co. (1).

126. Gastrodonta demissa brittisi Pils.

Pilsbry and Ferriss doubtfully identify some speci-

mens from Chadwick, Christian county with the above.

ENDODONTiDiE Pilsbry.

ENDODONTINiE.

pyramidula Fitzinger.

PATULA Hald.

127. Pyramidula alternata Say.

Columbia, Boone Co. (25) ; Paris, Monroe Co.

(15) ;
Bear Creek, Marion Co. (1) ;

Mound City,

Holt Co. (2) ; Birmingham, Clay Co. (7) ;
Mc-

Allister Springs, Saline Co. (11); Kansas City,

Jackson Co. (5) ;
Dade Co. (8) ;

Pettis Co. (10)

Morgan Co. (2) ;
Golden City, Barton Co. (2)

Carthage, Jasper Co. (6) ;
Camden Co. (5)

Jackson, Cape Girardeau Co. (5) ;
Scott Co.

(6) ;
Marble Hill, Bollinger Co. (2); Madison

Co. (7) ; Poplar Bluff, Butler Co. (7) ;
St. Fran-

cois Co. (8) ; Allanville, Cape Girardeau Co.

(17); Peirce City, Lawrence Co. (1); Arcadia,
Iron Co. (Baker) ;

North Jefferson, Callaway
Co. (12) ;

St. Louis Co. (2) ; Cooper Co. (4).
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Postpliocene :
—Providence, Boone Co. (17);

Glasgow, Howard Co, (5) ;
St. Joseph, Buchanan

Co. (9) ;
Bellevue (Hambach) ; Lexington (Ham-

bach).

The collection has a sinistral shell from near Colum-

bia, the first reverse land shell I have found in the State.

128. Pyeamidula solitaeia Say.

St. Francois Co. (3) ; Bollinger Co. (1) ;
Fern

Glen, St. Louis Co. (1) ; Morgan Co. (1) ;
Cam-

den Co. (6) ;
Pettis Co. (6) ;

River bluffs, Moni-

teau Co. (10) ; Columbia, Boone Co. (6) ;
Bonne

Terre, St. Frangois Co. (Walker Coll.) ; Cooper
Co. (Walker Coll.); Callaway Co. (Greger) ;

Dent Co. (1) ;
St. Charles Co. (5).

Postpliocene:—Providence, Boone Co. (22);

Lupus, Moniteau Co. (8).

I have specimens from Indiana 28i/^ mm. diameter,
while those from Pettis county are only 22.

GONYODISCUS Fitz.

129. Pyeamidula peespectiva Say.

St. Francois Co. (13) ;
Madison Co. (1) ;

Marble

Hill, Bollinger Co. (12) ; Jackson, Cape Girar-

deau Co. (15); Poplar Bluff, Butler Co. (9);

Benton, Scott Co. (9) ; Seligman, Barry Co. (8) ;

River bluffs, Moniteau Co. (4) ;
Cureall Springs,

Howell Co. (Walker Coll.); Chadwick, Chris-

tian Co. (Pils. & Fer.).

Postpliocene:—Providence, Boone Co. (1).

HELicoDiscus Morse.

130. Helicodiscus lineatus Say.

Sedalia, Pettis Co. (20) ; Warsaw, Benton Co.

(4); Nevada, Vernon Co. (2); Dade Co. (5);
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Laclede Co. (3) ;
Moniteau Co. (1) ; Douglas Co.

(2) ;
Golden City, Barton Co. (5) ;

St. Francois
Co. (8) ; Cassville, Barry Co. (1) ; Columbia,
Boone Co. (1); Providence, Same Co. (100);

Paris, Monroe Co. (5) ; Gallatin, Daviess Co.

(2).

Postpliocene :
—Mouth of Platte river (Ham-

bach).

PUNCTIN^.

PUNCTUM Morse.

131. PuNCTUM PYGMiEUM Drap.

Providence, Boone Co. (4).

132. POLYGYKA ANDREWSI W. G. B.

St. Francois Co.
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VARIATIONS IN THE EARTH'S MAGNETIC
FIELD.*

Feancis E. Niphek.

On account of the possibility of local disturbance due

to street cars, it was thought desirable to repeat some of *-'-^'7a;?Y

the work described in a former paper in these Trans- '"^^' ^ork

actions, No. 2, Vol. XXII. This was done during the ti."^.^^^"^^

summer of 1913 in a large tent 18x20 ft. located on

the lake shore at the north end of Lake Huron. The
station was about 50 ft. from the lake and about half a

mile N. W. of the village of Hessel, in Mackinac County.
The magnetic needle was a piece of knitting wire 7

cm. in length, suspended upon a fiber of unspun silk

about 40 cm. in length. The enclosing case was formed

from a large glass bottle, the top of which was removed.

A metal cap fitting closely around the top of the glass

jar thus formed, was provided with a vertical brass tube,

having at its top a torsion head and means for attach-

ing the suspension fiber. This metal cap was sealed to

the glass jar by means of adhesive rubber tape.

The jar was mounted in a closely fitting base provided
with leveling screws, which were about 30 cm. apart, in

order to secure stability. A fine copper wire soldered

to the middle of the needle, served as a means for at-

taching the suspension fiber. It also extended below
the needle, and to its lower end was attached a horizontal

wire about 6 cm. in length, which dipped into coal oil

in the bottom of the jar, and served as a damper for the

needle. Attached to the wire suspension of the needle

was a small mirror, by means of which the motion of

the needle was observed, in the usual way with a tele-

*Presented before The Academy of Science of St. Louis, October 20,

1913.
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scope and scale. The scale was divided into centimeters

and tenths. The scale value was 1 mm==3.37 minutes of

deflection of the needle.

The structure upon which the needle and telescope

were mounted, was a frame constructed of 2x4 inch tim-

ber bolted together with brass bolts, and the legs or

corner posts of the frame extended two feet down into

blay and gravel soil. The structure was braced longi-

tudinally and transversely, the braces being held in place

by large brass screws. The structure thus formed was

8 ft. in length in a north and south direction with respect

to the magnetic meridian, and 4 ft. in width.

The needle was deflected 90° from the magnetic merid-

ian, by means of two bar magnets 2 ft. in length

whose axes made an angle of 45° with the meridian. The

resultant field was thus the same as the horizontal com-

ponent of the earth's field. This resultant field was

then partly compensated by two bar magnets 4 ft. in

length, on either side of the needle, and at the ends of

the table, about 4 ft. distant from the needle. The final

resultant field in which the needle was thus placed was

about 0.05 that of the horizontal component of the earth's

field. This was determined by the oscillation method,
before the damping liquid was introduced. The time of

vibration was corrected for the torsional effect of the

suspension fiber.

With this arrangement, the needle is very sensitive to

changes in the horizontal component of the earth's field,

and it has the advantage of permitting these changes
to be observed at any instant. Some preliminary obser-

vations were made with the control magnets exposed
to the air. The tent was provided with a fly, which per-

mitted a free circulation of air between it and the roof.

It however became evident that the variation in posi-

tion of the needle was materially influenced by a variation

in the temperature of the magnets, although the maxi-

mum temperature of the day during July and August
did not exceed 85° F. This temperature effect was
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greatly reduced by wrapping the magnets in heavy pad-

ded blankets. It was, however, soon eliminated by

maintaining all of the control magnets at a temperature
of 32° F. This was done by placing each magnet within

a piece of heavy rubber tubing. This tubing was of

strong fiber, coated within and without with rubber. The

ends were plugged and sealed with wax. The tubes with

the enclosed magnets were mounted in V-shaped sup-

ports within boxes put together by means of copper

nails, and calked. The boxes were then filled with frag-

ments of ice, packed closely around the rubber tubes. The

ends of the boxes rested on the side timbers of the frame

so that the blankets could be wrapped around the boxes.

The boxes were provided with outflow tubes of brass.

The maintaining of the control magnets at a fixed tem-

perature, diminished the daily swing of the magnetic
needle in a very appreciable degree. It did not appar-

ently affect the character of the changes due to wind-

gusts and cloud shadows. It did, however, serve to re-

move all possible doubt from the conclusions. In this

series of observations, it was not the object to make

precise measurements of the quantities involved. It

was a search for fundamental phenomena. For precise

measurements the two sets of magnets might each be

replaced by two coils as in the Helmholtz-Gaugain gal-

vanometer. These might be mounted on a table capable
of rotating around a vertical axis coincident with the

suspension fiber. Two telescopes with scale mounted

90° apart upon the table would serve to properly adjust

the table when both circuits were open, and to deflect

the needle 90°. The current in the deflecting coils would

be increased until the telescope with axis east and west

is directed upon the reading corresponding to the mag-
netic axis of the needle, as determined by the other tele-

scope, the torsion head being turned 90°.

The current and the constant for the coils being known,
the value of H is determined at that instant. The re-

sultant field could then be decreased to any desired
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amount by closing the circuit containing the compensat-

ing coils, and varying the current by means of a proper
resistance (carbon plates with a compression screw).

It was of course found that in general the intensity H
of the horizontal component of the earth's field, increases

during the day, reaching a maximum late in the after-

noon. The numerical value of H is, however, greater on

clear days than on cloudy days. On days which are clear

in the forenoon and cloudy in the afternoon, the maximum

may occur in the middle of the day, or before noon. Dur-

ing days when the air is quiet, the needle is more quiet

during cloudy or clear days, than when the sky is cov-

ered with small clouds with blue sky" betAveen.

On days when the wind blows in gusts at intervals of

one or two minutes the needle is more unsteady in its

movements, than on quiet days, or on days when the

wind is more uniform.

On days when gusts of wind are frequent, it is impos-
sible to identify any particular wind-gust with any par-
ticular disturbance of the needle. The reason for this

appears to be explained by an observation made on

July 14. During the forenoon of that day the wind was

very mild from the west. Shortly before 1 o'clock the

wind suddenly changed to the south, while it continued

at the rate of 3 to 4 miles per hour. At 1 :10 p. m. the

needle began to vibrate to and fro. The scale reading at

each extreme position was recorded. This was continued

for nine minutes, when a blast of wind came in from the

lake to the south. It overturned a sail boat lying at a

dock about 200 ft. distant, the sails of which had been

raised in order to dry them. It was by far the most

violent wind of the summer. About eight minutes later

the wind had practically ceased, and the vibrations of

the needle had also ceased. The scale reading had been

under constant observation before the gust of wind be-

gan. The reading was recorded each minute, and even

more frequently during times of mild disturbance, when
slow to and fro movements made this necessary. When
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the movement was apparently uniform in one direc-

tion, records were made at intervals of five or ten min-

utes, although the needle was under almost constant ob-

servation.

During the oscillations above referred to, the watch

reading was taken at as frequent intervals as was pos-

sible. In these oscillations the time of one to and fro

vibration was about 50 seconds, as nearly as it could be

determined. The time covered by consecutive vibrations

frequently varied so greatly on other occasions that no

precise value could be given for the time of vibration.

The effect of the damping liquid was such that the needle

would come practically to rest in three or four semi-

vibrations when deflected 90'^.

These vibrations above described are graphically
shown in Plate XXI. The instant when the blast

of wind reached the observing station is indicated

by the arrow, located near the middle of the

group of vibrations representing this local magnetic
storm. The ordinates are in scale divisions. The great-

est amplitude of swing was about 20 scale divisions. The
hour of the day is laid off upon the horizontal axis. The
fact that the needle was affected by this air disturbance

south of the station at least nine minutes before it

reached the station, is in exact harmony with the sug-

gestion given in the former paper in these Transactions

referred to above. As was there pointed out, a brush

which disturbs iron filings at any point on a plate of

glass above a bar magnet, is producing an ether disturb-

ance in the field of that magnet. This observation also

shows clearly, why it is that on stormy da5^s, when gusts
of wind follow each other at frequent intervals, the effect

due to any one gust cannot be identified. At any instant,

the needle responds to a summation of these disturb-

ances.

It could hardly be expected that such a wind disturb-

ance could produce a magnetic storm of more than a

local character. But it is not at all improbable that tor-
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nadoes and tropical cyclones may produce mucli more

wide-spread effects. A wind disturbance among the

atmospheric ions which sometimes accumulate along the

jnagnetic lines of force at the earth's magnetic poles,

might be expected to produce the effects which have

long been observed.

On ten or twelve occasions similar effects were ob-

served, which were caused by a local dash of rain. When
rain falls continuously or at intervals during a day when
the sky is covered with clouds, which extend over ad-

joining states, the needle shows no appreciable disturb-

ance. The horizontal component 'of the earth's field is

then much weaker than it would be if the sky were clear,

but there is no additional change due to a rainfall. The

limiting condition has been already reached.

When small clouds are scattered over the sky and a

local fall of rain occurs at the observing station, the

sunlight passing through the air through which the rain-

drops fall, a very marked magnetic storm is produced.
Such a disturbance is represented in Plate XXII.

This rain, which was very violent, began while I was
at the noon-day meal. It lasted about ten minutes.

When the tent was reached the rain had practically
ceased at the station. The sun was visible during most
of the time while the rain was falling. The area cov-

ered by the rain was probably not over one or two square
miles. Its boundary could be seen upon the lake to the

south, while I was on the way to the tent. The needle

showed that we were then in the midst of one of the most
violent magnetic storms of the summer. The vibrations

ceased about five minutes after observation began. The
extreme reading of the scale for each oscillation was
taken. They are represented in Plate XXII, together
with subsequent readings of the needle represented on

the same time scale. Readings made before leaving the

tent for lunch are also shown. The gap between the

readings before and after lunch is only in part repre-

sented, as is indicated by the figures at the bottom of the
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plate representing the hour of the day. The needle was

in a more disturbed condition after the vibrations had

ceased than it had been before. Evidently the rain had

some effect upon the magnetic field at the station when

it was falling through air to the south of the station,

and had ceased at the station. The needle was damped

during this day, so that summation effects were impos-

sible, nevertheless in one of these oscillations the needle

vibrated through an arc of over 5°.

This rain occurred on August 26. A diagram repre-

senting the movement of the needle between 10 a. m.

and sunset, is presented in Plate XXIII. The vibrations

due to the rain occurred at the close of the first gap in

that curve. They cannot be properly represented here

with the time-scale used in this plate. They are replaced

by a straight line. The second gap in the diagram rep-

resents the time required to finish the noon-day meal,

which had been interrupted by the rain. The part of the

diagram of Plate XXII, after the hour of 1:05, is the

part which in Plate XXIII lies between the two gaps.

Plate XXIII also represents the effect upon the hori-

zontal component of the earth's field, of two large dense

and sharply defined clouds passing over the sun. Their

effect is shown at points corresponding to 11:10 a. m.

and 4 :28 p. m. During seven weeks the needle had been

under constant observation, from sunrise to sunset, in

order to secure the results which were here obtained.

On many days evidence of cloud effects were observed

which seemed conclusive, but usually the edges of the

cloud would not be sharply defined. In some cases the

edges would be more or less transparent, in some cases

small clouds of irregular form would surround the larger

cloud. It often happened that large dense clouds ap-

peared to be approaching the sun, and the needle gave

results which were wholly different from those which

had been expected. On going out of the tent it would

be found that the cloud had behaved in a wholly different

manner from what had been expected. In some cases it
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practically disappeared before it reached tlie sun. Some-

times it was dispersed into smaller clouds, which were

more or less hazy in outline. Their effect might be ap-

preciable and persuasive, and yet more or less unsatis-

factory.

The fact that it was impossible to predict at what
moment the desired conditions might present themselves,
and the necessity for having a record of the behavior

of the needle for a considerable time interval before

the sun entered a dense cloud, made it necessary to keep
the needle under constant observation, recording the

results during each minute of the day, sometimes at

lesser intervals, so far as this was possible. The only

interruption to this work during July and August was
from August 12th to 16th, during which interval a severe

attack of a painful illness made work of any kind im-

possible.

The sun entered the well defined edge of the first

cloud above referred to at 10 :45 a. m. The needle had
been previously moving continuously in a direction such

as would be caused by a steady increase in the strength
of the field. When the sun entered the cloud, irregulari-

ties in the movement of the needle were observed. The
air on the border of a cloud shadow often gave evidence

of a disturbed condition. In this case the sun was in

the center of the cloud at about 11:10 a. m. This cloud

then covered the overhead sky down to about 45° from
the horizon. Below this cloud the sky was clear. The
sun reappeared at llh 12m 30 sec. At this time the scale

reading corresponded to the minimum shown in the dia-

gram, Plate XXIII. The needle at once reversed its

direction of movement. The reading at 11:40 or 11:50

was, as the diagram sliow^s, about what it would have
been if the cloud had not appeared.

This cloud was soon afterwards broken up into smaller

clouds, and other smaller clouds appeared. From 12 :30

to 2 p. m. the sky was partly covered here and there

by smaller clouds, so that at the station, as at surround-
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ing points, the sun was visible at and during frequent

intervals. One of these small clouds unexpectedly gave
rise to the dash of rain before discussed. The general

effect of these clouds is shown in the general drop in the

curve between 12:30 and 1:30 p. m.

The sun entered another dense and sharply defined

cloud surrounded by clear sky, at 4 :20 p. m. of this same

day, after the daily maximum had been passed. It

emerged from this cloud at 4:28 p. m. While the sun

was hidden by this cloud, the intensity of the

magnetic field diminished as in the other case, as

is shown by the drop in the curve. When the sun

reappeared the intensity at once began to increase. At
4:37 the reading was that corresponding to the general

trend of the curve during that afternoon. The time of

entering and leaving the cloud is in both cases indicated

on the diagram by arrows.

It would thus appear that cloud shadows during the

day have the same effect upon the earth's magnetic
field that the earth's shadow has at night. The lines of

the field sway around them. They sway above the clouds

into the sunlight. The horizontal component would thus

be diminished below the clouds.^

It is impossible to present here the full evidence ob-

tained, which to me seems to establish beyond all question

the conclusion that local variations in the earth's mag-
netic field are determined wholly by local weather con-

ditions. It is contained in 300 pages of closely written

notes on pages 8 inches square. While it might at first

seem that the greater part of this record was of no im-

portance, it does establish the general conclusion that

when local conditions were uniform, whatever they might

be, the magnetic needle showed no marked disturbance

of an abrupt character, such as we have in these vibra-

tions.

' Observations of the character here discussed should be made during

solar eclipses.
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It may suffice to discuss briefly the record of July 19.

In doing this the weather maps kindly furnished by the

Weather Bureau at Washington were of material as-

sistance. On the afternoon of this day, the needle

showed more disturbance than on any other day. At
10 a. m. a rain cloud was observed in the southern hori-

zon. At 11:45 the needle began to vibrate, the aver-

age amplitude of vibration being about 20 scale divisions,

and sometimes reaching 35. The wind, which had been

from the northwest, had changed to the south. This

continued until about 12 :10 p. m., when the needle be-

came less disturbed, and observations ceased until 12 :45

p. m. During this disturbance, it could be seen that a

rain was falling on the lake to the south. At 12:45 a

violent dash of rain began, which continued for ten min-

utes, and then continued as a milder rain until 1 :05. The
clouds were not continuous over the sky. The sun ap-

peared at intervals.

The point of importance is that these vibrations began
and continued for an hour, while a rainstorm existed to

the south of the station, and before rain began to fall

at the station. During the remainder of the afternoon

periods of sunshine and rain came in alternation. Be-

tween 2 :37 and 3 :10 over half an inch of rain fell, from

what appeared to be a local cloud. The needle continued

to vibrate during this rain, and after it had ceased at the

station and while its roar could be heard upon the lake

to the south. The wind was very mild during the entire

day, its velocity not at any time exceeding 8 or 10

miles per hour. The amplitude of the vibrations some-

times reached 40 scale divisions. The greatest ampli-
tude of the day was 49 scale divisions. The needle was

damped during this day.
The data given on the weather map show that the

rain which visited the observing station extended from

Escambia, which is in northern Michigan, near

the north end of Lake Michigan, to Alpena, which

is in southern Michigan, near the north end of Lake
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Huron. At the former station the rainfall was 0.44

inch and at the latter it was 0.36 inch. At Saginaw,

Mich., which is south of Alpena and also on the west

side of Lake Huron, the rainfall was 0.26 inch. At Sault

Ste. Marie, at the outlet of Lake Superior, no rain fell.

This rainstorm was a purely local one, extending across

the head of Lake Michigan and along the straits of Mack-

inac, and probably into Lake Huron.

On July 16, 26, 27 and 31 similar local rains occurred

in the same region during the midday hours. In some
cases there was practically no rainfall at Hessel, but the

clouds which were observed near the horizon were recog-
nized as rain clouds. The weather maps show that rain

fell at surrounding weather stations. On all of these

days, the needle was in to-and-fro vibration at intervals

during the day. In all cases when the weather maps
show rains in this region, which occurred during the

hours of observation of the needle, the needle showed
such vibrations.

On three days they were observed when violent gusts
of wind occurred at the station, with no rain in that part
of the country.
On August 23, very marked and sudden changes in the

position of the needle were observed, and they were so

unusual as to lead to the suspicion that something un-

usual must have happened. There were no vibrations

accompanying those disturbances. The day was unusu-

ally clear. Very light rains occurred at all of the nearest

weather stations, the greatest fall, 0.20 inch, being at

Houghton, about 200 miles distant in a direction a little

north of west.

On August 8, a violent rain accompanied by a continu-

ous roar of overhead thunder occurred between 4 and
6:30 a. m. The needle was then very quiet, as was the

case on every morning of the summer with one excep-
tion. On this morning when a few oscillations occurred

after sunrise, they were accompanied by violent gusts
of wind.
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On two or three occasions phenomena were observed

which suggested that winds from the north, reaching the

station through a grove of trees, had a slightly different

effect from that of a wind from the lake. This subject

requires additional attention.

Perhaps the most interesting phenomenon observed

during the summer was the continuous vibration of the

needle during a period varying from half an hour to

two hours preceding sunset. This was observed on

nearly every evening when the western sky was clear.

The vibrations were greatest when the day had been

clear, and the intensity of the field had reached a high
maximum. They did not occur when the afternoon sky
was covered with a dense cloud. The cloud shadow is

then joined to the earth's shadow\ They did not occur

in the morning, either before or after sunrise. Observa-

tions were sometimes begun as early as 2 o'clock a. m.

They were usually begun about an hour before sunrise.

Plate XXIV, made from observations on August 31,

gives an illustration of these sunset disturbances. The

plate shows how the needle moved during the afternoon,
before the oscillations suddenly began. In the original

drawing, this part of the curve was drawn to a time

scale of 6 cm. per hour. For the period during which

the oscillations are represented, the time scale is 6 cm.

to about 3 minutes. One to and fro oscillation was drawn
to each half-centimeter. During this day the damping-

liquid had been removed. It will be observed that the

disturbing cause ceased at about 5 :45 and the needle

gradually came to rest. On this day two similar violent

disturbances occurred subsequently before sunset, which

are not represented in Plate XXIV. The greatest am-

plitude reached was about 250 scale divisions, or about

14° of arc. The extreme scale reading for each and

every vibration was read.

In nearly all of the observations on this sunset dis-

turbance, the motion of the needle was restrained by
the damping fluid. The amplitude of the vibrations was
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then in general over an angle not exceeding 50 scale di-

visions or 2.8 degrees. The time of vibration was prac-

tically the same whether the damping fluid was used or

not. It was not uniform in either case. The vibration

of the damped needle frequently continued without ces-

sation for an hour or more. At this hour of the evening-

there was usually no wind at the station.

It is evident that along what may be called the sun-

set meridian, there will generally be places where cloud

shadows are joined to the earth's shadow. Since only

the horizontal component of the earth's field of force is

effective in action upon the needle, we may consider the

conditions which would exist in a field of force in which

the lines are horizontal. Where the clouds occur, these

lines tend to sway above the clouds into the sunlight.

If we consider these lines to behave like elastic threads,

they are elongated by this distortion. They snap asun-

der and disappear as they are thus distorted and forced

towards the approaching shadow of the earth, the field

diminishing in strength in a rhythmical way. This state-

ment must be considered as figurative in character, but

it is in a certain sense descriptive of the observed phe-

nomena. It is with some surprise that I find that this

sunset disturbance has not been observed at stations

where continuous records are made. This conclusion

obtained from an examination recently made of gov-

ernment publications has been confirmed by information

just received from the chief of the U. S. Coast and Geo-

detic Survey. Evidently the subject deserves additional

attention.

It will of course be understood that the fact that wind-

gusts a few miles distant are found to affect a magnetic

needle, is in harmony with the well-known fact that solar

disturbances also affect it.

The observation of Young at Sherman, Idaho, on

August 3, 1872, showed that a solar outburst produces

electromagnetic waves, which travel with the velocity of
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liglit.^ The effect on the magnetic needle at Greenwich

and Stonyhurst was recorded at the same instant, that

a solar disturbance was observed by Young (within the

instrumental errors). Such results should lead us to

expect that wind-gusts in air ionized by sunlight or by
solar dust, as has been pointed out by Arrhenius, should

produce similar results of a more local character.

In 1823, Barlow^ made an experimental study of the

diurnal variation of the earth's magnetic field. He de-

flected the needle into an east and west position, by
means of two control magnets, lying in the magnetic

meridian, acting upon opposite ends of the needle. At
his request, his associate, Christie, continued the work.

The effect of the earth's field was in part compensated

by a magnet parallel to the dip needle. Their papers are

in sequence in the Phil. Trans, of the Eoyal Society for

1823. Barlow gives his conclusion as follows :

''It appears to me that the quantity of daily change

depends in a greater degree on the intensity of the solar

light, than on the mere temperature of the day, although
it is certain from some recent experiments of Mr. Chris-

tie, that the change of temperature of the air during the

day, has a much greater effect upon the intensity of the

opposing magnets than I could possibly have imagined."
Christie varied the temperature of the control mag-

nets by placing upon them paper moistened with cold

and with hot water. He concluded from the effect thus

produced upon the magnets, that temperature, if not

the only cause, is the principal cause of the daily varia-

tion in the earth's field.

A part of the work of both Barlow and Christie was
done in their gardens, and the remainder in their houses.

= The Sun. By Young, p. 158.

' Barlow should not be forgotten. He was the first to make an electric

motor. Barlow's wheel is the rotating armature of an electric motor.

Eight years later Faraday reversed this toy motor, and produced the

first electrical generator. Neither of these men realized what he had

accomplished.
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which were about a mile apart. Both found great dif-

ferences in the daily variation indoors and in open air,

and various possible causes for it are discussed. Barlow
concludes that it is probably due to the cause discovered

by Christie, that the intensity at any point in the field

of a bar magnet depends upon the temperature of that

magnet. He ascribes this difference to the different

temperature conditions of the control magnets. Never-

theless he is of the opinion that the quantity of daily

change in the earth's field depends in a greater degree

upon the intensity of solar light, than upon the mere

temperature of the day. Evidently his intuitive faculty
was of a high order.

Barlow 's conclusion did not carry with it any rational

explanation of causes, since at that time ionization of

the air, by sunlight, resulting in an increase of its per-

meability, was unknown. The work of Christie also

raised a doubt in the minds of others. Subsequent
writers seem to have found it necessary to say that the

daily variation and local magnetic storms had not been

satisfactorily explained.

During the last fifteen years the present writer has

made various attempts to produce a local magnetic
storm in the earth's field by means of small amounts of

high power explosives. The results discussed in the

present paper seem to indicate beyond question that such

explosions are capable of producing magnetic disturb-

ances. The effect of the gust of wind shown in Plate

XXI was to produce an ether disturbance extending far

beyond and in advance of any air waves, or air disturb-

ance.

Recent experiments with dynamite on the grounds ad-

joining the buildings of Washington University have

not given conclusive results. It is difficult to eliminate

other disturbances, and it is not permissible to use as

large a quantity of the explosive as will probably be

necessary. It is hoped that this work may be continued

at Hessel during the coming summer.
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Correction.—In Vol. XXII, No. 2, p. 59, line 1 from

the top, erase the before Ampere.

EXPLANATION OP THE PLATES.

Plate XXL—A local magnetic storm due to a local gust of wind of

very unusual severity, lasting ten minutes, on a calm day. The wind
storm reached the station nine minutes after the magnetic disturbance

began, the time being indicated by the arrow.

Plate XXII.—A local magnetic storm due to a violent and very local

fall of rain.

Plate XXIII.—A decrease in the horizontal intensity of the earth's

magnetic field, due to two dense clouds surrounded by clear sky, pass-

ing over the sun, shown on the diagram at 11 a. m. and 4:30 p. m.

Plate XXIV.—A magnetic storm such as was observed usually on

clear days shortly before sunset.

Issued October 3. 1913.
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THE FLOAVERS OF DIOSPYROS KAKI L. F.*

H. Harold Hume.

To quote from the usual descriptions of the genus

Diospyros as given in American texts, the flowers are

''dioecious, rarely polygamous" and though both stami-

nate and pistillate flowers are accurately described, no

mention is made of the characteristics or peculiarities of

the perfect flowers, though the persimmon has three kinds

of flowers, namely, perfect, staminate and pistillate. This

naturally leads to the belief that "the perfect flowers are

indeed rare in the American species, D. virginiana and

D. texana. A careful examination of many trees of the

former species, while in bloom, has resulted in finding

none so far and difficult as it would be to find such flow-

ers on growing trees, it would be almost as difficult to

detect their presence in herbarium specimens. Perhaps
the easiest way to find them would be to locate, if pos-

sible, staminate trees which bear some fruit. A careful

search of such trees during the next season might lead

to their discovery. However the perfect flowers of an

introduced species, D. Kaki have been found as detailed

below.

On April 19, 1909, while pollenating flowers of D.

Kaki with pollen of D. virginiana, staminate flowers of

D. Kaki were first noticed on a tree of ''Taber's No. 23"

planted March 4, 1899. As the blooming period for this

particular tree w^as nearly over, only six staminate

flowers could be found, but a careful examination of the

dried corollas on the ground beneath the tree showed

that hundreds of these flowers had been produced, and

in the tree, numerous small twigs were found with the

peduncles of staminate flowers still adhering. Pistillate

* Presented by title to The Academy of Science of St. Louis, Novem-
•^ ber 17, 1913.

5 (125)
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flowers were also borne in large numbers and, as ex-

pected, the tree set a very heavy crop of fruit.

A note calling attention to these flowers and their

possible value was published in Science.^ The only cer-

tain reference to the staminate flowers of D. Kaki in

American literature previous to this, by one acquainted
wdth them, is by Berckmans,^ who mentioned the occur-

rence of staminate flowers on young trees, but did not

describe them and apparently attached no importance
to their presence. Watts^ may have seen them, but he

leaves us in doubt. In describing the flowers of D. Kaki
he says, ''The flowers are inconspicuous, whitish green;
the peduncles are usually three flow^ered. The flowers

are complete, but all varieties are not equally self fer-

tile.
" He makes no mention of the pistillate flowers,

which are produced singly, and if by complete he meant

that the flowers contained pistils and pollen bearing

stamens, his observation was unusual, for perfect flowers

are very scarce.

In European literature, the staminate flowers are de-

scribed by Hiern,^ Naudin^ and Carriere^ and mentioned

by other writers.

In the spring of 1910, though a thorough examination

of the same tree of "Taber's No. 23" was made, not a

single staminate flow^er could be found. On younger trees

of the same and of other varieties, however, they were

found. The examination of trees, while in bloom, was

continued through the blooming seasons of 1911, 1912,

' Hume, H. Harold. Non-fruiting of Japan Persimmons due to lack

of Pollen. Science, N. S., Vol. XXX., No. 766, Sept. 3, p. 308-309. 1909.

" Berckmans, P. J. Persimmons. Cyclopedia American Horticul-

ture, 3: 1281. 1901.

'Watts, R. L. Persimmons, University of Tennessee Agr. Exp. Sta-

tion, Bulletin, Vol. XL, No. 1, Apr., p. 204. 1899.

^Hiern, W. P. A monograph of Ebenaceae. Transactions Cam-

bridge Philosophical Society XII, Part 1, p. 227. 1872.
' Naudin, M. Ch. Quelques Remarques an sujet des Plaqueminiers

(Diospyros) cultives a 1' air libre dans les Jardins de L'Europe. Nou-

velles archives du museum D' Histoire Naturelle 2" ser 3. 224. 1880.

•Carriere, E. A. Revue Horticole. 253-258, Plate, p. 254. 1872.
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1913, with the result that staminate flowers have been

discovered on several horticultural varieties, such as

'^Taber's No. 23," ''Taber's No. 129," *'Okame,"

"Masugata," ''Siang" (S. P. I. 21910), ''New Sien"

(S. P. I. 22368), S. P. I. No. 27037 and an unknown vari-

ety found near Eagle Lake, Fla., which will be referred

to as the Eagle Lake tree. On some of these varieties

the appearance of staminate flowers is sporadic and in-

fluenced by unknown causes, while on other varieties

they appear as regularly as the trees bloom.

So far as can be determined no mention has been

made in either American or European literature of the

occurrence of perfect flowers on D. Kaki. They are

doubtless rare and our own observations are in accord

with this belief. Perfect flowers were discovered in

April, 1910, on three, different, two-year-old, "Okame"
trees and on two trees of "Taber'sNo. 23 "of the same

age. In April, 1913, they were found on four-year-old

trees of "Siang," and ''Taber's No. 129" and on two-

year-old trees propagated from the Eagle Lake tree.

They are so different from either the staminate or pis-

tillate flowers that when once known, they may be readily

recognized by their external characters.

Location of Floweeing Twigs.

All three types of flowers, of D. Kaki, are borne on

shoots of the current season's growth and open shortly

after the shoots and leaves are developed. In North

Florida the blooming period usually occurs during the

firsl three weeks in April. In some seasons it may be-

gin as early as March 26tli and it sometimes ends as late

as May 7th. Delayed blooms may occasionally be found

even at later dates.

The staminate flowers are usually borne on small,

rather weak shoots which develop from lateral buds on

last year's branches. On the strong vigorous twigs

which develop from the buds at or near the end of the

same branches, the pistillate flowers of the same trees
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are usually borne. Sometimes, however, the two kinds

of flowers occupy adjoining axils on the same twig.

Occasionally the staminate flowers are found on vigorous

twigs, particularly if pistillate flowers are entirely ab-

sent on shoots of a given branch. On ''Taber's No.

129," the staminate flowers sometimes occupy the ter-

minal shoots, and the pistillate, the lateral ones, espe-

cially if they are equally or nearly equally vigorous. The

rule, however, is as already stated. The few staminate

flowers so far found on ''Okame" were all on short

lateral twigs, and the same is true of the many flowers

found on "Siang" (No. 21910). On ''Masugata,"
''Taber's No. 129" and the Eagle Lake tree they are

more frequently to be found on the vigorous twigs to

which reference is made above.

Perfect flowers are usually associated with the stami-

nate ones. Up to this time, they have not been discov-

ered on any varieties of the fixed pistillate flowering

type. In other words, it appears that the perfect

flowers are a development from the staminate form and

not from the pistillate form. When present, they are

found more usually near the base of the strong and vig-

orous twigs which occasionally bear staminate flowers

than on the short and comparatively weak lateral twigs

on which the staminate flowers are generally found.

Their development from the staminate form appears

to be connected with the food supply.

Staminate Flowers.

Sometimes staminate flowers are produced in great

profusion. They are borne normally in 3-flowered cymes
in the axils of the bract-like leaves and normal leaves

at the base of the twigs. Sometimes they appear at the

very base of the twigs from flower buds located beneath

the persistent scales of the last year's growth and occa-

sionally on many flowered branches they are produced
from last season's buds without apparent branch forma-

tion. Occasionally the cymes are four-flowered, some-
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times two and at other times the flowers are produced

singly. Particularly is this last true of the flowers at

the very base of the twigs and also of those flowers which

are sometimes located on pistillate flowering twigs.

The peduncles are 6 to 10 mm. long, slightly hairy,

slender, curved downward, the secondary pedicels axil-

lary in the axils of small linear early caducous bracts

which are found on the main peduncle. These bracts

are usually shed before the center flower of the cjmie

opens. The calyx is light green, sparsely hairy, four

lobed, the lobes 14 to 1/0 the length of the corolla-tube,

thin, rounded at the points. The corolla is 9-14 mm. in

length, light yellow, constricted beneath the reflexed

lobes. These lobes are deep yellow and velvety on the

upper surface, with margins minutely and sparsely

hairy. If the ovary is entirely lacking the base of the

corolla is closed and slightly pointed, but if the ovary
is rudimentary and of some size, the base is open. The
stamens are inserted on the corolla in two or three

rows, 16 to 24 in number, the outer row or rows longer,

the upper end of the anthers of the longer stamens reach-

ing to and filling the throat of the corolla, anthers much

longer than the very short hairy filaments. Pollen is

produced abundantly and after being shed from the

longitudinal slits in the anthers, it is held on the inner

surface of the corolla in considerable quantities.

Occasionally a staminate and a perfect flower are

found attached to the same peduncle, and sometimes a

staminate flower is developed in one of the bracts on

the pedicel of a pistillate flower.

The staminate flowers of ' ' Okame ' ' are not so pointed

as are those of other varieties. The throat also is larger.

When the number of stamens is more than sixteen and

less than twenty-four, the third or inner row of smaller

stamens is only partially complete.
The peduncles of the staminate flowers are persistent

through the summer and winter following the spring

when they developed and are a satisfactory means of
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determining whether a given tree produced staminate

flowers.

Pistillate Flowers.

The pistillate flowers are solitary in the axils of the

bract-like leaves and normal leaves near the base of the

twigs. The flowers of "Tanenashi," "Okame," and
"Tsuru" are very frequently found in the axils of the

bract-like leaves, while the flowers of "Triumph,"
''Zengi" and "Costata," for example, are generally
found in the axils of true leaves. Pedicels 14 to 32 mm.
long, covered with minute hairs, curved so as to turn the

opened flower downward, provided with two caducous

bracts which are 2-3 mm. wide by 8-15 mm. long. The

calyx is four parted, large, foliaceous, 25-35 mm. across

the expanded lobes. The lobes are pointed or rounded,
flattened or with margins reflexed, giving the lobes a

more pointed appearance, nearly twice the length of the

expanded corolla, outer surface minutely hairy; upper
surface of calyx, close to and beneath the ovary covered

with a dense hairy cushion. The corolla is 4 parted,

light yellow, 10-17 mm, long, quadrangular with blunt

angles, lobes reflexed light yellow on inner surface, con-

stricted below the lobes, the throat usually somewhat

quadrangular, margins of lobes minutely ciliate. The
stamens are 8 in number clothed with fine white hairs,

the pointed, abortive anthers curved inward over the

ovary, filaments nearly as long as the anthers; ovary

finally 8-celled, flattened, rounded or pointed, style

sparsely hairy at the base, four parted upward; stigma
much branched.

The stoutest pedicels observed are those of the vari-

ety "Zengi," 3-4 mm. in diameter; "Tsuru" has longer

pedicels than any other variety noted, 20-32 mm. The

location of the bracts on the pedicels of different vari-

eties is worthy of note. In ''Yemon," for instance, they

are close to and often attached to the base of the ovary.

On the pedicels of most varieties, the bracts are located

about the middle of the pedicel.
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The flowers of ^^
Phelps" and ''Triumph" are almost

urceolate with rounded throat.

The pedicels of all varieties observed are very per-
sistent and may still be found adhering on one and two-

year-old and occasionally on three-year-old branches.

The sex of a tree may be determined by their presence

during the dormant and out-of-flower season.

The economy of the large foliaceous calyx on the pis-

tillate flowers is quite apparent. It serves the same

purpose as a leaf in preparing food for the tree, whereas
the calyx of the staminate flower is small, of little value

in this particular, and is early deciduous.

A careful microscopical examination of many hun-

dreds of stamens of the true type of pistillate flowers

has failed to show the presence of pollen in them.

Perfect Flowers.

The perfect flowers of D. Kaki are borne singly, in

pairs or in three-flowered cymes usually near the base

of vigorous shoots which frequently bear staminate

flowers in the upper nodes, 13-20 mm. long. The pedicels
are short 10-30 mm. long, medium stout, covered with

minute hairs. The calyx is 4 parted, intermediate in

development between the calyces of the staminate and

pistillate flowers. The lobes are more pointed than in

the pistillate flowers and often nearly as long as

the corolla, smooth and shiny or with only a few scat-

tered hairs. Corolla tubular',' urceolate, rounded or

quadrangular, resembling the corolla of the staminate

flowers, but of greater diameter just above the base, con-

stricted below the 4 recurved lobes, which are deep yel-

low on the inner surface. Stamens 16 to 24 (generally

16 to 18) in number with well developed pollen bearing
anthers and short filaments, the anthers surrounding
the stigma and projecting into the throat of th-e corolla.

The ovary is more pointed than in the pistillate form

on the same tree, 8-celled; pistil four parted; the stig-

matic ends straight, and only slightly divided.
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General Notes on the Development of the Flower
Parts,

As already stated, the pistil in the staminate flowers,

may be rudimentary or it may be entirely lacking, and

it has been possible with the staminate, perfect and pis-

tillate flowers to arrange a series ranging from flowers

in which there is no sign of an ovary on one side, through
to those containing the highest development of the ovary
on the other. In such a series it will be noted that other

parts of the flower vary in sympathy with the size of

the ovary. The calyx is very small where the ovary is

lacking, it is slightly larger in specimens having a rudi-

mentary ovary, it is larger still in the perfect flowers

and reaches its greatest development in the pistillate

form. The corolla is smallest in those flowers having
no pistil, its greatest transverse diameter is reached

when the pistil increases to its maximum size. If the

ovary is lacking, the corolla falls away from the calyx

with its base closed, but if the pistil is rudimentary and

of some size, the base is open. The opening in the base

corresponds to the size of the ovary and varies with it,

reaching its largest size in the pistillate flowers. Again
in the staminate flowers the number of stamens is 16 to

24, in the perfect flowers usually 16-18 and in the pistil-

late flowers 8 are found. Broadly speaking, this varia-

tion may be stated tlms^—when the size of the ovary

decreases, the number of stamens increases, reaching the

maximum number when the ovary is rudimentary or is

lacking entirely.

Grouping Based on Flowering Habit.

Based on the behavior of persimmon trees in the pro-

duction of flowers the varieties now growing in America

may be divided into three groups,— (1) Those on which

staminate flowers are never produced,—examples, *'Tan-

enashi," "Tsuru," ''Hachiya," "Hyakume," "Tri-
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iimpli" and ''Costata,"— (2) those on which staminate

flowers occur sporadically,
—examples, "Taber's No. 23,"

*'Okame,"and "Taber's No.l29." And (3) those which
bear staminate flowers as re^larly as the trees bloom—
examples, "Masugata," "Siang" (S. P. I. No. 21910)
and the "Eagle Lake Tree." New "Sien" (S. P. I. No.

22368) and S. P. I. No. 27037 are not referred to these

latter groups, as they are recent introductions and
have come under observation this season (1913) for the

first time. It is of course entirely possible that in China

and Japan there are varieties of persimmons belonging
to the species D. Kaki which bear staminate flowers

only, and there is a remote though improbable chance

that there are trees of which the flowers are all perfect.

The Importance of Pollen Bearing Flowers.

Since the Japan persimmons, D. Kaki, were introduced

into the United States about forty years ago, there has

always been something erratic in their behavior. It has

been a common complaint on the part of nearly every
one who has attempted their culture, that though the

trees bloomed profusely, the young fruits dropped off

shortly after the flowering season. At this period, each

year, the ground under most trees is often literally cov-

ered with the calyces and ovaries of the flowers. At

harvest time practically no fruit remains to be gathered.

Here and there, for some hitherto unknown reason a tree

or group of trees would hold a crop. This phenomenon
is now known to be largely due to the unnoticed sporadic

production of staminate flowers.

Needless to say, many reasons have been offered for

the trees not bearing fruit. By some it was said to be

due to improper cultivation, insufficient fertilizer, and

lack of moisture. Others held just the opposite. Some

even said it was peculiar to certain varieties, and that

the grow^th of the calyces crowded the young ovaries off.

All sorts of remedies to meet these different theories

Avere advanced and tried, but in spite of all efforts to
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correct the trouble, the Japan persimmons have contin-

ued to behave in the same manner.

While it is undonbtedly true that an unhealthy con-

dition of the trees, due to the attacks of borers or other

insect pests, or fungi and bacteria, and an insufficient

supply of plant food, do effect the holding of a crop of

fruit, yet it has been demonstrated that the large cause

of the lack of fruitfulness in D. Kaki in the Southern

and Southeastern states is due to lack of pollenation.

It has likewise been amply demonstrated that staminate

trees of D. virginiana will not serve as pollenizers, no

artificial or hand pollenation between the two species

having yet been made which resulted in viable seed.

Having' in mind these facts, the value of the discovery
of dependable varieties of D. Kaki, producing pollen

])earing floAvers, to act as pollenizers, becomes readily

apparent. Of the varieties now commonly in cultiva-

tion, viz., "Costata," "Hachiya," ''Hyakume,"

"Okame," "Taber's No. 23," ''Taber's No. 129,"
' '

Tanenashi,
" "

Triumph,
" "

Tsuru,
" "

Yeddoichi,
' '

'*Yemon" and "Zengi,
"
only one variety, "Tanenashi,"

a seedless variety, can be depended upon to produce a

crop of fruit. This variety does not readily produce
seed even when pollenated, hence the production of

seedless fruit would not be affected by the proximity of

staminate flowers. "Okame" and "Triumph" occa-

sionally bear a fair amount of seedless fruit, but no

reliance can be placed on them to do so each time they

bloom. The others, and the two last mentioned, as w^ell,

are generally worthless unless pollen is provided to

fecundate the blossoms. Nectar is secreted abundantly,

the flowers are visited freely by bees and other insects,

and the blooming periods overlap. Hence there is noth-

ing to interfere with a revision of orchard and garden

planting practice to insure the pollenation of D. Kaki

flowers and the setting of fruit.
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EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Plate XXV.—Pistillate Flowers of D. Kaki. var. "Yemon." Natural

size.

Plate XXVL—Staminate Flowers of D. Kaki, var. "Tabers No. 129."

Normal three flowered cymes in lower right-hand corner. Natural

size.

Plate XXVIL—Perfect Flowers of D. Kaki, var. "Okame." Natural

size. Solitary lower flower and upper three flowered cyme.

Plate XXVIIl.—Staminate Flowers of D. Kaki, var. "Siang," on

main central shoot. Two pistillate flowers, unopened, on lateral twig

at right. All natural size.

Plate XXIX.—Young fruits of D. Kaki. var. "Taber's No. 129."

Natural size. Three young fruits from pistillate flowers and one fruit

from perfect flower on right hand twig. The latter is attached to

same peduncle as the lowest fruit from pistillate flower. Fruit on

twig on the right from perfect flower.

Plate XXX.—Fig. 1. Unopened Pistillate flowers of D. Kaki. var.

"S. P. I. 22,362," showing bracts on the pedicels. Natural size.—Fig. 2.

Unopened staminate flowers of D. Kaki. var. "Taber's No. 129," show-

ing bracts on pedicels. Natural size.—Figs. 3 and 4. Pistillate and

staminate flowers on same pedicel. D. Kaki. var. "Eagle Lake tree."

Slightly enlarged.—Fig. 5. Two pistillate flowers on same pedicel, />.

Kaki, var. "Yemon."

Plate XXXI.—Figs. 1-7. Series showing variation in development
of calyces. All natural size.—1 and 2. No pistils present.—3 and 4.

With small rudimentary pistils.
—5. Rudimentary pistil present—

quite large.—6. Perfect flower.—7. Pistillate flower.—8-15. Bases of

corollas natural size, though No. 9 is an under size specimen.—8. Base

of corolla without any sign of ovary.—9. Base of Pistillate flower.

"Taber's No. 23."—10 and 11. Bases of perfect flowers, var. "Okame."—
12. Corolla of staminate flower without ovary. Var. "Taber's No.

23."—13. Lobes and throat of staminate flower, var. "Taber's No. 23."—
14. Corolla of staminate flower without ovary, var. "Taber's No.

129."—15. Lobes and throat of staminate flower, var. "Taber's No.

129."—16 and 17. Three flowered cymes, var. "Okame." Central ones

perfect, lateral ones staminate. Natural size.—18. Three flowered

cyme "Taber's No. 129." Natural size.—19. Four flowered cyme
"Taber's No. 129." Natural size.—20. Two flowered cyme "Taber's

No. 129," the central one natural size.—21. Opened corolla of perfect

flower showing position and size of stamens. "Okame."—22. Part of

corolla removed to show stames and pistil of perfect flower. "Okame."
—23. Part of corolla of pistillate flower removed to show pistil and

abortive stamens. "Okame."—24. Opened corolla of pistillate flower.

"Okame."
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xxxvii

Authority xxiii

Bagby, Julian, Death of xlii

Biological aspects of tumor inves-

tigation xxxvi

Biology of Stagmomantis Carolina 1

Bolivia, Shrunken human heads of

xlii

Broadhead, G. C, Death of xxxi

Busch, Adolphus, Death of xliii

Butterfly, Observations on the mi-

gratory flight of a xl, xli

By-Laws xix, xlvi

Carbon-iron alloys. Microscopic ob-

servations upon the segregation

of impurities in xxxviii

Cathedral, Curve of light on the

dome of the new Roman Catho-

lic xlvi

Charter xxiv

Child labor legislation in Missouri,

Social effect of some recent

xxxviii

Citrate, Preparation of neutral tri-

ammonium xl

Coastal Plain flora of Mexico xlvi

Cobras xl

Color in plants. Significance of xl

Colorado, Possible explanation of

the Inferno at Fern Lake near

Estes Park xxxix

Constitution xvi

Corresponding members xvi

secretary xx

Council xvii, xx

Craig, Moses, Death of xliii

Crandall, G. C, Death of xxxi

Cranium in mammals, Development
of xxxvii

Dentate flint spade li

Devil horse. Biology of the 1

Dues xxii, xlvi

Earth's magnetic field. Variations

in the xliii

Election of honorary members xxii

members xxi

officers xxi

patrons xxii

Electrification of air on its mag-
netic permeability. Effect of

xxxv

Electricity and the production of

musical tones xlv

Energetic imperative xlv

Entomological section. Report of

xlix

Estes Park, Possible explanation of

the Inferno at Fern Lake near

xxxix

Exchanges xxvii

Expulsion of members xxii

Fern Lake near Estes Park, Possi-

ble explanation of the Inferno

at xxxix

Fixation of atmospheric nitrogen

xxxvii
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Flight of a butterfly, Observations

on the migratory xl, xli

Flint spade, Dentate li

Floods and forests vliii

Flora of Mexico, Coastal-plain xlvi

Flowers of Diospyros Kaki 125

Forests and floods xliii

Geology of the Meramec Highlands

region xli

Green, John, Death of xlviii

Heads of Bolivia, Shrunken human
xlii

History xxiv

Honorary members vi

election of xxii

Huttig, C. H., Death of xliii

Imperative, Energetic xlv

Impurities in carbon-iron alloys,

Microscopic observations upon

the segregation of xxxviii

Inclined plane. Uniform motion of

a load upon an xliv

Initiation fee xxii, xlvi

Iron alloys, Microscopic observa-

tions upon the segregation of

impurities in carbon xxxviii

Letterman, G. W., Death of xlii

Librarian xx

Report of xlix

Library xxvii

Life, Speculations on the origin of

xli

Light on the dome of the new Ro-

man Catholic cathedral, Curve

of xlvi

Light responses of the common

roach, An apparent reversal of

the xxxiii

Load upon an inclined plane, Uni-

form motion of a xliv

Magnet depends upon electric po-

tential, Strength of steel xxxiii,

XXXV

Magnetic field, Variations in the

earth's xliii

Magnetic needle. Effect of wind on

xxxix

Magnetic needle en windy and calm

days xxxvii

Magnetic permeability. Effect of

electrification of air on its xxxv

Magnetic storms, Local 59

Mammals, Development of cranium
in xxxvii

Management xxv

Meetings xvii, xix, xxv

Members vi, xvi

Election of xxi

Expulsion of xxii

Resignation of xxii

Membership xxiv

Meramec Highlands region, Geol-

ogy of the xli

Mexico, Coastal-plain flora of xlvi

Michael, Elias, Death of xliii

JNIicroscopic observations upon the

segregation of impurities in

carbon-iron alloys xxxviii

Migratory flight of a butterfly. Ob-

servations on the xl, xli

Missouri, A preliminary list of the

mollusca of 67

Social effect of some recent

child labor legislation in

xxxviii

Mollusca of Missouri, A preliminary

list of the 67

Morrison, G. B., Death of xxxvii

Motion of a load upon an inclined

plane xliv

Museum xxvii

Musical tones, New Application of

electricity to the production

of xlv

Necrology

Bagby, Julian xlii

Broadhead, G. C. xxxi

Eusch, Adolphus xliii

Craig, Moses xliii

Crandall, G. C. xxxi

Green, John xlviii

Huttig, C. H. xliii

Letterman, G. W. xlii

Michael, Elias xliii

Morrison, G. B. xxxvii

Smith, I. Z. xxxi

Taussig, William xliii

Witt, Thos. D. xlviii
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Nervous discharges, Apparatus to

simulate xxxi

Neutral tri-ammonium citrate, Prep-

aration of xl

Nitrogen, Fixation of atmospheric

xxxvii

Nominating committee xxi

Objects xvi, xxiv

Officers V, xvii, xxv

Election of xxi

Order of business xix

Organization xxiv

Problems of xlv

Origin of life, Speculations on the xli

Ostwald's energetic imperative xlv

Patrons vi

Election of xxii

Permeability, Effect of electrifica-

tion of air on its magnetic xxxv

Persimmon flowers 125

^'ipes, Experiments on the pointing

of pressure tubes to eliminate

velocity effects in v/ater xxxii

Plane, Uniform motion of a load

upon an inclined xliv

Plant improvement by selection

xxxiii

Plants, Significance of color in xl

Pressure tubes to eliminate velocity

effects in water pipes. Experi-

ments on the pointing of xxxii

Program xxviii

Publications xxii, xxvii, xlvl

Quorum xix

Real estate, Sale of xxiii

Report of Entomological Section

xlix

Librarian xlix

Treasurer xlix

Resignation of members xxii

Reversal of the light responses of

the common roach, An appar-

ent xxxiii

Roach, An apparent reversal of the

light responses of the common
xxxiii

Roman Catholic cathedral. Curve

of light on the dome of the

new xlvi

Saint Louis houses, Recent epi-

demic appearance of Termites

in xlii

Sale of real estate xxiii

Salts of organic acids. Preparation
and properties of some ammo-
nium xxxvi

Secretary, Corresponding xx

Selection, Plant improvement by
xxxiii

Sections xviii

Shrunken human heads of Bolivia

xlii

Smith, I. Z., Death of xxxi

Social effects of some recent child

labor legislation in Missouri

xxxviii

Spade, Dentate flint li

Steel magnet depends on electric

potential. Strength of xxxiii,

xxxv

Storms, Local magnetic 59

Taussig, Wm., Death of xliii

Termites in St. Louis houses. Re-

cent epidemic appearance of

xlii

Tri-ammonium citrate. Preparation

of neutral xl

Treasurer xx

Report of xlix

Tumor investigation. Biological as-

pects of xxxvi

Vacancies xxi

Velocity effects in water pipes. Ex-

periments on the pointing of

pressure tubes to eliminate

xxxii

Water pipes, Experiments on the

pointing of pressure tubes to

eliminate velocity effects in

xxxii

Wind on magnetic needle. Effect

of xxxix

Witt, T. D., Death of xlviii

Worlds are formed. How xxxix
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Aletia 50

Amnicola 72-73

Ancylus 80-81

Anosia xl, xli, 1

Anthrenus 9

Bifidaria 85-87

Blatta 19

Blattella 19

Bulimulus 100

Bulinus 68

Bythinella 68, 72

Campeloma 71-72

Carychium 84

Chauliognathus 19

Chrysopa 20

Circinaria 101

Cochlicopa 87

Coloptenus 50

Diabrotica 19

Diospyros 125-135

Epicauta 19

Euconulus 102

Galba 83-84

Gastrodonta 104

Goniobasis 68, 73-76

Grapta 19

Gryllus 47-48

Helicina 70-71

Helicodiscus 105

Hyphantria 56

INDEX TO GENERA.

Lymnsea 68

Mantis 47-49

Musculium 69-70

Omphalina 101

Pediculodes 23

Periplaneta xxxiii

Phasmomantis 50,

Physa 68, 76-80

Pieris 20

Pisidium 70

Planorbis 68, 81-82

Pleurocera 73

Podagrion 53-54, 56

Polistes 20

Polygyra 89-100,106

Pompatiopsis 73

Pseudosuccinea 82-83

Punctum 106

Pupoides 85

Pyramidula 104-105

Sphaerium 69

Spilosoma 48-49

Stagmomantis 1-58

Strobilops 85

Sturnus xxxi

Succinea 87

Vallonia 84-85

Vertigo 87

Vitrea 102

Vivipara 71

Zonitoides 103

53, 55
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